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The discussion at the Denver meeling was edited for publication and does

not represent an official position of the Study Commission. The book Is a
study document tor distribution to those associated with the work ot the

Commission.

The conference 'reported herein was funded with a Grant from the U.S.

'Office, of Education, Department of Health. Education and Welfare.
However, the opinions expressed herelq do not necessarily reflect the
position or pdlicy of the U.S. Office of Education, and nor otticiat endorse-

ment by trie U.S. Office of Education should be Inferred.
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INTRODUCTORY LETTER
-s

ta ,

To The UPEP Task Force:'

June 15, 1972

The first publication of the directorate of the Study Commission on Under-
graduate Education and the Education of. Teachers was Education for 1984 and
After. This was a book reporting conversations with; and articles by, Deans

s of Education and Deans of (or leaders of) "Teaching-Lbarning Centerck" which
combined the ahributes of the traditional College of Education and those of
the traditional Arts and Science gollege in an experimental format. The tenta-

. five:recommendations tb the Office of Education of that first meeting were as
follows: S.

Undergraduate manpower statistics need to be gathered in a much more
A targeted way than thel have been, in ways which will represent what local

power struiture cbnfigurations, local comntuniti patterns, nd local cultural
hettds are and how each of these beers on theeducation and placement of
ettucation personnel-The recognition of the unmet needs ofitudants in present'
schools 'and Me creation of a mw ;few of what future schools should bedoine
ale both considerations vital to any future teacher supply analysis.

Figbres with respect to the cost of undergraduate teacher education viva-vie
other forms of undergraduate education and professional education need to

° be gathered and displayed for national audiences (inclycfing legislative .budget
committees). '

Current OE and national concepts of "accountability" and "cost effective
ness" need to be redefined to take cognizance of anthropoideical and 'so-
ciological perceptions as to how Minion groups make people accoulable to
eacli other and recent perceptions as to how non-technical benefits conferred
by crifical\education, including critical teacher education, may be assessed.

- New programs must be rooted in an understanding of huMan culture and of the
culture or cultures served by a specific undergraduate program for education
bersonnel: an understanding 'of the learning styles of these cultures.

Any future Office of Education twitting of higher education hould be
developed as follows:

1. The grant should be an "institutional reform" grant rather than a
"teibporary systems" or "purchase "of services" grant. °

2. Before the grant is given, commitments to follow up the changes
created through it should be obtained up through the governing board
of the institution and, in some cases, the state legislature.

3. Granta should require some form of program' budgeting across Arts
and Spience. Colleges and Eddcation Colleges; and Lommon, fully in-

I Updergreduate PrepPration of Educational Personnel is a program of the National Center
tor, the Improvement of Educational Systems, U.S. Office ul Education. The Study Commission
works with the UPEP atatfjn a process of researching educational reform and developing pro-

. grammatic thrusts.
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tegrated systems of curriculum formation, evaluation of"College
teachers as trachers of teachers, and related promotion and pay
features should be required.

4. Preference in grants should be given to places which have abolished
or seriously niodified departmentf and created some kind of common
Arts and SciencesEducation learning community as the basis tor
educating education personnel. .

. -

b. Each program should have a clear program for governing inter-sys-
temic questions which relate the college and the schools le each
other: e g. sudh questions as the staffing of -clihical schools, feeding

. new leachers Into' the schools, protecting academic freedom in the
school, need to be handled in a systemic way and across systems..

The Study CommiSsion and 0E12 will have to.;cfeate the tools to make
Higher Education take note of the above- recommendations.

,

The second meeting of a Study Commission conimittee was a meeting_with
superintendents of schools and principalswomen and men -who have played
a leading role in, developirig clinical training. The recommendations of !hal
group are as follows;

-
Statistics:

1. Education statistics need to be gathered in relation to general social
cost statistics which reflect the consequences of poor schools and
badly educated leachers in Mich categories as the costs of prison,
.programs, dropout programs, job training programs and so loith.

...
2. Education statistics which illuminate the m rket and tell what kinds

of leachers are needed and where and .wh t kintis are nol,needed,
need both to :hr.gatherid better 'and better ublicizeii. 9 *

. The professional aspect of the training of teachers needs to be centered
in the schools and controlled by them as a "technical training" comparable
in some ways lo industrial training. The role of higher education in the educa-
tion of teachers should be to provide a good general orliberal education in
the first three years ol 'college. School-based professional training should be
offered in the fourth and possibly the fifth trars.

.

School-based training may make use of higher . education personnel lo
assist in tho professional, or technicat education of the teacher:

1. to perform cominunityacomrnissioned research;

2. to represent advanced stages of the knowledge-wirining process
. . belh lo the leacher and to the student.

School:based professional trslning should include a strong component of
leaning from the community and control by parents and students, and should
respect the life style, value system, language, and expressive system of the
culture in which the school which provides trairklg is located.

r vi
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School-based undergraduate training should continue up lb tenure and
should involvg some sort Of credentialling-ih-neighborhood by the school
system and parents. -

The federal government Should feed no funds .of a research or scientific
nature (NSF, NIMH, etc.) or for non-tedcher training purposes to those institu-.
tions of higher education which relitse to fulfill their obligations to the schools.

School-based undergraduate professional training would-cost no more than
present higher education training and would require a form of collaboration
among the,schools, fhe state, and the federal goyernment comparable to present
methods providing for funding depenclf4 on collaboration of highet education,
the instituddh, the state, and the federal government in such areas as science
or among industry, the state, and the federal government in industrial training.

Primary funding should be, "Institutional Aeform funding" as opposed to
"purchases of services" funding.

The following spe;ific ancillary directives were given:
.

1. The Study Commission and UPEP should make an assessment of
eeds and models in school-based undergraduate training of teachers.

2. They should do a study relating school, state, and national budgeting
procedures for the education of teachers. . .

Pi

TeaCher recruitment should begin' in the schools as early as age 13.

4. Any clinical school shotildpromide feedback and evaluation to higher
education as lo its effectiveness,in teaching, particularly in the liberal
arts.

5, Theldea of "performance" and "behavioral objectives" should possl-
bly be redefined in broader, hind narrowly behavioristic terms, and in
non-quantified, verbal' terms.

The Deans of Education and Arts and Sciences group .took ?he following
pbsition which would tend to qualifSi the school administrators positions;

The professional education of teachers needs to be centered in schools
but not controlled by them because:

1. The schools In most districts lack the intelleCtual -rescurces of the
typical Callege of Education.

2. The schools have.very conservetive administrations and school beards,
and neither educational innovation nor academic freedom would be
protected in school7,based settings.

a

a

Both groups agreed that:

1, Credentiailing procedures need reform to reflect community needs
and the teacher's capacity to do-a-job. .

2. Federal funding should Ike "institutional reform" grant funding.!

v11
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3. Training in professional eication needs much more to reflect a re-
spect for the culiure, life style, and power, or Pential powe; of
oppressed 'groups And non-mainsireaM cottures.

4. Most schools in the present hide-boUnd state 'should not have any
lignificant control over the technicel asPect of the undergraduate

. education of teachers, evon that which they presently have through
cooperating rsachers and principals in the less responsive schooli.

The fUndamental issues which are joined between the deans and the school
administrators may require: . 0

\That the AAUP and/or Other organizations Which "guarWntee" academic
freedom be encouraged to participate in the development of school-based

. undergeeduate training for teachers and also be invited to-participate in develop-
ing guarantees of freladom for student leaihers where technicil educaticin is,
controlled by,higher education.

That hi gher education either reshape, or give yro its claIM to offering, tech-
nical education in education areas and as's* it to the schools, industry,
community agencies, etc., which have extensive educational programs and can

.possibly provide their own technical education.

,That theicomponent dealing with the "Critical" study of education in educa-
tion faculties be deepened and .bro'adeped, made more theoretically rigorous,
extend deeper into history and across more cultures.0

It appears he uPgp guidelines should take cognizance of, and reflect, the
position t9ken.by the Deans' group and School Administrators' group where
reasonable concensusppears to exist between the two groups. Further Stupy
Commission study and attivitv will be needed to resolve the outstanding issues
and Acvtake cognizance of ol.her contributing groups.

This book also contains a series of essays setting forth related legal, sta,
tistical, fiscal, rind budgetary issues. The burden of ttrese essays Is:.

-
That- the teacher shortage may be a myth, based on an incorrect concep-

tion of what a teacher of efiucation is; training ly be an educator should perhaps
be offered in the sChool and other vocational and community contexts where
edutation irtlone. p

That some notions ol "culturally pluralistic" education appear to have tbe
force of legal opinion behind them (Sari Felipe del Rio), and these should be
basic' to school-based training. .

That futly elaborated "crAical schools" do not yet exist and need to 'be
lonceptualized.

That "institutional development" funding is more effective than vpurchqse of
services" funding in education reform areas.

.
, :Cf. the suggestion of Charles E. Silberman In Power, Aufgority and Dec'sion Making In
Teacher Education, PP. 35-39; alta pp. 49.51.
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That local, state, and tedoral funding patterns for schools have to be dart .
fled and rationalized If decent school-based training for teachers is to be
realized.

%

The final report of the Study Commission will endeavor to clarify and/or
resolve the !ssues 'raised above. The recommendations includedlin this Intro-
iuctkp are trought to the OPEP task force and to the educational community
of the nation for their considration as the Undergraduatd Preparation of Edu-
cational Personnel program Is being built.

Paul A. Otson
Director, Study Commission on

Undergraduate Education and the

Education of Teachers

`The followtrig Summary was Made at the end of the discussion and ap-
proved by the participant's.

A

SUMMARY. .

.MR. OLO0N1;
1. The superintendents' and principals' group wants gn as-

sessmentoI need with respect to teacher training, perhaps clinical
teacher training of an underaraduate sort based'in theischools."
The costs of the program are to be- estlrpated, .etc. This would
be undertaken by the committee working with the American As-
sociation of School. Administrators.

2 The group wants an eitfoliation and rationalization of
budgeting procedures .which would'involve bringing together the
Office of Education procedures, 'state budgeting procedures,
higher education budgeting procedure and school procedures.

3. The. group *ants a picture of how clinical teacher paining
which is centered in the community and tile child could be car-.
ried on.

4. The group gave me the fOliowing directives: (a) first, that
undergraduate training' should be school-based in the fourth and
fifth years; (b) second, that an undergraduate program should be
a program which really begins in ttie .high schools at about 13,
encourAging. the '. sense of a teaching vocation prticularly in
young men but also in young women at that level; /(t) third, the
prograro should carry throUgh 'from the clinical school into the
actuog"cOmmon school ,staff" up to the point where the tenure

Mk,
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decision is, made (which would probably be about three years
after the person goes into the schools), the teilure deciqion bein9
conceiVed of as a 3-10 year "tenure" decision with respect to
continuation of employment; (d) foath, the clinical school would
be conceived of as a school which would give feedback to higher
education as to how to reform, its practicum and training activi-
ties -particularly in the liberal arts areas (where such things es

.the Kent State sociology practicum would pe conceived of as
mtdels for the traiMng of people. who could actually operate in
schools and do 'a job, of ,psing the schemata provided by higher
'education to understand the world in which the school operates);'
(e) fifth,'the committee aolted foi a series of new definitions of
performance, some of them non-numerical: first of all, transac-
tional definitions of performance as set -forth by Dick Foster;
'secbncl, "verbal" or' "descriptive ianguage game" definitions of
performance. as opposed to numerical definitions; third, group
and community-oriented .or cottimunity-of-the-schoci definition;
of performance as described by Murray Wax and others in rece0
essays attacking conventiOnat notions Of IriC-C-F3untability";
sixth, the group said that.the teacher aducation program should.
be directed toward the Teshuffling of certification so that a
teacher's being allowed to teach "would not be simply a matter of
getting a degree or getting credentialled but 9f the teacher's being
Certified as a pet8on who is -appropriate to teach in a specific
school or specific cntext. The group said that there should be
a program involving parents in the local community to "certify"
at the district level,

.8
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EDUCATIONAL REFORM AND.INFORMATIONAL NEEDS

In discussion about edikatIonal reform and needed .information the group
raises a yaciety of questions: How many tvachers are presently available? What
are the actual, cogs of. edUcation? How does the economy affect education,
now and in the future? What kind of adults are needed in the classroom? What
is the picture Of the total sOcIal and cultural realityi.e., How much is spent
by th3 government on Lockheed of how many native American teachers are
there in areas of large native American populations? How do local communities
'express their own educational needs? Are these real rieeds or has the thinking
of 'the community been controlled and manipulated by people in power whu
decide what information the people should haye?

The group also consideri the following Issues: The formulation ,of 'value
statements regarding the relationship between school and society; how a
predse definition of market needs would affect teacher recruitment; identifying
at the elementary levels potential teachers, training them and using them In
teaching relationships as a way of getting quality teachers.

Shapiro In his study deals with one aspect.of Information needsthe supply
and demand for teaching personnel. He suggests that the present perception
of teachers as "single-purpose tools" rather than as professionals who are
capable of working in a variety of situations increases the disparity between
supply and demand. He warns that If current recommendations to curb the
teacher surplus are put into effect that a shortage of te4chers may result by
1990. He bases this projection not merely on populationgkowth but also on
fundamental changes in our society involving what he calls an "information
revolution" in which jobs will be task-orienteda process involving a heavy
demand on training and re-training. Moreover, he suggests the fundamental
attention should be given to the pmcess of training and utilizing teachers
rather than to an attemptip decrease their numbers.

xlv
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Education *Reform and Information Needs

"There ought to be paid work that older adolescents can do in an
innei city school that can be enormously useful. The gang kid, who may
be a more effective teacher of reading for kids from his neighborhood
than the certified person, should be paid as well as given credit. My
point is that it doesn't have to lead the kid anywhere if het,doeSn't want it.
If he says, 'I don't want to be a teacher in the long run,' fine. But, we
can say, 'We need you, you are valuable; not only can we pay you now
and give you immediate reward, but we can set up a program for you
that, in effect, will rater lead directly iniu a career of teaching.' "

Robert Schwa," see p. 12.

INFORMATION NEEDED

MR. OLSON:
I hope that this becomes a fairly open kind of discussion

group. I want to start with 'yvhat kinds of information you think
a Study Commission, concerned with getting decent teachers to

\- American schools, ought to have available. I am thinking first
of numbers information; the National Center for Educational.Sta-
tistics or other groups are willing to gather numbers.

MR. SALMON:
It appears to me that we are always hung up on what a good

teacher is. My inclination is to define what we expect of teachers
in terms of results as reflected in the output of students. As I
read the material that yoti sent me, I was struck by the fact that
we are still looking at inputs so far as teacher behavior is con-
cerned; I was particularly struck by the discussion in one of
these documents which dealt with the* training of teachers in
institutions in Zerms of the salary scales of these institutions as
rated by the American Assoctation of' University Professors. I

found no indication' that anybody had-ever loo,ked at how well
the people who were educated as teachers at institutions whibh
paid good salaries, performed in terms of student performance.
It is attractive to say -that teachers should come from Class A
institutions, institutions where the professors ve all well iJaid.
But, I would like some datathere may be dataindicating that
teachers coming from those institutions are, in truth, more effec-
tive teachers.
MR. SPILLANE:

Statistics are extremely important at this initial stage of the
Study Commission's work because statistics are changingand

.1
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The University Can't Train Teachers
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rapidlyin this country's schools. The first statistic We need to
know is how many teachers are available.

_-

Teachers are now a glut on the market. A distrt such as
New Rochelle; a small city district; has dismissed 171 teachers
tor lack of. funds. As a district reaches efiscal crisis.and starfs
to reorient its priorities, its new priorities have a far-reaching
effect on teacher education.,

The role of the schools in the Past has included the role of
social leadership. We provide supportive services speech,
health, hearing; we are probably the' greatest source of public
health in this country. We vaccinate, look at eyes, ears, noses
and throats; wei.provide all kinds of services that we no longer
have substsntibl sums of moneY for, particularly where the public
based its funding on the premise that we are primarily to provide
education in reading, writing and arithmetic. Education has
changed dsrastically in the last hundred years, but the support
for it is still the same: .the pioperty tax. As a typical school
district finds that it cannot collect enough.taxes, it starts eliminat-
ing people like social workers and reading teachers. Maybe this
is good in that it focuses- the teacher's responsibility. There is
no longer the reading teacher that a teacher can point to and
say, "This kid has a reading problem, and that's what you're here
for," or "He has a social problem and that's what the sodal
worker is here for." Like it or not, the cutting of supportive staff
is now shaping the teacher's role and responsibility in a school.
It is an external force that we have very little control over. Maybe
it will be good; maybe it will be bad. I think it depends on how
the cutting of staff is harnessed. The fact is that, given the-
lis:ng cost of education and the slower growth. of the GNP,'we
may have to place 40 to 50 kids in a classroom.

All these are considerations really fundamental and prerequi-
site to a discussion of teacher education in the context of
reality.

' For a description of New Rochelle's redesign efforts see p. 153.
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Education Reform and Information Needs

MR. OLSON:
Are you saying that we have to accept the notion that we are

going to cut staff?

MR. SPILLANE:
No. I think we must consider it in terms of gathering data

to find out what the fiscal picture really is like. Recent reports in
Newsweek or Time show the rate of growth in need for teachers
is low. That may or may not be accurate, but we need a lot of
data as to the number of people that are going to be available,
the cost of education, and how the. economy is going to liffect
education. These are critical forces affecting the training of
teachers.

MR. OILSON:
Are you saying that, if we cut back, the question is whether

we keep the highly specialized person or the classroom teacher?

MR. SPILLANE:
External forces are causing cut backs. We shall have to set

our own priorities.

MR. FOSTER'.
I need at least five times as many adults in my classroom as

I have at the present time in order to provide the kind of adult-
student interaction relationships necessary if we are really serious
about the delivering of skills. We have never rehlly talked about
site concentration. We have never really talked about What would
it take if we really wanted to do it. We af e not overstaffed; we are
understaffed. We don't have enough to do the task, end l say
that purposely. the Gross National Product does not provide
enough money to schools for staff, and that ought to be our:
bombardment on the U.S. Office of Education.

- The question is, what kind of adults do we need in those class-
° rooms? If we keep going as we are, I don't see any tuinaround.

Twenty years from now we will be inches better off, if at all.

MR. SALMON':
The rationale that one built staff on was that social workers

were needed in order to produce a certain kind of behavior; a-
reading teacher was needed to produce another'kind pf behavior.

3



The University Can't ,Train Teachers

That's 0,ttaditional way to look at itthat if you get a teacher-
pupil ratio of so much and if you have all of these ancillary types
of peupie around, you will produce a resutt. Some data indicates
that you don't produce the results that way. On the other hand,.
in certain areas of California (and I can talk about Sacramento),
where you did site concentrating, you .did produce results. The
political problems that immbdiately 'emerge result from an in-
adequate eConomic base. You go to the people and say, "Let's
find a better way to teach ghetto kids." And so you find a better
way. But, it costs you $400 more per student than you're spend-
ing on your regular kids. So you say; "Give us $400 more per
student and we believe that we can expand this program and
better meet the needs of more childfen." At that point, the tax-
payers are likely to say, "That wasn't the idea. The idea was
really to develop, within the context of your initial outlay, a plan

,
to teach kids in this way."

,We have to grapple with what we expect from kids as to be-
havior. We have to look at the kind of delivery system and the
kind of staffing patterns that produce our concern for misconduct.
I guess one of the problems that I have dea with for some time
has to do with input versus output. If you add more staff, do you
necessarily produce more 'results? Well, that's problematic.
Maybe you do, maybe you don't.

MS. SIZEMORE:
Data need to bp collected about the total social reality; in-

formation on the total reality is not available. It's hidden informa-
tion. We have' information off-Rm much money is spent on the
mar in Viet Nam, but not on the subsidies given to companies
l(ke Lockheed. These expenditures should be placed side by
/
side with the inadequate eduqational allocation and should be
known to the people.
MR. SCHWARTZ:

ApWe need analysis of comparative _social costse.g. of ihe
st of preventive money pumped into bchooi az npposed to

remedial money spent down the road.
MS. SIZEMORE:

Yes, for instance, the amount of money needed to keep a
man in prison for a number of years. This should be made public

4
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to the, people so that they know what the government's priorities
really are. Is Lockheed more important than education, for ex-
ample?

I want to know ,about the total social reality; I want to know
about local cultural realities. I want to know how Maly American
Indian teachers there are in systems that have large American
Indian. populations. I Want to know how many Spanish-speaking
teachers there are in cities like Chicago with their large concen-
trations of Spanish-speaking people: I want to know thoSe kinds
of things and I want the people to knows And I want to know
what our teacher training institutions are doing about the deficits
in those areas..

MR. SPILLANE:
jt was shocking to educators in this country when, not too

long ago, the Gallup poll found that most of the people in this
country-73 per,centwere most concerned about discipline in
schools. Discipline was, to them, the foremost educational isttue;

still stands high on the list. That says something that school
Oeople have to be aware of. In gathering information, we need
to find out what the people view as "the problem" so that we can
work with it and develop systems with. people, not in isolation
from therm- predetermining what they think as we perceive it.

MS. SIZEMORE:
If you find out that the people are concerned about discipline,

what are you going to do?

MR. SPILLANE:,
'That's just one aspect of a tremendous am unt of data that's

essential to develop a complete picture. We re still operating
in isolation. Community involvement, in many cases, has been a
farce because we have predetermined what the community wants.
Maybe we don't have the data available to find out what the
community wants. Maybe it doesn't know.

MS. SIZEMORE:
I have problems with that approach. The community, which

I represent, in the first place; has an inaccurate conceptual map
of realityand not accidentallybecause IDeople with power have

5
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acontrolled what knowledge was distributed and disseminated to
-the people in my community; they only know what.the people in
power want them to know, which means that they do not have
choices.

For example, when the new Martin Luther King .High School
was bLilt, the people in the community wanted a general aca-
demic high school as good as any other high school in the city,
but such a school did not speak to the needs ofjthe students
who were corning to that high school. The comthunity had tci
have information, as it discussed, so that it could understand
wrot it was chbosing before it could intelligently choose.

MR. SPILLANE:
That's exactly what I am saying.

MS. SIZEMORE:
If you'were to let loose a group of surveyors in my community

at this point and they would ask some questions about various
situations, the community would give them whatever responses
the knowledge it has dictates; the community may say that what
we need is more police in the dchoo I . But, if aware of another
set of knowledge, it would .theri have a choice between actiond
and know why it chooses as it does.

MR. SPILLANE:
Even if a community days that it wants more police, that is

something. I know then where my problem lies in education.
Part of the problem is that we have done an extremely poor job
in educating people as to what we are doing.

MR. CARDENAS:
I have another hangup on a polling approach to finding out

what communities want. Minority groups are going to be poorly
represented. Rather than taking a poll of what Americans w,ant
for their schools, I think we need a mechanism so that, in a spe-
cific neighborhood, one can find out what it wants for its schools.

MR. OLSON:
But meaningful data can't be gathered from the neighborhood'

until the people in the neighborhood have been thrbugh.the kind
of educational process that Barbara has been talking about.

no.
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-MR. SLMON:
As) listened to the conversation, it seemed time that there 6 '

was a determination byI guess, by the board of education in
Chicago, that the people in that community initially wanted a
general.academic high school. Did I hear you accurately on th§t?

Na.

I '

MS. SIZEMORE:
Right.

MR. SALMON:
That seemed to support Bud Spillane's position that that was

a beginning point. Then the needs of the community were related
.to that; and the incongruities emerged. It took some real illumina-
tion and real work on the part of people who understood, that
situation to get the people who lived in the community to change
their idea about what the school ought to be.

MS. SIZEMORE:
I agree with that. But, I'm saying that to go ahead and build

the general academic high school, knowing that the people did
not understand that there was aril/ other alternative, really, is
using the people to further the goals of the system. Because, it
is the system that distributed the information about the general
academic high school in the first place.

MR. CARDENAS:
Let me give another example: bilingual education. The adult

pdpulation in Navarro has been discriminated against; it has
been exploited, and a lot of the exploitation and discrimination
has been rationalized in these terms: you don't speak goad Eng-
lish so you can't get a job that pays a good salary. 'The penalty
for being "non-English speaking" has been a big millstone around
these people's riecks. Then come the superintendent of schools
and the board, and they say, "We're going to start a bilingual
education program." The people say, "What's that?" "Well, we
are going to start teaching the kids in Spanish." "Oh, no, you are
not. I can just see my kid. getting screwed all his life like I have
been, because I don't speak adequate English." It takes a for-
midable adult education program. The communities who were
going to implement this thing had to understand that it wasn't
minimizing acquisition of English language skills but an alterna-

,
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tive system which allowed for the maximizing of the acquisition.
of skills in English. .

if yuu conduit a poll right now among Spanishtspeaking popu7
lations and say, "Do you want bilingual education?" they're going
to say"HeH, no, we want our kids to be given jobs."

MR. OLSON:
I hear you saying something that Tony Gibbs of the Woodlawn

Organization said about the Moynihan report: "If you really want
to understand the problems of the United States, you don't have
Moynihan come in and look at a lot of black families." That is,
you investigate problems in controlling populatiOns, not in ttie-7
contiolled ones.

MR. SCHWARTZ:
Before we talk about gathering data, we must make some

value s tements about what a relationship between a' school
and a soc ty ought to be. I would uggest two value§ that ought
to be priority values: 1) SChbols should promote cultural di-
versify, which is not simp'I a matter of a community's perpetuat-
ing its own culture; it is e ucation toward placing a proper kind
of value on pluralism and other people's cultural systems; (2),,
schools should help level income and power differences, so that
the gap between rich and poor would be considerably narrower
in the next genbraiion. One has to acknoWledge that efforts to
realize these values may mean a confrontation% with the power
structure. They may mean more tension rather than less. There
will appear a real opposition between'theoneeds .of the dominant
society to reproduce itself, its desire to use schools to perpetuate
the present social structure, and.the values which bught" to be
our priorities.

In my own situation, Adams High School has been operating
directly in the face of majority community sentiment for a 'couple
of years and, I have to say, not with great success. If we hild
conducted a. poll in the dominant communi* before we opened
Adams as to what kind of school the people wanted, it damn
well wouldn't have been the kind-of school we Wanted. And if
we took a poll now in the dominant community and asked people
whether or not the school was reflecting their values and needs,

8
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they would say, "Hell, no," -The Study Cø1nmission has to lead,
and it has to Rather data from some persp ctive as to what con-.stitutes leadership.2

MARKET NEEDS AND RECRUITMENT
MR. SALMON:

As I look at the issue of data and teacher training, I .thingl of
a number of variables that imoinge on the final results. Perhaps
the most important is the variability of the market. it isn'r the
teacher training institution which decides who's goinb 'to be "a
ttacher. Essentially the individual decides who's going to be a
tea8her. The institption can only filter.

Now, how can this system work? If you could have an expres-
sion from Barbara Sizemore's school or another school, say, that
Spanish-speaking teachers are valuable, some of the people who
are going to college that are trying to make up their minds about
what they want to do might opt in that direction. ,But, rigtd now,
the market isn't that well defir.ed. With the Bilingual Education
Act, there has been some moverrient in that direction, because it's
been enunciated; people who are bilingual now see a market.
But the market has not been well illuminated ;Is a basii for
counselling und career direction.

MS. SIZEMORE: 6

41'1'4

r

kut, teacher training Institutions do affect the mar)(et.' Even
with The large number of schools in Chicago urban areas that
service Spanish-speaking communities, most teacher training in-
titutions have yet to provide a program for Spanish-speaking
.teachers.

MR. CARDENAS: 4

Not only thatin my area, most institutions of Higher Educa-
tion impose a lot of barriers dhat prohibT Spanish people from
going into college.

MS. SIZEMORE:
The whole area of intelligence testing have had stLirlts

who would come from Puerto Rico, sophomores in high school,
placed in the 7th grade because the school had given them no

For a riartial descrIption of Adams High School In Portland; Oregon, see -

p. 83.
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Spanish-speaking tests to measure intelligence or achievement.
The whgle Fnglish-speaking cgriculum is imposed upon them at
a levpl of interest and instruction through which they have already
pasged.

MR. SALMON:
Except for the bilingual program that's' especially, funded, what

kind of a market exRression.do you have for this kind of teacher,
for the teaoher that.can communicate with the Puerto Rican or
the Gthicano or the Sioux?

MS: SIZEMORE:
We need data to tell us where these schools are, what numbers

of jiitnish-speaking teachers are needed. But the problem is
very complex. We have programs to desegregate teachers, but
there .are forces in the community saying, "I need this cultural
residue in rny school to deal with the problems of my people."
These two forces come together head on, especially in the Black
,comrriunity., Again, in the South, Black teachers are losing therr
jobs through desegi'egation; that's inimical to their interests. They
are being displaced by white teachers in the name of integrega-
tion.

MR. CARDENAS:
The shortcoming of a defining of the rriarket is this: it will have'

an effect cn who seeks to be trained for the jobs, but it is un-
likely td affect training.

MR.. SALMON:
Your 'district saidthat you want' 500 Spanish-speaking teaCh-.

. e ers because you have a Program that's going to ongage that
skill; then you might go about trying to get them so you could
put your program into effect. I think it would have an effect on

0. training.
. .

MR. CARDENAS:
Let me give you an example. We have `a Careec Opportunities

Prdgram. I not only say, "I haye got vacancies for.120 teachers,
or will have within four years"'; I identify the 120 that want to go
into teaching and recruit them. I provide full -tuition, stipends,
salaries, booke, and all fees, but that damn college still won't do

10
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ariything for them. The same thing is true with our bilingual
'iristitutes. I've got a .hundred thousand bucks for training teach;
ers, but the college will make no cacession. If the kid doesn't
span the ATC exard, they will not pass the kid.

MR. SCHWARTZ: .

We hive got to get more. Blacks and Chicanos and Indians
into teaching. We ought to_pegin to design a strategy to' get
these peoplein. An early identification process is already under-
Way in several Ones under COP,' for example. This process
includes identifying potential teachers at the high school level,
using them in a tutoring relati9nship within the schools, and put-
ting them on a paid basis tkuough Neighborhood Youth Corps
funds or othei kin'ds of funds. This means takirfg someone at the
a§e`of 14 or 15, and saying two things to them: (1) we will

rguarantee you a teaching position if you want it at X point down
theA'road; and .(2) we will provide a combination of work and
study for you beginning right now.

MR. OLSON:
I would be more comfortable if we said that we conditionally

guaranteed the teaching positiot, the condition being that that
person becomes a,teacher.

MR. SCHWARTZ:
There presumably would be some kind of criteria. But very

often on's of the real Problems for a Black adolescent in the city
is that he feels locked in a system that's not going to lead him
anywhere. Given this it means a great deal to be able to say,
g:Assirming you keep your part of the bargain and stay in, our
needs for Black teachers are such that we are willing to go out
on a limb and say we can guarantee you a position. We are
willing to bet on you and we are willing to design a-program
that will work with youa training program on the basis of what
we know about you as a person at age 13 that will help you be
a teacher."

I see your side of the argument, but I'm willing to say that
the recruitment problem and the need for Black teachers more
than outweighs the possible cost of making that kind of com-

11
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mitment and having somebody take you up on it who really is
not qualified:

MR. CARDENAS:
My experience has been with COP where the' student was

identified as belongihg to a high-risk category. We are haiing
only a ten to fifteen per°cent mortality rate in the high rcisk cate-

-. gory. If we were 'to take the cream off the top, there would be
very little risk and we woulp have a lot of assurance that the
youn6 people recruited' would go into teacher Obsitions.

MR. OLSON:
A realistic teacher training programone different .from exist-

ing oneswould be based on the choice of (the individual rather
than somebody's going out and selecting theTh.

MR. CARDENAS:
No question about it.

MR. OLSON:
But, that choice .is difficult for the person ge are talking about.

The thirteen-year-old kid in a Black, Puerto Rican, Chicano or
Indian community may never have been in touch with a relative
who's had significant long-tertn eMployment: Part of the education
qf that kid may be to get him to entertain the notion that ne has
skills as a teacher, to help him visualize that he's good of poten-
tially good.

> MR. SCHWARTZ:
Let's make it more immediate; there ought to be paid work

that older adolescents can do in an inner city school that can be
enormously useful.

The gang kid, who may be a more effective teacher of reading
for kids from his neighborhood than the certified person, should
be paid as well as given credit.

My point is that it doesn't have to lead the kid anywhere' if
he 'doesn't want it. If he says, "I don't want to be a teacher in the
long run," fihe.,But, we can say, "We need you, you are valuable;
not only can we pay you now and give you immediate reward,

12
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but vve can set up a program for you that, in effect, will later
lead directly into a career of teaching."

MR. OLSON:
There is something like this going on in some places. North

Dakota, I think, has developed something like this with non-degree
Indian people in connection with their COP Program. Another
thing that could be related to this is the Action program which is
supposed to provide money for community service. The concept
might be extended to help us recruit young peoplejunior and
senior high peopleinto the education professions.

MS. SIZEMORE:
Another issue in my community is the recruitment of males.

COP is predominantly female, and so are the teacher aides and
paraprofessonas working with community agencies. Teacher
training has failed to emphasize the necessity of involving indi-
viduals in teacher training programs at that leveltwelve to
sixteen--in the Black community and particularly among yoUrIg
Black males,

Recruitment must begin there because that's the age where
recruitment of the gangs is intense and increased; that's the age
where the dropout occurs. The same is true in your (Cardenas')
community,

MR. CARDENAS:
-Yes. But we're in this with the NYC program, and we have

a very large number of males in it in excess Of fifty per cent I
would imagine. That program can be harnessed for the recruit-
ment of education personnel.

MR. SCHWARTZ:
Let us ask the question of the recruitment of educational

personnel in terms of -the value premises which I tried to estab-
lish; respect for cultural diversity and redistribution of power.
We began talking about the law of supply and demand. But if
Barbara (Sizemore) set up a functional teaching program for the
Woodlawn Project, and it had a major component that had to
do with changing the power structure of a community and involv-
ing parents and kids working .together in the training of teachers

13
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and thinking of teachers as advocates, that would be fine for
filling her jobs in that community. But for her to say so would be,
I would imagine, dysfunctional in terms of the larger system; that
is, the person who has been trained.at Adams has to pretty well
conceal thet fact if he's going to get hired in the larger Portland
systeni or outside.

MS. SIZEMORE:
Not necessarily dysfunctional. Each ethnic neighborhood sets

to protect its interest. When I first came to the Chicago Public
School System on April 9, 1947, you had to be an Irish Catholic,
Therefore, I could not get a regular job. .1 was a substitute in
school after school where the principal was named Murphy and
the vice-principal was named O'Hanrahan or Harrigan or Riley:
over and over and over, it happened.

Finally, I got the idea. I said, "Okay, that's the way it is." So
I became principal of a school. And I went around to look at all
the schools that surrounded me, a few bocks to the north, a few
blocks to the west, a few blocks to the south, and east. And,
at each one of these schools, whatever the national ethnic group
of the community was, the principals were of the same nationality.
All of the people in the positions that had some prestige were of
that ethnic group, you know, give or take a few instances where
you have a principal like Joe Rosen.

And so I said, "Okay. In my school, everybody is my ethnic
group." That's the way you did it, because that's the only way,
people got jobs, you see, That's the way you made opportunities
for your people who were qualified.

My people were sold on democracy and education and the
pursuit of love and brotherhood and peace; but the Irish weren't
asking that question relating to their pursuits and neither were
the Jews. Their first question in Chicago was, "Is he an Irish
Catholic?" Then, "Is he qualified?" You see? So I had to learn
that process just as I imagine Spanish-speaking people

MR. SALMON:
How did you become an Irish Catholic?

14
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MS. SIZEMORE:
I never did. I just reversed my questions. My agehdas were

hidden, but that's the way you made opportunities for the people
in your ethnic group. The.point I was trying to make was that
these opportunities do not come about by the law of sUpply and
demand. The demands are created by the."people power" of the
ethni.0 group.

MR. SALMON:
It seems to me that if you are looking for a teacher tr,%ning

program which is'designed to get people into the schools in guch
'a fashion that they will then create a market for Spanish-speaking
teachers, well, that's one thing. If, on the other hand, you are
saying that there Is already a substantial demand for a kind of
teacher that is now not being produced already, that's another.

MS. SIZEMORE:
They are really two sides of the same coin. This is what I

am trying to say.

MR. SALMON:
Well, I know alibut creating a market. I understand you on

that.

MS. SIZEMORE:
My people used to have Ph.D.'s in the post office. Well, that

wasn't very inspiring for anybody to get a Ph.D., because you
could work in a post office with a high school .education, or
eighth grade education if yor really could read. Sr;, the fact that
this man had a Ph.D. carried a kind of derogatory connotation,
because he didn't get any further than the post office. So, the
community said, "That's stupid to go through all Mat just to get
a job in the post office." If you don't create a place for your
Ph.D.'s, then the people are not motivated to try to get Ph.D.'s.
This is one of the problems with high school graduates in the
Black comm u nity.

If I am a kid in the upper grade center in the Black com-
munity, and my brother has just graduated frorry.Dunbar High
School, a straight A student in plumbing and is down at the pool
hall because he can't get in the plumbing union, then I've got
problems.

1 5
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MR. SALMON:.
! know.

2
"f

MR. CARDENAS:
A further-example of this, in the South, will show how bad it

is. During the real severe shoftage of teachers in the 1950's, we
had school districts where over 50 per cenPof the teachers were
on emergency permits, because they couldn't reach certification
requirements, and at the same time Blacks with teacher's certifi-
cates, graduate work, and master's degrees were still working as
waiters and porters and busboys. Right now, in the state of
Texas, I would imagine that easily 75 per cent of the Spanish
teachers in all of the secondary schools are white Anglos that
learned Spanish in college and speak it as if -they had learned it
in college:

MR. OLSON:
Let me try to pick up on the implications of the things you

are saying for the 'issue of information gathering and the recruit-
ment of teachers. Would it be something like this: that one of
the ways of working might be to gathertinformation to identify
communities where the people were rother aware of their own
educational interests, in which poor peop41--Chicanos, poor
whites, or other groupswere rather aware of what was going
on with respect to power and education, sufficiently aware so
that they would be able to put pTssure on school boards to hire
teachers that serve the needs of their. kids (i.e., would belong to
their ethnic group, teach reading effectively, whatever the base is).
The federal program would then try to get the school systems to
develop appropriate school-based training programs to develop
the teachers which this commUnity now wished to hire.

MS. SIZEMORE:
You seem to he giving me equities. I'm saying, "Give me

'inequities' in the power positions that create the present job
market." Minority groups have to crgate "inequities" for them-
selves when they come into those 'positions; otherwise, there
won't be any. To put it another way: I want to eliminate the
present inequities in the power struggle through providing for
parity in the decision making so that minority groups have an

16
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entree at the planning and "initiating of policy-making" level. I

want minority groups not to be forced into reacting against a
plan.that is already made.

. .

MR.- OLSON:
One does not create parity with guidelines. The, powerless

community has to create a sufficient political self-consclousness
for itself so that the parity already exists before the guidelines
come down. Federal funds never come into a neighborhood and
mate parity (c.f. Title I, ESEA); at least, I 'can't imagine that
they would.

17
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Manpower:5upply and Demand
for Teaching Personnel .

Leo Shapiro'

Teacher trainers have _to look further ahead than 1980 if they want to
alleviate the problems of thit current teacher surplus. Statistics from the 1970
census, when projected to the year 2000, point to a rising need for teachers
In the 1990's after a low, point In school enrollment In 1980.

The largest single age group as of the 1970 census was 10-year-olds.
Shortly after these chhden reach child-bearing age during the late 1970's and
early 1980's, the number of school-age children will again begin to increase.
(Flgures are based on "moderate" assumptions of populatior),, growth end

1school enrollment ratesfor instance, a completed cohort fertility rate of 2.45
children per each women born in 1957 or later).

Since "teacher power"supply and demand for teachersflows with the
needs of the schools, hasty attempts to solve the temporary surplus may result
in serlous shortages later on. *Instead, teachers must be trained to function
outside the school system while retaining their teaching skills for use In the
schools when needed.

Problems caused by the flow of supply, and demand Nr teachers were
studied recently by our staff, with emphasis on 1) present literature on the
subject, 2) remedial actions that have been recommended, 3) projections of
the present situation Into the future, and 4) programs to accomodate this flow of
supply and demand.

Supply of 4.1 Million Exceeds Demand
Current literature confirms that people are entering the teaching field at

a faster rate than needed for the jobs which exist or are being created. Occupa-
tional Manpower and Training Needs (Bulletin 1701, U.S. Department of Labor,
1971, pp. 34-35) states: "Altogether (counting new graduates 2.7 million plus
reentrance 1.4 mink i) elementary and secondary school teachers could number
4.1 million, more than the 2.4 million needed (by the year 1980)."

Even If the NEA minimum standards for quality were to be taken as the
standard *of demand (at a level of 34 elementary pupils per teacher and 199
secondary pupils per teacher), the surplus would still exist.

The author heads Leo J. Shapiro and Associates, Inc., a Chicago market research firm.
Shapiro is chairman of a committee within the Study Commission whose role Is to' provide
technical assistance In developing an information system for the commission. Most of the
material In this article was contained In a speech Shapiro gave at the annual convention of
the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education In Chicago Feb. 24, 1072. A
monograph containing the entire speech and' additional research is being prepared for publica-
tion.
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The surplus, however, "pays off" for the schools. With moreeapplicants
for a teaching job, admirilstrators can hire a better qualified teachar for less
money,

Two basic remedial plans of action have been discussed by educatois:

1. Increase the number of opportunities for employment of teachers.

2, Decrease the ,number of people who are able to seek employment as
teachers.

Among the suggested ways of ,Increasing the number of lobs are to:

(1) Raise the "quality standard" (by lowering the pupil-teacher ratio). NEA
has suggested a ratio of 24 elementary pupils per teacher and 124 secondary
pupils per eacher, which would help "match jobs with teachers" until 1974.
Even low ratios 19 to 1 and 99 to 1 have been suggested to handle the
problem

(2) In ase the number of students, by developineprograms for pre-school
children, for people over 65, for adults seeking retraining, by forcing full en-

, .
ruilment of school-age children.

(3). Create specialized classes for the handicapped, or otherwise excep-
> tional child, and those who are not now reached or served 14 the present edu-

cational system as intensely as theY require for full development. Specially
trained teachers would be required to serve the needs of these students.

(4) Redistribute and relocate teachers to areas where it is difficult to recruit
a teaching staff. The Office of Education Commissioner's Annual Report in 1970
stated that there way surplus, but "(only a surplus in some areas). Twenty-six
states reported shortages of applicants for regular classroom teaching jobs in
rural areas. Six states reported shortages in small cities; four in central urban
areas. There are also shortages in math, the physical and natural sciences,
trade,.industrial and yocational courses, and programs for the disadvantaged."

(5) Give higher pay for difficult teaching jobs. This might increase applicsints
for inner city and ghetto schools and reduce the number of applicants com-
peting for suburban jobs.

(6) Retrain certified leachTrs to take jobs that might otherwise be filled
by paraprofessionals who are not certified teachers. Make certification a pre-
requisite for "trainee" and paraprofessional positions.

To decrease the number of people who ale seeking teaching lobs, some
"weeding out" of the present educational system has been suggested:

(1) Discharge the teachers who are not fully certilled to teach. Do away
with provisional certificates and other devices whereby people lacking teacher
training can get jobs di teachers.

19
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ri(2) Require certification for non-teaching lobs within the school system,
such as school nurse or librarian, to secure for teachers jobs in the educational
system that might otherwise go td people who have not been certified.

(3) Train teachers to serve specialized groups In the population who need
different or specialized methods of teaching, such as the ghetto child, tho child
belonging to a particular ethnic group. Raising certification standards for these
jObs would reduce the number of jobs for which normal certification is'enough.

(4) Increase qualifications and requirements for teacher hiring. This has
been done by 65 Per cent of school administrators surveyed in November, 1971.
Fifty-seven per cent claim they will stiffen requirements still further In the
future. ;

(5) Increase qualifications and requirements for entry into teachers colleges.
This would Improve the quality of teachers while reducing the number, it is
claimed.

(6) Discourage teaching as a career chcice. This could be done both by
Increasing qualifications and requirements for entry into a teaching curriculum
(no. 5 above) and by widely publicizing the surplus.

. (7) Dismiss teachers who are deemed "bad" by student evaluations of thelr
classroom performance.

(8) Enlist early retirement programs.

(9) Send teachers overseas to satisfy the demand in foreign countries.

The outcome of these plans of action might be to increase the cost of
education per student to a very high level (perhaps to levels that will be re-
jected by taxpayers); to force school systems to compete for teachers through
higher salaries; and to reduce the nUmber who want to teach: who aie trained
to teach, and who are allowed to teach.

Perception of Teachers as 'Machines',,
Perhaps the source of the problem is the perception that prevails con-

cerning teachers, schools, and the learning process. The present perception of
teachers depersonalizes teachers, treatd them' as machines, regards them as
having limited value by virtue of their training, mental capacity and experience
and by virfue of their lack of experience outside the *school system.

Although we see teachers as intellectuals, they are perc.eived sOmetimes
to be not quite as bright as offier professionals. They are trainable to do pro-
fessional work, but only of a simple sort, and only In a controlled system.

In the effort . to borrow methods of solving the problem from systems'
analysis and economics, the resultar,t statistics and models are being taken
for reality. Because of this, teachers are taken as slngle-purpose tools, rather
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than human beings who are capable of growing and operating autonomously
outside the controlled system In which statistics say they must function.

There is, at present, a surge of horror over the surplusa sort of panic
after having wished for teachers In the light of a shortage, and having been
granted much more than e asked for. Now, what do we do with,them?

There Is a power.stru gle that also .obscures the issue, whereby teachers
seek to expand their share of money by the use of tactics borrowed from
guilds and unions. There is an effort to differentiate teachers in a Darwinian
fashion to re.0 Ice competition.

Consequences of Success
A real problem may develop if theie actions to handle the so-called surplus

are effective in reducing teacher availability, slowing the entry of people into
the teaching professions. The cost increases may stiffen the backs of taxpayers
in terms of the fight for more money to train fewer and fewer children.

The chart accompanying this article depicts projections made by people
who hate to be wrong. Most surveys don't go far enough into the future. The
difference between the projections behind,this chart and the projections behind
the statistics quoted on the surplus Is that these, projections were trade by
people who have larger offices, can work with larger piecas of paper, and
therefore project to the year 2000 instead of cutting off at the year 1980.

Statistics on U.S..popUlation by single years of age, according to the 1970
census, shows the population to peak at aboutage 10. -This will cause the
teacher surplus to be alleviated by about 1985and, if yqu look at the chart
showing probabilities of birth projected to 1990,.you will find that if the present
st9ps recommended to curb, teacher surplus are taken, there will be a shortage
of teachers In 1990.

What The Future Holds
In the future, there will not only be a boom In the number of births causing

a potential teacher shortage 15 to 20 years from now, but there will 'also be
other fundamental changes wIthM our society. The most fundamental change
will be a change In the meaffing of, work. This change will occur for everyone,
including teachers, Realistic planning has to take into account the implications
that a change in the meaning of work has In terms of people's need to learn
not only as they develop as children, but after they have left school.

As a consequence of...the Changing meaning of work, there will ,be a re-
organization of the current economic structure whereby jobs will be Lsk
oriented. There will be a breakdown in role structure id business and industry
and people will be fulfilling a task rather than filling a roleand organizing
their skills, so that the task can be accomplished. This process will Involve
training and re-training. Not only wffl our schodi have to prepare people for
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these kinds of jobs, but there will be a great need for people to train and
retrain constantly in business and industry to organize the task-fulfilling process.
For these reasons, teachers will become valuable to business and industry as
well as being able to trainto teach people to do something.

The information and knowledge we now have will be communicated to
people, whether It's in schools or In business oc industry. Becaut,e qf this,
teachers will have to move in and out of the schools as the supply and demand
win dictate.

TeacUl as a True Profession
With these considerations inview, there is another way to look at the

pioblem. The need for teachers grows and diminishes in a period of time that
Is briefer than the life career of a teacher. The training of teachers has to
proceed at a pace unrelated to the curient demand for teachers. As the derriand
is virlable, the supply must also be variable.

Teaching4nd learning will be done increasingly outside a schooL setting.
Teachers must, therefore, be able.and willing to choose other careers when
the demand for teachers in the school sygtem is not large, and be ready to
return to schools.when the demand Increases.

The solution derhands that both for the sake of people who elect to be
trained to'Fteach and for society, there be vocational alternatives for teachers
outside' the school system that permit them to retain their teaching skills so
that they can move into .and Obt of schools. .

There are two questions that need to be studied to plan action: 4

1. Is teaching a separable profession?

2: Are there opportunities othdr than schools for people who teach?

Supply Helps Create Demand for Lawyers
Let's start by looking for model of a similar situation in another pOo-

fessionlawyers. The analogy suggested In Human Resourcee In Higher
EdvatIon by Folger, Astin nu Bayer:

Of these seven fields, only In elementary and secondary schopl
teaching and the arts does the output of colleges and universities appear
to be adequate to ,the projected demand for graduates. In the arts fields,
there is no evldenae that a shortage of graduates has ever existed, in
teaching, long consieered a shortage occupation, the favorable supply-
demand balahce now developing will be clearly evident In three or four
years. Lpw provides a special case; since law gradtates can perform a
wide variety of jobs, no measures of demand exist. The supply in this
field helps to create the demand. If there is a 'larger supply, they will
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probably alf,find employment; if fewer lawyers are produced, the jobs
they now prerform will be done In other ways.

What now is the challenbe for colleges if they are able to recruit students
and staff, to survive, and to accomodate to society? They will have to learn
to teach people to teach- as professionals Jn many settings and Indeper9ent
of structOre. They need to communicate to young pnople that there are °freers
in many different fiilds available to them If they have training in education,
Including. schools, And, they need to start now a program to communicate to

e industry, government and religious organizations the importance of utilizing
professional teachers. ,
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THE-IDEA- OF COMMUNITY AND THE

EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

Some participants defend the Melting-pot conception of American society
as- having served as a way for most. Immigrants to achieve "middle-class,
status." Otheras say the-melting-pot. idea Is a myth and that strohg and powerful
alternative institutions were formed and continue to exist for the protection of
cultural identity. All agree thdt the community should have an input at all
Isfls of the educational process including the training of teachers. The
teachers and the schools should themselves be good models of humane adults
and humane communities. Sizfrore describes how, to secure this end, the-
Woodlawn Experimental School District set up a collective decision-making
model called CAPTS (Community. Administrators. Parents, Teachers, Students)
which attempted to involve the community., in the decision-making process.,.
(See also the description of New Rochelle's redeSign system, p. 153, which
involves the community in policy and funding planning.),

Spindler, who Is aware of the separate streams of influence in American
'culture and the .conflicts and contradictions that are a part of odr .%alue system,'
focuses on the unintended transmission In the classroom of cultural values
that are at variance with the values of particular client-communities and which
defeat the intended educatIonal.goals of society.

Spindler's concern that we understand the degree to which American public
schools transmit the values and culture of If particular limited community is
reflected in the ,Texas memorandum opinion concerning the. San Felipe Del
Rio, school district. This opinion states that Mexican-Amerrcan students are ah
identifiable ethnic group and as such are entitled to the protections glyen under
the Fourteenth Amendment and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Based
on this decision several major school districts in eastern Texas were 'found to
be operating and supporting segregated education system's. Perhaps the most
important sentences in the decision are those relatihg to how cultures must
*ate If "integration" is to respect differences in htiman commurMies:

Equally clear, however, is the need to avoid the creation of a stigma
of Inferiority. . . . To avoid this result the Anglo-American students
too must be called upon to adjust to their Mexican-American class-
mates, id tO learn to understand and appreciate their different lin-
guistic and cultural attributes. The process by which all students
participate in a joint learning and adjustment process will not only
constitute an :educational enrichment but, also, will bring the school
system as a whole closer to that goal or state-of-being referred to
by the Supreme Court as "unitary system." It is with this goal in
mind, thereforethat of true integratioh as opposed to mere desegrega-
tion, or, as Texas news media are wont to term it, "racial mixing"that
the Court issued its major order....
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"The sociorecononic background of a kld is a much greatar deter-
miner of how the youngster will read than the schools have ever been.

Perhaps the richools should be for whilever parents perceive them to
be for: 'You teach my kid how to reed; forget aboilt his 'cultural back-
ground, forget about everything. I don't give a damn about lhat.. You
teach him to read. That's WI I want out of yod. Teach him how lo
Communicate.' . . . Under the guise of helping people, we have some-
times destroyed them. Under the guise of 'mooting the needs of the
culture,' we have destroyed the. culture bedew,* we failedthe kid still
can't ree he still can't communicate."

Robert SpiHane,.see p. 36.

e

,

CARDENAS: . .
I went to a school district that, was 'implementing a bilingual

education program and they had some 30 white Anglo Saxon
teachers that were going to be taught Spanish sO they cbuld
teach 'bilingually. I couldn't help pointing out there were already_
ten million Spanish speakers in the country. Why pay, for this
kind of a program when the United States has the fifth largest
Spanish-speaking population ino,the world?

MR. OLSON:
I .think one of the fgnctions .of the Study Commission, miglit

be to highlight such inanities. We have to get rid of a lot of
what Ken Boulding calls "educational pollutipn.". It is maybe a .

'/rnatter of deliberate cultural and Political contrivance that non- .
Spanish-speaking teachers have been placed with Spanish:speak.:
ing students. A kind of conscious or unconscious sadism may

,be manifesting itself in that situation; an effort to disrupt4the life
of a group. If people can be made todunderstandlhat disruption
is the net'effect of the process and be held responsible as other
diirupters are held responsible, this would be salutary. We have
provided almost a hundred years of Sioux schoolihg with mostly
non-Lakota-speaking teachers and have produced almost a hun-
dred per cent dropout rale across the near century.

MR. SALMON:
There is an explanation for that. I Can't defend it, but it has

to do with the melting pot concept. When the Poles and`the
Dutch and the Germans and others came here, they came here

. ,voluntarily. We got many of those people to lose their culture,
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and many of them wanted to. The Chicanos, the Sioux, the
Blacks are in a different category. The Chicano was here; the
Sioux was here; the Black was brought against his will. And
they don't want to lose their culture.

Now, if you look at American education up until probably
1955 or 1960, the melting pot concept .was the thing that was
adhered to. I first worked with Chicanos. In fact, most of the
teaching that I did,as with _predominantly Chicano classes.,
The assumption was that we needed to adjust the kid to ttie
culture,if he was going to be successful. My big job was to keep
Mexican kids from speaking Spanish. We had third generation
Mexican kids coming to the Los Nietos School speaking Spanish,
and we used to talk about what a horrible thing it was because
we had taught their grandparents and we had taught their parents
and now we had to teach them to speak English. t

Our attitude may have been contrived by some big subversive
force, but I don't think so. I think we operated from a model
that worked relatively well for society at that timea model that
ihe whole school system generalized on. And we just weren't
able to break the Sioux and the Chicanos and others away from
their cultural roots.

MR. OLSON:
I wantto attack your explanation; Joshua Fishman did some

research on language loyalty in the United States;1 one thing
which he discovered is that a great many of us live double lives.
We Ere middle Americans a good part of the time, and we are
Swedes, Chicanos, Germans, Greeks, or whatever the rest of the
time. The schools have' never recognized Viet division in our
lives; the schools in Nebraska deliberately broke most of the
ethnic minorities around 1918, because rooted culture was sub-
version. If you spoke a ,na y foreign language, you were un-
doubtedly in touch with Ger any through the wireless. Some of
the rural Czech district preserved a linguistic and cultural
autonomy longer, into the 1940's. Perhaps we are either rooted

' Joshua A. Fishman et. al., Language Loyalty in the United States, Humani-
ties Press Inc., New York, 1967.
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and happy about it or rootless and desperate. Perhaps no one
is happy to be a middle American.

MR. SALMON:
I am.

MR. OLSON:
I doubt it.

MR. SALMON:
I am.

MR. OLSON:
You're the only person who is. We are glad that you are here.

MR. SALMON:
I just can't place a root anywhere other than in America. I

don't have a root.

MR. OLSON: .>

But don't you have a connection to a place or town or a
family or "local habitation and name."

MR. SPILLANE:
Not in this business; not the way we get canned as super-

Intendents.

MR. SALMON:
It may not seem rational to you, and you have thought much

more about this than I; but, it seems to me that when my wife's
people curie here, when my people came, when other people
came here, that the school systems did make it possible for some
people who .were at the poverty level to gain a middle American
status. 4.'-

MR. CARDENAS:
Not o. Not so for rnY people. Look at Crystal City. Until

1946, no, Mexican-Americans had ever enrolled in high school.
The community is 85 per cent Mexican-AmerLcans.
MR. SALMON:

Let me come bck. You forgot what I said. I said that when
people voluntarily came to thii country there was a different idix
about their relationShip to the country than there was when they
were here already or when they were brought against their will.
I'll give you an example.
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MR. CARDENAS:
You are classifying the Chicano as a person that was here

already or that was brought here involuntarily, and it isn't so.
My grandfather came here voluntarily. My mother came here
voluntarily.

MR. SALMON:
Okay.

MR. CARDENAS:
Well, my ancestors were placed in Mexico "involuntarily" but

they came tO the United,States voluntarily.

MR..SALMON:
Let me see if I Oan explain that. You have a cultural root

from Mexico into Texas, and there is a free flow back and forth.
There was not such a flow with the Germans and the Poles and
the Czechs. They left their roots behind permanently to gain
"middle class" status. The poverty known by these people was
a poverty"which they could only met by iminigrating and chang-
ing their ways; and by many economic standards', they were suc-
cessful.

MR. CARDENAS: .

But look at the price they paid.

MS. SIZEMORE:
The immigrant groups had to establish alternative institutions

to protect their cultural identity from the onslaught of the public
school systems: e.g. the Hebrew schools. Separatism is not in-
digenous to Blacks or Indians. it started with Irish Catholics and
imniigrant Europeans--hypenated-Arnerican groupswho came
oter here and clung to their institutions as a protection against
the hostile environment of the alien culture.

The next stage in their development was a nationalistic stage.
This was when hyphenated-American mights, rites, and, rituals
came together to create assodations and organizations. These
in turn created institutions fok the reinforcement of the hyrihen-
ated-deparatist base to kee-p _the gr1rup hanging.tooéther so it
could develdp "people power'.1In the Jewish group ytd have this
still today. Jewish people have 250 watahcloglassqciaVons, or-
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ganizations, institutions in the city of-Chicago alone. They have
these groups-to watchdog the Irish Catholics. The Jewish people
have to do this to be sure that the*Jews get places of employ-
mentto protect their interests. Otherwise, the Irish Catholic
would take it all.

The two most powerful organizing dynamics that man knows
are religion and nationalism. Once a hyphenated-American
group gets a tight organization, then it develops a little thing
that Erif(son calls the negative identity; you take what is bad
about yourself and attribute it to someone else: Consider the'
Puritans.' They brought the whisky and the guns and gave
them to the Indians. And when the Indians got drunk and shot
off the guns, they said, "Look at those drunk violent heathens."
Negative identity projects what is bad about oneself off on the

."other." Through working through the stages of alternative insti-
tutions, nationalism, and consolidation of power through negative
identification, the immigrant groups developed work blocs and
economic blocks and pulled their people up into national institu-
tions'af power.

One work bloc that really fascinaWs me is a Japanese-
American bfoc. They have found a job, that pays about $5 an
hour. You don't have to know how to speak English or write
English or anything. It is in the egg producing industry where
they need to know immediately what the sex of a chicken is and
all you have to know is to flip over that little furry yellow ball in

, the first two.days and say it is a hen. The job depends on an
ethnic in-secret nobody else knows. In Chicago, we have whole
unions that are dominated by ethnic groups.11-oli have to be a

Volish-American to get in .to the steamfitters; end if you can't
show your ancestral papers, you are no good.

A man from one of the cities in New York had just read
Robert Dahl's book, Who Governs?; he denied the book's
thesisthat ethnicity is still alive in the U.S.A. He said, '!That':=
not true.. We are absorbed into the culture; we gave up put
culture." 1 had the chance to visit-him the next year. I walked
into his beautiful Italian household and ate Italian food and ,drank
Italian wine. Guess what kind of music they played all day long.
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Late in the day', hii mother came.in and spoke. I thought, "What
kind of language is that? I thought you lost your cult0e." He
was replying to his niother in/Italian. His Italian pattern was not
given up.

Once a group has built economic foundations for its people,
then it is ready to form voting and other .coalitions. This last
stage is what I call the pluralistic stage; an ethnic group is
ready to operate within the economic arrangements and institu-
tions in the countw which give the illusion that the group has
really been assimilated. All the group has ivally done is con-
solidate its people power and translated it to land power so that
it ban operate as an equal group in parity with other groups that
have power. This happened in city after city, independent of the
schools.

MR.'SCHWARTZ:
I wanted to. add one more thing: An the late 19th century

the dominant society's motivation for extending public education,
when stripped of all the rhetoric about the melting pot, was es-
teniially economic. The aim was to fill industry's need for a mass
of workers who would keep the machines going and who would
accept certain dominant cultural values, e.g. the value of work
and knowing their place. Melting pot rhetoric was a convenient
mask .for placing newly arrived immigrants in predetermined
niches: to make them functional in the Society, to make the
society work ab dominant people wanted it to work.

MR. OLSON:
My grandfather was a Swedish sharecropper who Was a kind

of pacifist as I understand it. He probably hated the Kingund
didn't much want to serve in the King's army. He came to this
country because he .felt he could make it within the industrial
agricultural systeen of the country. He was willing to make the
compromises necessary to survival on a Nebraska farm. But he
never wanted his kids to go to school beyond grade school. He
looked askance at my father when he went away to high school.
My grandfather escaped from a semi-slave economy and.viewed
his Nebraska farm as freedom.
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For the Indians and Black people, the process was reversed
in that the effect of the American system op them was to take
away their relatively self-determined agrarian economy and sub-
stitute a plantation systemthat of the South or of the BIA. There
hasn't been much pretense that the system served them. A

MR. FOSTER:
As the European groups were carving out their economic

power base, they made it very clear to Blacks and the Chicanos
and the Indians that the avenue of carrying out one's own power
base was not open to them. Now, after it's all been carved out
and the power has been distributed, then these same groups turn
to the Black and Chicano and say, "Why don't you pull yourself
up by the bootstraps the way we did?" You see, we didn't want
them in before; they were excluded.

e.

MR. SPILLANE:
It seems to me that what Paul Salmon is saying, I understand.

What Dick Foster is saying I also understand. That both can say
what they say is probably part of the problem; there are many
people in the dominant white culture who wanted to get rid of
any ethnic identification because they 'didn't want any. What
some white people can't understand, and what even l'only learned
after I became somewhat of age, is that the Navajo Indian doesn't
really want to be like me. He has a trib3I society and wants io
the death to preserve his culture. And people really don't under-
stand that in this country. Many of us still think of the Indian as

*not coming into the melting pot because he can't. He doesn't
come because he doesn't want tr...

MR. SCHWARTZ:
What is a school's relationship to a community, and how can

it function as a kind of community? We have to keep that con-
cern a central one. Much of the talk about competency, and
much,cf the talk about input and output, tends to be Much too
individualized. It tends to focus on what the individual teacher
does. The model is veTy often a model of an individual teacher
locked up with .a.room full of kids, a model which has a bias
towards looking at "individual outcomes"what a kid learns
rather than looking at a kid as part of some kind of community,
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learning skills as a functioning member of a community. Some
of the skills which the children need to learn are going to be
directly political skills directed toward the problem of redistribu-
ting power: redistributing power in the school, or, redistributing
power-in a local situation as a piece of a larger problem, redis-
tributing power in the society.

If you begin to think about the school as a kind of com nity
and then ask what kinds of adults can really help mak that
community into a humane'and powerful kind of communit , you
will then begin to ask what kinds of training and experiences an
help produce those adults. To think in such a way makes a bit
more serse to me.

We tend to learn from the way other people behave, not
merely from what they say. That has a couple of implications
for teacher training. No matter what kind 6f picture we have in
our heads of what a student ought to look like, it seems to me
the adults in contact with the students'have to .be examples Of
that model. If we talk about teaching kids problem solving or
the skills of political action, ihen the adults that they work with
on a regular basis have to embody those skillsc. The Study Com-,

. mission has to talk about a trainkig process or program that can
help produce those adults. That to me has a vary direct implica-
tion for undergraduate teacher education, because most colleges,
as they are presently qtructured,- are so shot through with dys-
functional models of teaching, that I am very skeptical as to the
quality of teacher education that they can be expected to provide.

If a good school is a humane community, it also must bear a
humane relationship to its surrounding community. By a humane
relationship, I mean one that helps perpetuate the culture of that
community and that places value on cultural diversity. Simply
having Black teachers in a Black school is not good in itself unless
it's directly connected to a notion of what the function of the
school is.

MS. SIZEMORE:
If the community indicates a need, then how does this get to

the teacher training institution so that it grasps this fundamental

0'
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concern of the community and execute it so that that kind of
school is permitted. I'm saying that the community should partici-
pate at all levels in decision making. I use the CAPTS, (Com-
munity, Administrators, Parents, Teachers, Students) model so
that everybody-is-include/cf.

I am also saying that if language is important to human com-
munity, then a person's native language should be important in
its educational process, in the sort of school you describe. If my
teacher cannot understand my question, which is the basis of my
learning, then that teacher cannot communicate with me in my
basic areas of concern.

MR. OLSON:
It was once thought by the Sioux people that the Bureau of

Indian Affairs would not Allow the Sioux people to teach in the
BIA. And then they found that there were lots of Sioux people in
the BIA, but, the Sioux people were all teaching on the Navajo
reservation in Texas or anywhere but in Sioux territory. The BIA
logic was very explicit. It may be useful to look at i3lApractice
as a kind of emblem of some other American practice. The logic,
as I perceive it, was that one was dealing with people who
needed to be civilized. If one had a sioux person who had
finished the schools, then he had been civilized. But, if he were
to return to his own community, the community would drag him
down, so that he would once more become less than fully civilized
what he had achieved as a graduate. The schools not only
didn't encourage the teacher who was also the culture bearer to
come into the classroom, but they rather explicitly avoided the
teacher who could perform that function. The consequence was
that none, of the teachers spoke Lakota or .knew the rituals,
festivals, religion or fundamental institutions of the Sioux.

One American anthropologist who made a study of the Pine
Ridge schools has argued that, even in such repressive situations,
there is no such thing as a school which isn't controlled by its
community. The children as a group come into the classroom
and learn sooner or later how to take over the school. In some
communities, they learn noncooperation or by violence or disrup-
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tive activity to take over. The Sioux children learn silence to
disrupt the process which is disrupting their lives.

MR. SPILLANE:
We don't have data on that sort of thing. .00 people want the

schodls--to-"beartheir-cultu re'l?-Here-weLare-in-splendid. isola-
tion determining what people want and need. I don'f think we
know what people want. What are the schools for?

MR. SCHWARTZ:
That's a value question.

MR. SPILLANE:
Is it of value for us to make the assumption that the "culture

bearing" school is good for people? Let's find out. Let'a find
out what the school., are for and what they should be for. What
are the goals of "school"?

MR. OLSON:
There is no such thing as gathering value-frtee data.

MR. SPILLANE:
- We are in a position to determine what to perpetuate. The
schools have failed for certain kids. The socio-economic back-
ground of a kid is a much greater determiner of how the youngster
will read than the schools have ever been. Now, we are trying
we are goingto predetermine what the schools should be for
without really recognizing, first of all, the schools' failure and
then checking with- the people as to what the school should be
for. Perharis the schools should be for whatever parents perceive
them to be for: "You teach my kid how to read; forget about his
cultural background, forget about everything. I don't give a damn
about that. You teach him to read. That's all I want out cf you.
Teach him how to commpnicate."

My picture is a very simplified picture; it involves a very real
critique of our present conversation. Under the guise of helping
people, we have sometimes destroyed them. Under the guise of
"meeting the needs of the culture," we have destroyed the culture
because we failed-i-the kid still can't read; he still can't com-
municate.
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CARDENAS:
Let me turn that around and say if you have no regard for

the culture you can't teach the child to read.

MR. SPILLANE:
Ms. Sizemorewould yod-describe-the -Woodlawn Experl

mental School Project? I have heard of it, but I must express my
ignorance.

MS. SIZEMORE:
First, it wastrfitle III project created as an experiment in-

.

volving broad based citizen participation in policy-making. It
was not an experimental project, in community control because
the definition of "community cOntrol" in that community was that
the power 'would be transferred from the central board to the
local board and this would mean control over financing, teacher
hrring and firing, et cetera. This power was never transferred.
The Chicago Board of Education had complete approval-veto
power so that Woodlawn was an experiment in decentralization
involving broad based citizen participation with no transfer of
power.

The model used for this collective decision making was called
CAPTS: C for community, A for administrators, P for parents, T
for teachers, and S for students. Each group was to meet auto-
nomously, at the initial stage, and place their demands as to the
Woodlawn Experimental School District. There were three
schools: the Wadsworth Elementary;the Wadsworth Upper Grade
Center, and Hyde Park High School, with approximately 3,000
students. It was'h complete system. In this negotiation process,
compromise was excluded as a viable concept, because the stu-
dents had no organizational base or power base. Therefore, they
had nothing to give up.

MR. SPILLANE:
How many students were involved?

MS. SIZEMORE:
Approximately 3,200. Other groups that had a power base

could opt for the least of the students' demands; that is the
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least that could come of it in a negotiation process. And so they
could never be complete losers. That was step one.

After this negotiation proces occurred in the CAPTS Con-
gress, the plans or demands or needs statedwhatever the
Congress wanted-to call-thm---=-were-giverr-to-the-professional
bureaucracy to form into an educational. program. Then these
prograrvis were sent to the administrative staff for allocation of
funds, space, et cetera. Finally, their plans were sent to the
Woodlawn Community Board tor a recummendation, either ac-
ceptance or rejection.

The Wdodlawn Community Board had 21 members. Originally
seven were from the University of Chicago, seven from The
Wopdlawn Organization, which was a community organization,
and sevn from the Chicago Public Schools. The second year
the University of- Chicago gave up three of its seats to the com-
munity and The Woodlawn Organization.had ten. And, the Uni-
versity of Chicago had four.- The Chicago Public Schools had
seven. The Chicago Public' Schools also gave up four of their
seats in a sense, because two of those seats were given to
students of Hyde Park High School and two to the teachers in
the district. So this board then could either accept the plan or
reject it. If it accepted the plan, then it went to the Chicago
Board of Education for approval or veto. If the plan didn't
pinge upoh the plans of the Chicago Board of Education,, then
it didn't have to be approved by the board. If it did, it had to be
approved beforp it came back down.

4
The program-was evaluated by the CAPT3 CongregrJ, in other

words, students ei(alu Ited teachers and teachersNvaluated
students and programs. Parents and, community representatives
also evaluated the program. This was th& policy-making structure
that we tried to utilize during the three years of the project. That
was really the heart of the program.

Now the primary objective was to restructure the social sys-
tem in two ways. One was to change roles and relafionships
within the school; the second was to change the Toles and rela-
tionships in the community. The project was not only concerned
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with who worked together, but with how they waked together.

Now, some sectpdary pbjectives were expectedbetter edu-
cation, the creation of a sense of power, improved self-concepts.

The second point that I am trying to make has to do with the
kind of communVy which this process created. The CAPTS pro-
gram improved the teacher prOgrams; the -necessity for collective
decision-making appears over and over, especially in the areas
of the oppressed and colonized. Oppressed people in this coun-
try are saying, "We want to make the decisions in the institutions
that affect the lives of our children and our people in order to
enhance our life chances in tbe economic institutions in this
country."

Present teacher training in Higher Edudahpn is *not preparing
teachers for that kind of decision making. Teacher trAining insti-
tutions continue to support the traditional hlearchical authori-
tarian kind of decision-making structure. And the teacher training
institutiohs themselves- practice that kind of decision-making
structure. They expound pipe dreams about democratiô process;
on the other hand, they practice a sort of dictatorial authoritari-
anism and pass it on to teachers who,' as is well known, have a
tendency to teach school as they were taught, and further sup-
port this archaic process.

MR. SALMON: -

Were these on-going schools when they were put into the
project? Did the staffing of these schools remain the same?

MS. SIZEMORE:
The teacher had a right to Idave.

MR. SALMON:
How many did?

MR. OLSON:
Quite a few.

MS. SIZEMORE:
Quite a few in the high school; not too many in the elementary,

but in the high schuol there was an additional problem that the
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pdncipal wasn't too flexible and did not really practice the collec-
tive. decisionrmaking model to the extent the; the teachers felt
that she should. And, much 'of the teacher mobyity in that school
rested on the teacher-administrator probleni rather than the
teacher-project problem.

MR.. SALMON:
Did the replacements come in 6n a volunteer basis or did they

coirie Pim teacher training institutions or from

MS. SIZEMORE:
They came from the central board.

,

MR. SALMON:
From the Chicago board?

MS. SIZEMORE:
All teachers had a right to say, "I don't want to participate

in the project."

'MR. SALMON:
You Were indicating that you felt the teachers weren't trained

for this kind of role; yet you had a proceas going which, in at
sense, I think, fulfilled this index. How did you train the teachers?

MS. SIZEMORE:
We "lad an in-service component which was in charge of all

of the teachers' in-seri/ice training. We had a teacher-training
coromunity component ;which was charge Of all parent c9un-'
cils. We also had a research and evaluation component. The
project was a cOnstant in-service process, working wi leachars
to achieve the goals of the project. .
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The Transmission of American Culture 1

George D. Spindler'

The transmission of American culture and the teacher as a cultural trSns=
miller are the ,subjects of this chapter. Within this framework ,the analysis
will center on the unintended, unanticipated consequences of cultural trans-
miesion in schools, in our society that are at variance with the intended goals
of transmission.

. .

Thli is one of the less swell Illuminated areas of educational practice and
.conceptuallzation. Discrepancies between intended educational goals and

' what IS actually transmitted are preacint in curriculum design, in the literature
of textbooks and teaching aids, and in clastrOom procedure. They permeate
all phases of the student-teacher relationship, the professional educetion of
teachers, and the very subculture of education.

The treatment of processet withiti this fociis must be exploratory and ln-:
complete, for there is so much that is unknown. But the problem is important.
With more knowledge of the ways in which the goals of education can be de-
feated in the very process of education, we may achieve better dontrol over
the resirlts of education. "'

Transmission of Conflicto5 in Culture -

The discrepancies and conflicts between intent and outcome, between Ideal
and real that the teacher transmits to children in any classroom must originag
In the culture.'As Theodore Brameld has demonstrated so well in' his booK
The Cultural Foundations of Education, the educator must look beyond the
schools and the 'people in them to the cultural context of education, in order
to understand the problem. and aspirations of education. ,

The American culture is dynamic and is composed Of many once-separate
streams of cultural influences It Is adapting to radical chengesin the human
environment. It is now, and for some time has been, a' culture notable for the
conflict's woven into the very fabric of its value system. We place a traditional
value upon thrift, but we appear to believe even mdre strongly in the value
of keeping_up good appearances that depeilid upon mortgages and installment
payments, which make thrift impossibla as we play, the game according to-
the rules of the American Dream. We believe in deferring ntisfactions to the
futyre but want the benefits of deferment now. We believe that success is to be
won by hard work, but eniphasize "personality" and social contacts as means

I This article Is an abtlg9ment of an article by George O. Spindler entitled Education in
a Transforming American -CiAiture," Harvard Educational Review, Vol. XXV, Summer 1955,
pp. 145.156, Copyright .1955 by President and Fellows, of Harvard College.

= George D.' Spindler is professor of Anthropology and Education at Stanford University.
4 Palo Alto, California.
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to getting ahead. We laud honesty as a virtue but ack owledge the primacy of
pragmatic expedience in real life. We are egalitaria in Ideal and in much of
our practice, but indulge in wide-ranging and Iles uctive expressions of in-
vidlous prejudice. We deny sexuality but titillato ourselves with sex In our mass
media, dress, and imagery. Our culture Is witterned in conflicts, that in part
mirror the struggle between the puritan ethic and the demands ,and oppor-
tunities of an industrializing society of abundance. And we are undergoing the
confused transformation from traditional to emergent values that I have already
described and will apply further In this analysis.

When I discuss the transmission of conflicts and discrepancies In our class-
rooms I am not, therefore, simply blaming' the teacher. If the teacher is a
ctiltural transmitter and if teachers have experienced and, In some degree,
internalized the conflicts in values described, it Is probable they will transmit
them .to children. But it is equally important tc avoid the error of assuming
that because these conflicts and discrepancies are present In our culture
they "should" be transmitted. If we accept this proposition, we accept the
defeat and contradiction of many of Our declared goals.

To illustrate concretely what is meant . . . I would like to use one of my
own case studies of teachers and their classrooms.

The cultural transmitter in this case was a highly respected, teacher in a
large elementary school, who had certain duties as a counselor. He originated
from a respectable immigrant family and had Improved his social status during
his lifetime by becoming a school teacher. The particular situation from which
I have extracted certain verbatim records to follow was one of the "rites of
passage" that occur now and then throughout the educational life cycle of chil-
dren. The students in the eighth grade were being prepared for the choice of,
programs In high school and were making out proposed study lists ,under his:
guidance. The class group consisted of thirty-five children, twenty-four of whom
were Mexican-Americans. The range of scores on, the California Mental Maturity

n fest was 80 to 120, with, a median of 102. There was a broadly corresponding.
variety of reading and academic achievement represented In the group. I will
present a few items from the verbal interaction of the teacher-counselor and .
the students.

T: You must be a good citizen, or they won't acceptyou. Now, what do you
need to get into Orthodox State College? (Children raise hands, repeat answers
previously learned.) What do you need to get into Junior College? (Students
respond likewise.)

T: In arranging,your programs for next year, there are certain things,that
everyone must take, so we'll just put them down. You will all take RE., English,
and Social Studies. (Teacher writes these down on the board opposite numbers
1, 2, and 3.) Now you have to decide whether you want to take Algebra or not.
You have to take math all the way through high school if you want to be an
engineer. Now, if you've gotten B's and C's all the way through ,eighth grade,
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what are your chances of doing well In ninth grade Algebra? (Students mur- /
mur various th,ings.) That's right! Not so good! So what can you do?

S: Try to raise your grade.

T: Yes.

S: Work harder.

T: That's one thing. But what else? .. Do like I did when I wanted to be
a singer but found I couldn't sing. What did I do? Yes . . . that's right; I changed
my plans . . . With respect to language, how many here speak Spanish? Six
of the Mexican-Americans raised their hands, but all speak some Spanish.) It
will help you if you do. But you have to realize that there is some work to do
homework! It is good to take Spanish if you want to go on to college and need
a language. But you can't take Spanish and General Business. They come at
the same period. Now, one of the things you have to do is to be neat and
orderly. If You aren't good at that it might be hard for you until you learn to do
it better.

T: Now here we have Mechanical Drawing. Thls Is exclusively a boy's class.
I don't know why some girls couldn't take it if they wanted to. But only boys
take It. Now Home-making is for girls, so you can take that.

T: Now when you come to see me, if I tell you to take General Business
instead of Spanish, it should be understood that you don't have to take it.
You can do as you wish. But it means that I think you will do better in General
Business. (Severa/ more sub/ect choices are covered.)

T: And here Is typing. It looks interesting when you pass the typing room,
doesn't it? But do you know there aren't any letters on those keyboards?
You have to 'watch a chart at the front of the room, and if you look at the key-
board, you fail!

Blas in Cultural Transmission -

Of course a great deal more went on during this hour of counseling. I have
purposefully selected those verbal items that constitute the most clear Indica-
tions of bias in cultural transmission. And this is always unfair to the cultural
trantmitter. But I believe the extracted items accurately reveal persistent trends
in his counseling of the mixed Mexican-American and Anglo-groups In ihe
eighth grade.

After this particular class session, the teacher-counselor said, "This is a
passive group. There is no spark in there. The better groups get quite excited
about this. Of course, most of the better groups are college-preparatory and
perhaps only three or four of these students will go to college." Previous to
the session, in his statement of educational philosophy, he had commented,
"I believe that our job is to make the post of the potential of each child. Of
course there is a wide range of ability among our students. A good many of
them will never go on to college. And we have to do the best we can to help
them on to a satisfactory adjustment."
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He was defeating his own aims In the way he handled this crucial rite of
passage,.,this point of compression In the relation of the child and his culture
where choices made affect future development decisivelY. He opened the gates
to valued Channels of development and there shut them in- the children's faces. ,
And he did not open the gates to any alternative channels.,What he transmitted,
It seems to me, was that the only worthwhile goal was to go to college so that
one could become an ,engineer or something equivalent, that If the child did
not have the necessary qualifications there was no other dignified and worthy
choice, and that most of the members of this class group did not have the
necessary qualifications.

If this person were a small, mean indMdual with explicit prejudices, and If
he were not concerned with making the most of the potential of each child I
would be less concerned. But he is not small and Mean. He is a'generous,
well-Intended person, and believes in democratic opportunity. In his counseling
he projects his own struggle to improve his status, mirrors the discrepancy in
our culture between ideal and real in the definition of opportunity, and in-
advertentlY defeats hls own professed aims.

The Acculturation of Hie School Teacher
What has been esiablished so far is that our culture 13 one in which conflicts

in values, and between goals and the means to them, are present and pat-
terned. And that teLchers, as cultural transmitters, convey these patterned
conflicts to children in their classrooms, with the consequence- that many
professed goals are defeated, or at least obscured.% It should also be clear
that I have not been castigating teachers. They are the agents of their culture.

A further step must be taken if we are to see thci full meaning and scope of
the problem. Teachers are a special groUp. They a e not selected at random
as official culture transmitters; they are trained an accredited to that status
and role. They must take courses in educational psych 3gy, the social founda-
tions of education, curriculum design, philosophy and .history of education, the
methods of education, and must do supervised practice aching. In short,
they must attend teacher-training institutions and graduate with the stamp of
approval from the established professional cadre. But professional educational
instruction and training consist not only of courses and training in techniques.
Every institution with a history and internal organization and a specialized
perseinel has a culture or, more properly, a subculture. Certain values, sym-
bols, beliefs, and certain basic premises are patterned into the structure and
process of the institution. The institutions of professional educationthe teach-
er-training schools and the literature of educationare no exception.

At this point it Is necessary to refer back to the traditional and emergent
value patterns. The traditional pattern includes emphasis on thrift, self-denial,
faith in the future, a strong emphasis on success and a belief that hard work
was the means to it, absolute moral norms, and a strong value placed upon
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sociability, sensitivity to the feelings of others, a relativistic attitude, a present-.
time orientation, and high value placed upon the group.

The dynami6 process of greatest relevance to us at the moment is the
relationship between the culture that the school teacher brings to the pro-
fessional teacher-training institution subculture and the patterning of that
subculture, the adaptation that the teacher-in-training makes to this patterning
and the consccoences In selective culture transmission in the classroom.

This is a complex relationship with many subtle ramifications. Since an
understanding of lf'is essential to the logic of the analysis to follow, I will
restate and expand the argument. It Is well established that the majority of
public school teachers originate from a middle and lower-middle, social class
culture. The value pattern that I have termed "traditional" is probably found
in this cultural context in its most pure foie% To the extent this Is so, it means
that whatever selective processes are operating tend to bring many peopte
of traditiOnalistic value orientation into teacher-training.

'Emergent' Pattern Trends
The question that the anthropologist raises iswhat are the characteristics

of the subculture of the teacher-training instituion to which these students bring
their traditional orientations? Analysis of a sample of some of the influential
literature of curriculum design for elementary education reveals that there Is
present a strong value bias that fits In general terms the "emergent" pattern.
The literature of child development and educational psychology reveals some
of the same trends. Interpretations of the social behavior of boys and .girls,
intended for educational consumption, provide both implicit laid explicit value
judgments in the same pattern. The popularity of soclometric techniques Is
diagnostic of this orientation. The topical content of many of our teacher-
training courses suggests it as well.

The $3asic premise underlying the specific emergent values is that what Is
most important Is the social adjustment of the child. His plzkce in the group,
the responses of his peers to him, his ability to get along well, to work and
play with ottiers are penultimate concerns. This Is not bad by any means. The
emphasis on social adjustment Is the educator's attempt to meet the demands
of a new kind of society, where this kind of adjustment is of vital importance.
When balanced by a concern foi individual differences, by support for the
deviating child, the creative student, intellectual development, and the acquisi-
tion of cognitive skills, and when It .does not.- become a form of "groupism,"
this emphasis on social adjustment Is a possible compensatory process for
some of the more harshly competitive anxlety-arousing patterns of our culture.

But the point is that however understandable and useful the emphasis may
be, this pattern of values incorporated in the ethos of professional education
is frequently at variance with what the new teacher-in-training brings Into the
situation. The neophyte in training must reorient his value system wherever the
conflict in values is encountered.
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A Casa Study Illustration
To Illustrate further what is meant, another case study that Is representative

of others we have made of elementary school teachers and their classrooms
will be presented....

This fifth-grade teacher is a young man of twenty-five. He originates from
a clearly traditionalistic middle-class family. His father Is an executive of
middle rank In a wholesale business organization and belongs to the usual
service and fraternal organizations. His mother Is college educated and active
in the League of Women Voters. His father Is not college educated and
achieved his position by hard work. Both parents like to play brUge. They
belong to the country club and own a summer cottage where the subject
spent many happy hours as a boy. Twice during the subject's lifetime the
family moved to more expensive homes in better neighborhoods.

The subject likes to play golf, drinks socially but moderately, attends the
Methodist church, and reads the local newspaper, Reader's Digest, and the'
Saturday Evening Post. He aspires to be a school administrator and regards
his teaching experiences as preparation for that role. He Is a pleasant, good-
looking young man who appears somewhat constrained but not visibly anxious.
He is well liked by his colleagues and is rated as one of the outstanding young
teachers in the 'school system.

His professed alms In teaching, beyond the management of instruction so
that his students acquire the requisite knowledge, are to bring out creativity
to the maximum ability of each child, help children to express themselves
clearly and help children to learn how to get along with each other. He states
that he tries to give every student in his class a chance to participate. He
prides himself particularly on being and just with all the children. He says
explicitly that every student gets a "fair break" In his classroom. He tries to
understand them. His statements about his alms and his relations with his
students are consistent with what hls principal, his supervisor, and the mem-
bers of the central staff of the school system say about hlm.

He told me that many of his teacher-tralning courses were "a waste of
time." In probing this blanket indictment of professional educational prepara-
tion as he experienced it I discovered that he was dismayed and upset by
certain points of view that he perceived as consistently appearing In his course
work. He felt that his preceptors wire trying "to give the school to the children,"
that they were more concerned with how children adjusted than what they
learned, and that his Instructors stressed cooperation, or at least group
harmony, at the expense of competition. All of this he lumps together under
the label "progressive education," which he rejects with feeling, but which he
Is content to leave as an unanalyzed abstraction.

He originated from a family culture where the traditional values previcisly
described apparently existed 'n virtually pure form. He encountered,the emer-
gent-oriented values of the professional teaching subculture. He sensed the
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conflict, felt the threat, rejected the threatening alternatives, and sought refuge
in the shelter of his original values.

The further presentation of 'data on this teacher and his clejsroom will in-
clude a few items selected from a considerable mass of information. We worked
together for many months, and his file Is extensive. But these few items will
establish the pattern that permeated many of the interrelationships between
him and his students.

Form for Each Student
One of our standard praoAces In case studies Is to ask the teacher to till

out a form titled "Information Concerning the Student." it Includes items on
academic and social adjustment in the child's previous school, his home
situation, approximate 1.0 test performance, special Interests, hobbles, health
history, his ambitions and plans for the future. The teacher is requested to fill
out this form for each student without recourse to written records. He Is
scored on the number of items of INformation. A perfect score, indicating
highest knowledge, would be ten.

-

This teacher averaged 3.2 for the forma filled out on all of his thirty-three
students, which is lower, on the average, than the score attained by other
teachers in our sample. The mean Of his knowledge concerning children In
his group originating from families of highest socio-economic status was 4.9.
His mean score foi those of lowest status was 2.8. It is apparent that some bias
Is operating that tends to contradict his professed alms.

He was asked to list the names of those students In hls class that he con-
sidered to be the best adjustedemotionally and socially. Of the seven Ohildren
he listed as best adjusted only One child was Included who originated from a
family of less than middle-class status, and this child exhibited strong status-
achievement drives. He was also asked to Ilst the names of those students
whom he considered least well adjusted. Of these seven children, only one
came from a middle:class setting. The other six were from families of lower:-
class or special ethnic status. It Is possible, of course, that he was corm '7t
in his appraisal, even from a psychiatric point of view. Ot:ler evidence con-
cerning the behavior of these children indicates that he was not accurate In
a number of Instances. For our purposes at the moment what Is significant is
that the same bias in perception Is revealed in this as was exhibited Id his
knowledge about students.

He was asked to list the 25 per cent of his class group with whom he thought
he had the most effective relationship. He listed eight children, and of these
eight, five were from families of middle-class social status. He was also asked
to list the 25 per cent of his group with whom he felt he had the least effective
relationship. All but one of these children were from families of lower-class
status. Other evidence indicates that In this instance he appraised the situation
more or less accurately. The pattern of selective perception, of differentia:
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bias in his interrelationships with children in his class group Is, however,
strengthened.

Names Most Popular Students
He was requested to name those children who were the most popular with

or most accepted by their classmates. He listed eight, only one of whom
represented a lower-class position. In only three Instances did he name the
same children that the students themselves did, according to sociometric
information collected from the class. He was also asked to name those
chlidren to whom nobody in the class paid much attention. He listed MX children,
two of whom were middle-class origin. The other four were from families of
lower-class status. In four instances his perceptions matched those of the class-
room group, but there wear, ten comparatively isolated children in that group,
according to the sociometric data collected from the class. Of this ten, five
were children originating from middle-class backgrounds, four of whom he
missed in his appraisal. Again, there is a clear pattern of selective bias In his
perception of the children in his classroom. It is difficult for him to implement
his professed alms in the context of this pattern.

A few excerpts from anecdotal and verbatim records will strengthen the
interpretation. Or o boy, who was quite isolated in the interaction among the
boys In the cla::.s and who chose only girls In his own responses to a socio-
metric questionnaire was described by the teacher as a "real go-getter, (pos-.
sessing) one of the most magnetic personalities of any young child I have
ever known. He has a very warm personalitytruthful, sincere, with a good
sense of humor. Tom gets along well with anyone, anywhere." This boy some-
times brought sample bottles of hsir tonic, shoe polish, simple toys and
gadgets to class in a small suitcase and tried to sell them to the other children.
One day when I was observing, he was allowed to "make his pitch" before
the class. He was, Indeed, a motivated, magnetic, salesman, and probably will
go far. The teacher apparently perceived only this attributeone that is con-
gruent with some of his own achievement drives and their precedents In his
family models. There is much else about this child that he needed to know In
order to guide his development effntively.

In another Instance of the same type the teacher desb-ribed one glrl as
having a "horrible personality" . . . egoistic. insincere, false. She never has
a nice word to say about anyone but herself. a don't particularly care for Char-
lotte." She was the friendship choice of the "star-of-attraction"the girl most
frequently chosen as a friend by the other girls in their soclometric responses.
She was observed to interact effectively with most of the other girls. She had
a high rating in status-reputation data collected from the class. She came
from a broken home in a lower-class setting.

Approval of Middle-Class Values
In his response to oral reports by :ire children about what they were reading

in their spare time, his gestures, comments and silences were all patterned
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In the framework of the same selective bias. He communicated approval of
most of what the children of middle-class origins said, and of what they were
readi ng.

I have almost too much data on this teacher and his clnssroom, and have
had to struggle against the inclination to continue with examples that all
substantiate the same pattern of bias and selective perception in hie relation-
ships with his students. He interacted effectively with Only a minority segment
of his classroom groupthat segment which matohed his own aspirations
and values, derived from his own cultural setting. He opened doors for this
selected group to channels of development they were already heading toward,
and he sped them on their way. But for the larger number of hie students, those
who did not match his values and aspirations, he closed doors and left them
waiting in the foyer of our culture.

Analysis of all the data collected about this teacher and his operations In
the classroom leads to the conclusion that his consistent selective bias was
in part due to his own cultural background, But this pattern was accentuated
by his reactive adjustment to the conflict between the culture he brought with
him when he entered professional training to become a teachqr and the special
subculture he encountered there.

His exercise of the role of cultural transmitter was 'in contradiction to his
own professed aims, and even to his own beliefs about what he actually did
in the classroom. He was not giving all children an opportunity to participate;
he did not understand their problems; he was not beIng fair and just to all
his students; they viere not all getting a "fair break." All these alms and
beliefs were contradicted by his highly selective positive interaction with a
small segment of ,his class. He Was wearing cultural blinders that limited his
perceptions to a single channel. His transmitting apparatus was sending out
positive signals only to that segment responding within the frequency of that
single channel.

Cultural Therapy
We caffnot let the matter rest there. It is true that the teacher Is activating

a precedert cultural conditifin in the process of transmission. It Is also true
that because this is so, changes are difficult to bring sbout, &rice the problem
is of extraordinary scope. The total structure of our society and the patterning
of our culture is involved. But because this is a problem in cultural process.
I am going to propose a first step in solution that I will term "cultural therapy."

I did not describe my role in the teacher case studies used for illustrative
purposes. This role has a direct bearing upon the notion of"cultural therapy."
I was a member of a team that had a dual purposeto collect case study
data on the basic processes of education and to work in a close relatiohship
with our teacher cases to impreve their 'professional competence. We, derl
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no effort to'select "problem" cases, and neither of these I have cited were
defined as such. We merely operated on the assumption that all teachers
were interested In improving their professional competence. Each member
of the team took responsibility for certain cases, but we consulted with each
other throughout both the research and consultative phases of the stucties.

In the consultative phase of all cases we fed back to the teacher the data
we had collected in the research phase. The completeness, timing, sequence,
and interpretation of this "feed-back" differed for each case. Some teachers
can tolerate their objective image more easily than others. The fifth-grade
teacher was one who had a surprising capacity for such objective feedback.
He was very interested in Improving his professional competence, partly be-
cause he was an ambitious man and partly because he was h person who
sincerely wanted to do the best he could for the children in his classes.

Over a period of several months I presented data to him and tried to guide
him more or less gently to a brOadened cultural perspeCtive on himself, his
students, and his teaching. At times, this being a mutual and cooperative
relationship, he guided me, and in doing so contributed to my understanding
of process in cultural transmissioh. We explored together his cultural back-
ground, his experience In the teacher-training institution, and the specific ways
In which the dynamics resultant from this combination of culturai influences
were expressed In his selective response to his students. Sometimes he was
chagrined, sometimes depressed and self-doubting, sometimes angered, but
always intensely interested and frequently very surprised. As a result, his
perspective and understanding were broadened significantly, and he was
able to interact more effectively with the broad cultural range represented by
hisystudents. He mu, able to do so because he had acquired a knowledge of
his own cultural position, its Influence upon him, the cultural range of his
students, and his selective relationships within this range. I do not think he
underwent a significant change In personaffty. It was not my intent, at least,
to effect such a change. He'clid undergo a change in his cultural. scope,

'Cidtural Shock' Experienced
The use of the values-projective techniques in my education classes, and

-the analysle of dita, reiiealed -by them in those classes, is an -attemptto
provide cultural therapy before the cultural patterns are activated in the
classroom. I have no direct measure of their effectiveness. Students tell me,
and give evidence in their .behavior, of having experienced "cultural shock."
They are able to place thmselves in the matrix of values revealed in the ,

analysis, and presumably are able to anticipate some of the ways In which
their position may be a determinant in their exercise of the teacher's role,

, since this process is treated at length In class discussions and documented
with many Illustrations.

so
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In both proceduresthe "feedback" process in cooperative case studies
and In the cultural analysis in the social foundations coursesthe essential
feature is that culture is treated as a third person. What I mean by this is that
we are not dissecting the teacher's or the student's personalities; we ere
dissecting "cte." The teacher's culture varies from the culture of others,
but all variations reflect and are a part of the larger cultural context in which
we all function. This makes a certain objectivity possible, which is usually Im-
possible when the issue becomes more personal and the individual's emo-
tional defenses are more directly aroused. The object of cultural therapy sees
that his problem is not unique to him. It is shared in some degree with all of
his colleaguesas a matter of fact, with everyone in his society. The "thera-
pist" and the subject thus have the problem in common of understanding
better how culture opeNes in and through all of us.

Cultural therapy is one direct measure we can take In our teacher-training
programs to help reduce the self-defeating effect of cultural transmission
in American schools. I hesitate to suggest the case study method as a direct
measure because it takes a great deal of work to produce an effect on a
single case. I am not optimistic about the probability that either approach
will becomd wide-spread In the immediate future. We do not have the trained
personnel to act as therapists. At this point I am not about to suggest that every
teacher training institution start hiring anthropolOgists. Most anthropo'ogists
do not want to become therapists, even cultural therapists; they have other
n'ecessary and pressing work to do, and there are not enough to go around
anyhow. With some help, the trainers of teachers can perform this function
themselves, and the growing literature contributed by educators on the social
and cultural process in American schools is an indication that this is already
taking place.

Some Unresolved Dilemmas
Any highly schematic but exploratory analysis of.the kind I have presented

should be concluded with some unresolved dilemmas. In one sense I have
had to attack an important source of some of the values I am trying to pro-
mote. I have argued for multiple channels of cultural transmission, and against
single-channel transmission. I have also tried to show how conflicts in ()lir
culture are communicated to children, to the defeat of many of the professed
aims of teachers. Until we understand the dynamics of cultural. transmission
more fully than we can hope to now, one of the insurances against single-
channel transmission is conflict transmission. Of course, the pursuit of this
point of view would eventually lead us to a position at dead center, where we
acknowledge the defeat of our declarei educational goals as desirable. But
assuredly it Is true that much of the healthy variation in personalities in our
society, and certainly some of the innovations that are produced in our culture,
issue from the conflicts patterned into it.

Perhaps the way out of this dilemma is to acknowledge the conflicts in our
culture more explicitly even in the act of transmitting them. Some day we may
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reach the point In our self-knowledge'where we can at laast be selective di
the kinds of conflicts we transmit, and control better than we do the negative
and atntiCipated results of our transmission.

But there is another dilemma. Presuming that we somehow learn to control
the results of our intended transmissions with Increased knowledge of the reit.-
tionship between the teacher and his culture, and between the teacher, his
culture,.the students and theirs, anDther order of question Is raisedan ethical
question.

0

The danger in knowledgeable and purposeful control Is that this control
could be userkfor purposes of inducing conformity, for purposes of transmitting 1,

values and patterns of behavior within a sIngle'thannel. And with the trends
toward conformity that seem well established In our culture, this seems highly
possible.

We must exercise extreme care that a growing awareness of the cultural
dimension, and particularly of the values dimension and Its transmission Is
not misused, by accident or intent. What I am arguing for here is that the
teacher, as a cultural transmitter, achieve sufficient awareness of the multi-.
dimensional processes Involved so that fewer potentially creative channels of
communication, of transmission, be blocked, with the consequence Ahat more
thildren can be effectively caught op irf the educative process. But the ethical
problem raised is unresolved, Here we must turn to the philosophers for help.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DIVISION OF TEXAS

TYLER DIVISION
José Cardenas, the superintendent of the Edgewood Independent School

District and participant in this discussion, called our attention to the following
memorandum written by William Wayne Justice, United Stales District Court
Judge In eastern Texas: The memorandum clarifies a court order to desegre-
gate the Son Felipe Del. Rio Consolidated Independent School District. The order
is based on .the opinion that Mexican-Americans are a cognizable ethnic group
and thus entitled to the protection of the Fourteenth Amendment and Title VI
of the Civil Rights Act of 1984.

The memorandum cautions against a desegregation process which would
create a stigma of inferiority and calls upon Anglo-American students to partici-
pate equally in the adjustment process by learning to understand and appreciate
crosscultural attributes.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

V.

STATE OF TEXAS, ET AL,

CIVIL ACTION NO. 5281

MEMORANDUM OPINION REGARDING THE SAN FELIPE DEL
RIO CONSOLIDATED INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

The final order in this case with respect to the creation and desegregation
of the San Felipe Del Rio Consolidated Independent School District and Its
operation as a unitary system which would afford all its studena whether
Anglo- or Mexican-American, equal educational opportunities as guaranteed
by the Fourteenth Amendment and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
was entered on August 13, 1971. That order and the Court's previous decree
in this matter dated August 13, 1971, was premised upon the Court's firm
conviction that the record demonstrates, first, that Mexlcan-American students
in the State of Texas are a cognizable ethnic group and, hence, may avail
tliemselves of the protections afforded under the Fourteenth Amendment and
under Title VI (See Conclusions of Law #5 and 6 entered August 24, 1971)
and, second, that the MexicanAil-nerican students in the Del Rio area have
peen subjected, over the years, to unequal treatment witb respect to the
educational opportunities afforded them and are, thus, part of a socalled
de jure dual school system based upon separation of students of different
ethnic origins. Moreover, the Court believes that this segregated arrangement,
if not directly created by the State and Its agencies, has been condoned and,
in the 1970-71 school year, was financially supported by, the State to a level
well over 90% of the operating expenditures of each of the school districts
joined by the August 13 order. In other words, had it not been for the substan-
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Hal contributions of the State under the terms of the Texas.MiniMUm Foundation
Program and under various additional arrangements, neither, the former San.
Felipe nor the former Dej.Rio Schdol district could have continued in operation.
Hence, since the State and its agencies knew, or should have known of the
segregated educational system being operated, largely at state expense, in
the Del Rio area, and In lighi of this Court's previous findingkof fact and
conclusions of law concerning the State of Texas and the Texas Education
Agency in this case (See findings and Conclusions dated NoveMber 21, 1970),
this Court believes that "the segregated system described aPOve existed as
the result of state action.

The Court believes that the order of August 13 relating to cOnsolidation
and desegregation of the students and faculty of the two formeptlistricts in
the Obi Rio area is clear on its face and, therefore, finds it upnecessary to
comment further upon it, save to say that it,is consistent with the ea*r orders
of the Court in this case dated November 24-, 1970April 19, 1971, and April 20,
1971, as modified July 13, 1971, and so approved by the,Court of Appeals for
the Fifth Circuit. In light of the relative novelty of Atm .lisue In current case
law, however, the Court considers it advisable to clarify its position regarding
the status of Mexican-American studethts within the 'State 01 texas as de.veloped
from existing case law and from the record in this matter. -

The Court found that "Mexican-Americans constitute an 14Ientifiable minority
grbup in the State of Texas," and that "Mexican-Americans are subject to
protection under Title 6 of the CiviJ. Rights Act of.1964 Id the Fourteenth
Amendment as aOplied to'racial and ethnic discrimination i public schools."
As stated In a scholarly note by Gerald M. Birnberg in the University of Texas
L. Rev. 337, 358 (1971). "The tonclusion that ethnic isolation of Mexican-
Americans in the public schools fs unlawful should not be surprising, since
that principle has long been establisffed in Texas law." Jesus Salvatierra v.
Inpabitants of Del Rio Independent School District, 33 S.W.2d 790 (Tex. Civ.
App. 1930), appeal dismissed, w.b.f., and cert. denied, 284 U.S. 580 (1931);
Delgado v. Bastrop Independent 'School District, Civ., No. 388 (W.D. Tex. June
15, 1948); Hernandez *v. Driscoll Consolidated. Independent School District,
2 Race Rel. .1...Rev. 329 (S.D. Tex. January 11, 1957). (See also, Instructions
of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, (1948) sent to school districts
by the State Education Agency to inform them that segregation of Mexican-
American students constituted a violation of Article VII, Section 7, of the Texas
Constitution.)1 This same principle has also been upheld by other federal
courts, Perez v. Sonora Independent School District, C.A. 6-224 (N.D. Tex.
1969); Cisneros v. Corpus Christi Independent ,School District, 324 F. *Supp.
599 (S.D. Tex. 1970), on appeal, C.A. (5th Cir. 1971). Judge Seals stated In
Cisneros:

. is clear to this Court that these people for whom we have
used, the wOrd Mexican-Americans to describe their class, group, oc.

1 Art. VII, Section 7, states: "Separate..schools shall be, 'provided for the white and colored
children, and Impartial provision shall be Made for both.''
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segment of our population, are an identifiable ethnic minority in the
United ,States, and especially so in the Southwest land] in Texas. . . .

lf.n.s. omitted] This is not surpriskig; we can notice and identify theft
physical characteristics, their language, their predominant religion, their
distinct culture, and, of course, their Spanish surnames., And if there
'were any doubt in this court's mind, this court could take notice, which
it does, of the congressional enactments, government studies and com-

r-misslons on this problem. [At page 07, 6081

Judge Seals also noted in the Cisneros opinion that the identity of Mexican-
Americans or Americans with Spanish surnames as a cognizable group is
further acknowledged in the official United States Census for 1960 and 1970.,
(Cisneros, f.n. 31 at page 607).

. ,

This Court joins Judge Seals and the other courts cited above ln the
position that, based on case law to 'date and on the official state and federal
documents available and already noted and on the record in the mattqr at
bar, Mexican-Americans or Spanish-sOrnamed Americans are a separate and
distinct national origin group underthe terms of Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 and within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment.

The Court was particularly impressed by the testimony of Dr. José Cardenas
who presented a lengthy commentary on 'the problems commonly faced by
Mexican-American students. This testimony demonstrated that Mexican-Ameri-
can students exhibit numerous characteristics which have a causal connection
with their general inability to benefit from an educational program designed
primarily to meet the needs of so-called Anglo-Americans. These characteristics
Include "cultural incompatibilities" and English language deficienciestwo
traits whfch immediately and effectively Identify those students sharing them
as members of a definite group whose performance horn) habitually will fall
below that of Anglo-American students who do nofexhibit these traits. It would
appear, therefore, from Dr Cardenas's testimony that it is largely these eth-
nically-linked traitsalbeit combined with other factors such as poverty,
malnutrition and the effects of past educatiOnal deprivationwhich account

! for the identifiability of Mexican-American students as a group and which have,
as a consequence, elicited from many school boards throughout Texas and,
Indeed, throughout the southwestern -United States, the different and often
discriminatory treatment shown on the record in this case.

This court is convinced that the characteristics of Mexican-American
students bind tliem into a cognizable "national origin" group and has, Ire the
case at bar, ruled accordingly. If It may be argued in such factual circum-
stances that the nature of the Mexican-American heritage i too vague and
elusive a ground upon which to base a belief that the people sharing that
heritage are an identifiable ethnic entity [see Tijerina v. Henry, 48 F.R.D. 274
(D.N.M. 1969), appeal dismissed, 398 U.S. 922 (1970) (but cf. disient byr-
Douglas, J.)], nevertheless, the Vexican-American students In this case miy
be considered as a separate and distinct group cognizable under the F9Lr-
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teenth Amendment and Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. This
position may be justified solely on the grounds that these students react to
or are affected by a given stimulusthe Anglo-oriented educational program
such as that maintained in the former Del Rio Independent School District
in a similar and predictable manner and, in the opinion of a'recognIzed expert,
this reaction is based almost entirely on common characteristics which, in-
cidentally, may be traced to their common and distinct ancestry. See cases
cited In Carpenter v. Da ids, 424 F.2d 257, at 260 (5th Clr. 1970).

It may be well to note that for many years, Mexican-Americans have been
recognized by the Supreme Court as an ethnic group which may sustain dis-
criminatory treatment as a class. Significantly, in the opinion in Hernandez v.
Texas, 347 U.S. 475 (1945)2 (a case decided just two weeks before the famous
Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954), and also written for a
unantmous Court by Chief Justice Warren), it was held that

The State of Texas would have us hold that there are only two classes
white and Negrowithin the contemplation of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment. The decisions of this Court do not support this view.' And except
where- the question presented involves thn exclusion of persons of
Mexican descent from juries, (f.n. omitted) Texas Courts have taken
a broader view of the scope of the equal protection claus.4

4 see Traux v. Reich, 239 U.S. 33: Takahashi v. Fish and Game Commission, 334 U.S.
410. Cf. Hirabayashi v. United States, 320 U.S. 81, 100: "Distinctions. between citizens
solely because of their ancestry are by their very nature odious to a free people whose
institutions are founded upon the doctrine of equality.

a In Juarez v. State, 102 Tex.Cr.R. 297, 277 S,W. 1091, the Texas court held that the
systematic exclusion of Roman Catholics Iran juries was barred by the Fourteenth
Amendment. In Clifton V. Puente, 218 S.W.2d 272, the Texas court ruled that restrictive
covenants prohibiting the sale of land to persons of Mexican descent were unenforce-
able.

Throughout :our history differences In race and color have defined easily
identifiable groups which have at, films required the aid of the courts In
securing equal treatment under the law. But community prejudices are not
stetic, and from tirire to time Other differences from the community norm may. .

define other groups which need the same protection. Whether such a group
exists within a community is a question of fact. When the existence of a distinct
class is demonstrated, and it is further shown that the laws, as written or

'applied, single out some reasonable classificafion, the guarantees of the Con-
stitution have been violated. The Fourteenth Amendment Is not directed solely
against discrimination due,to a "two-class" theorythat is, based upon diff- 1

;erences between "white" and Negro.

2 Hernandez was a jury selection case originating in Jackson County, Texas, which Is
approximately 15% Mexican-American and which has on the tax rolls freeholders, about slx or
seven percent of whom were of Mexican descent. The State stipulated that no Mexican-or
Latin-named person had served, on a Jury commission, or a grand or petit Jury In Jackson
County for the twenty-live years immediately preceding the action. It was In this context that
the Court found suffibient support for its explanation of classes covered by the Fourteenth
Amendment.
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Having determined jhat the Mexican-American students in the .San relipe
Del Rio area may be and, indeed, for current educational purposes, must be
considered as members of a cognizable ethnic or national origin group, the
relief in this case becomes fundamentally similar to that which has been
framed in school desegregation suits before this Court based on discriminatory
treatment of black students. The mandate, as directed by the Supreme Court,
is to "eliminate discrimination root and branch," Green v: New Kent County
Board of Education, 391 U.S. 430 (1968), and to creete a unitary school system
tlwith no black [Mexican] sbhools and no white schools but just schools."

Just what is a unitary school system? The Supreme Court has offered as
yet 'little explanation beyond saying that in such a system, no child "will be
effectively denied equal educational opportunities," Alexander v. Holmes County
Board of Education, 396 U.S. 19 (1969), and that the system shall exhibit the
"greatest amount of actual desegregation possible." Swann v. Charlotte-Meck-
lenburg Board of Education, 402 U.S. 1 (1971); Davis v. Board of School Com-
Missioners of Mobile County, 402 U.S. 33 (1971).

Although these phrases are general and were made In the context. of
black/white desegregation, this Court finds- them to be uselul guidelines In .
this case. Under the circumstances here, as elucidated by Dr. Thomas and Dr.
Cardenas, both experts in the problems of Mexican-American students in

.traditionally Anglo-American school environments, little could be more clear
to the Court than the, need in the newly consolidated sChool disirict created as
a result of this Court's earlier order for special educational consideration to
be given to the Mexican-American students in assisting them in adjusting to
those parts of their new school environment which present a cultural and
linguistic shock. Equally clear, however, Is the need to avoid the creation of
a stigma of inferiority akin to the "badges and indicia of slivery" spoken oHn
United States v. Jeffeison County Board of Education, 372 F.2d 836 (1966),
cert. denied sub nom. United States v. Caddo Parish Board of Education, 389
U.S. 840 (1967)'. To avoid this result the Anglo-American students too must be
called upon to adjust to their Mexican-American classmates, and to learn to
understand and appreciate their 'different linguistic and cultural attributes. The
process by which all students participate in a joint learning and adjustment
process.will not only constitute an educational enrichment but, also, will bring'
the school system as a whole closer to that goal or state-of-being referred
to tiy the Supreme Court as "unitary system." It is with this goal In mind, there-
forethat of true integration as opposed to mere desegregation, or, as Texas
news media are wont to term it, "racial mixing"that the Court issued its major
order in the case of the San Felipe Del Rio Consolidated Independent School
District.

SIGNED and ENTERED this 6th day of December, 1971.

William Wayne Justice

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
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THE USE OF HIGHER EDUCATION PERSONNEL IN

SCHOOL-BASED UNDERGRADUATE

TEACHER-TRAINING PROGRAMS

Should higher education personnel be included in school-based and com-
munity related training wograms? If they are brought In what kind of people
ought they to be and what role ought they to play? In struggling with questions
of staffing and research in the community/school, the group touches--on the
problem of making the school a learning community for the adults who are
involved _as well as for the students. Kids and adults ought to be able to see
and work with people who are engaged in the knowledge-winning process.
If such programs exist, descriptions of them are scarce. Several movements
In thls direction are represented by 1, the Japanese Salence Centers which
have been described by Bentley Glass (Five Levels of .Incompetence, a
CONPASS Publication available from The Nebraska Curriculum Development
Center); 2. Huber's Informal program at Boston City. Hospital (see Appendix
to this chapter); and 3. the Science Center in Plainfield, New Jersey, which
has come out of Rutgers' Urban Internship Program (see Appendix to thls
chapter). Some sort of synthesis of these three ways of going at exposing
children to the knowledge-winning process might well be needed, for the
creation of intellectually competent and exciting school-based training. -

The need for such reorganization is 1;vell articulated in a paper by James
S. Coleman entitled, "The Children Have Outgrown the Schools," from the
February 1972 iseme of Psychology Today. The article will also appear soon
in a publication by the DirectoFate of the Study Commission called Of Education
and Human Community, a study documeni concerned with 'the function of
schools in our society.
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"The people In Wood lawn have a really bad taste In their mouths be-
cause they feel they were jumped on by [these researchers]. The school
opened the doors of the first grade to these Iwo doctors and the
researchers found out that 70 par pont of the children 'failed to adapt.'
This psychiatric-therapeutic group diagnosed the klds as sick. But the
community kept saying, 'Hey, wait a minute. If 70 per cent of the kids
fail to adapt, the kids are all right. Something is wrong with something
else. Hold it. Hold it.' Pathological models always look at us as
aberrations from the normsomething's wrong with you, you don't fit,
you are slck, you need treatment."

Barbara Sizemore, see p. 60.

MR. OLSON:
What kinds of resources.do we have which would give schools

some guidance with respect to what sorts of higher education
people could be brought inte the process of school-based teacher
training? One thing that I keep hearing is that higher education
people should not be brought in as trainers. They should be
brought in as research people to inform the training process.

MR. SCHWARTZ:
I was going to go further with that. It's not simply a matter

of using a university person as a technician or a resource person;
there should be something Lat he really wants to learn in going
in to work in a school. Not learn in the exploitative sense, i.e.
studying the people there for credit. But is there some real
learning process that he wants to undertake in that school setting?
When we talk about school-based training, are we talking about
schools as real learning centers for adults as well as for kids?

MR. FOSTER:
I have one probem. I'm niit sure I want to give you my kidi

MS. SIZEMORE:
That's right. The Black community is not going to permit that.

They've been overstudied. The anthropologist is looked on as a
harbinger of the destruction of the culture.

MR. SCHWARTZ:
Are you, then, saying, "The only terms on which we are willing

to allow university people in are to do, in effect, contracted re-
search for us?"
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MS. SIZEMORE:
For my community, that's right. I'm saying that the Black

community at this, moment will not allow university researchers to
come into the community to research what they want to research
"for their own learning."

MR. SCHWARTZ:
What guarantee do you have that you are not going to be

exploited? That's tough. You have to do some pretty hard bar-
gain driving.

MS. SIZEMORE:
The people in Wood lawn have a really bad taste in their

mouths because they feel they were jumped on by Kellam and
Schiff. The school opened the doors of the first grade to these
two doctors and the researchers found out that 70 per cent of
the children "failed to adapt." This psychiatric-therapeutic group
diagnosed the kids as sick. But the community kept saying, "Hey,
wait a minute. If 70 per cent of the kids fail to adapt, the kids are
all right. Something is wrong with something else. Hold it. Hold
it." Pathological models always look at us as aberrations from
the normsomething's wrong with you, you don't fit, you are
sick, you need treatment.

MR. SCHWARTZ:
Barbara, how are you going to break that?

MS. SIZEMORE:
One way. Just not let them in. The parents just withdrew their

kids. They said, "I don't want my kid to go."

MR. OLSON:
We had a similar situation in Omaha, where the drug Rita lin

was prescribed for an unusually large number of kids. The system
was that a child who was misbehaving ir. a classroom was sent
to a doctor and the doctor would administer some superficial
tests and watch the child for a bit. If the child played in a restless
fashion, Rita lin might well be prescribed. The personS who raised
hell about that were Senator Ernest Chambers, now in the Ne-
braska legislature, and a barber in the Black community, and
Theodore Johnson, a chemist at the Veteran's Hospital in Oma-

so
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ha. Neither man had any specialized knowledge with respect
to drugs. They just knew that it couldn't be possible to have.
minimal brain dysfunction in so high a percentage of the kids.
The research establishment initially either reinforced or was non-
committal about what was being done. The Black community won
on this issue because it was finally able to get, from the FDA, a
etatement which suggested that there was something wrong with
the procedure used in the research for determining the need for
and the administering of the drug. The Congressional hearings
about Ritalin had gone on for sometime; Congressman Gallagher,
as I understand it, was about to close .the hearings when this
evidence was thrown into the hopper. Then the issue of appropri-
ate guidelines for administering k.he drug and for using it fot
research on school children was reopened.

Is it possibTe that if both the educational research process and
the training processes were located in the schools, we would be
effective?

MR. SCHWARTZ:
I assume that we pretty much agre,e, around this table, that

most teacher4raining programs based on university campuses
aren't of much use to us, because they are too far removed from
the actual experience of the schools.

MR. FOSTER:
We have brought in frow the university a couple of psycho-

logists, and a couple of anthropologists, and they have looked at
Berkeley, and they really have given us no insights that are worth
using or taking us any place. That kind of says, "You guys with
your anthropology, your talk about society, are talking about a
1940 scene. When we give you the real community, you don't
know any more than we do."

MS. SIZEMORE:
That wasn't true in the Woodlawn Experimental Schools

Project District. One thing the University of Chicago knows how
to do is research. When we wanted to learn how to do research,
we went in there, and we said, "We want to know this; who can
help us?" We found out some interesting things about the learn-
ing community and the relationships between the teachers and
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the learning community. We found out, for example, there were
crucial points. One of them was the preschool level, and the
Other one was the adolescent male learning community in the
sixth, seventh, and eighth grades. Achievement in the adolescent
male community was as great as that in the female community.
Yet, he kept going awayfrom school until by the time he got to
the ninth grade, 68 per cent of the learning community was
female. At this point, one had just lost all of that male group.
And so we needed an intervention model there. Okay, then we
asked for consultants to come in and help us diagnose that
situation. One of the things we came up with was that teachers
needed OD learn how to interview without threatening and intimi-
dating. They needed to know the techniques of microethnography.
The teacher could stand in a classroom all day long and not see
the interactions that would occur right before her eyes or be able
to assimilate them into any kind of diagnostic process that would
help her to interact with the students. We wanted to know how
we could help the teachers to be observers in the teaching
proceSs.

We had eight people (whom we called community teachers)
..who, we felt, could facilitate the learning process because they
were sitting in the classroom observing. They then had confer-
ences with the teachers and shared what they saw with the
teacher. They could'work like a team on the complex processes
of the classroom, using the process of microethnography. They
helped the teachers to see.

A second thing that we wanted to do was to use question-
naires and surveys that enabled students to evaluate teachers, so
the teachers could get constant feedback frdm their students as-
to how they viewed them-- 4nd how they interpreted what they
thought about them. All of these instruments are constructed
using social science techniques for gathering datajor diagnostic
purposes.

We also wanted the teachers to learn how to be "subscriptive"
instead of "prescriptive." Teachers know too damn much. The
tudent comes in September, and the teacher starts passing out

drescriptions. He doesn't even know their names yet: "Here,
here, here's your prescription." Consider, if you went to a doctor,
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and he says, "Good morning, Mr. Salmon. How are you doing?"
You say, "I'm sick." And he writes you out a prescription and
says, "Go get this filled down at the drugstore." You say, "Hell,
man, you didn't even take my damn temperature. What's this?"
"Well, I know what's wrong with you, Paul. I hve had a lot of
people come in here.that looked like you." ."

When you get up to the adolescent community, anonymity is
one of the biggest weapons the children shoot you down with.
The new teacher comes into the school. If she doesn't know
those kids in three days, she's going to get shot down. In my
school, I walked up on the second floor, and I said, "Son, get in
your room." "Man, you know, you ain't my mama, lady. You
better get on back downstairs where you belong." I went to the
washroom; some girls were standing up there smoking; no re-
spect. "Lady, your toilet is downstairs in your office. It ain't up
here." And I was just shocked. I said, "What's this? I'm the
principal of this school. How dare they treat me like this?" I

didn't know anybody and they knew I didn't know them and so
they just got away with murder. And so therefore I knew that
right away I had to learn names of people in order to take this
weapon of anonymity away from them.

I'm saying that teachers aren't able to analyze situations like
this, so that they can define their problems. They need to know
the social science techniques for gathering that kind of data
for analysis and for diagnosis.

MR. SALMON:
Was the University of Chicago able to give that to them?

MS. SIZEMORE:
That's right. There was also the University of Illinois, and I

think some of our consultants came from other places. The
teachers selected their consultants. For instance, the teachers
who wanted to learn how to deliver Black literature wanted
Georte Kent. The kids and their parents said they wanted Black
literature. When the teachers started teaching Black literature,
nobody enrolled for the course, and so they wanted to know,
"Well, now, what do we do? We need to know how you deliver
it. How you really get it to the kids so that it has meaning for
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them?" And so they asked for George Kent who was a visiting .

professor of Black literature at the UnixersitY of Chicago. And
they requested consultants from Northeastern Illinois. They se-.
lected the people they wanted to Work there.

MR. OLSON:
Research may enter in in another way. The research. man

may .have his lab in a school complex. Did any of you have a
chance to read the Bentley Glass paper I sent out? In Japan,
people who actually "win knowledge" are broughtinto the schools
and work in the schools.- Fdr example, if they are scientists they
continue their research on whatever it is that they are interested
in out in the schools)

MR. SALMON:
That was an in-service activity.

MR. OLSON:
Yes, but it could be pre-service. If we were to set up Renpwal

Centers, the same_activity that served for in-savice could serve
for pre-service, too. What is your reaction to this kind of thing?

MR. SALMON:
I think that the idea has real promise if it is done seriously.

It would be important to have support from industry and from the
government to make sure that the things that are stodied are
relevant and modern.

MR. OLSON:
That is an issue that is going to come up when you get to

school-based training, particularly if you try to move liberal arts
training out to the school.

1

MR. SALMON:
In the model, there were highly skilled high school teachers

working with highly skilled scientists, were there not? That was
the concept of the staffing of the center.

' See appendix to this chapter for descriptions of two similar programs In
the United States.
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MR. OLSON:
You have the knowledge-winning process and a teaching of

the teacher processboth processes going on simultaneously.
My Sense is that we must bring, into the schools and into scho.ol-
based training, some sense that the person giving the education
to the teacher is a thinker and intellectualI'm tempted to say
researcher, but I don't mean researcher in the traditional sense.

MR. SCHWARTZ:
That's the'kind of argument I was trying to make yesterday

about thinking of the school as a learning environment first for
the adults there. If you have got a place where adults are con-
stantly engaged in the learning process, hopefully by contagion
the kids will also become partners in that kind of enterprise.

MI9. FOSTER:
In most schools teachers do not see themselves as learners.

When we opened up the Buena Vista High School we' agreed
there would be two preparation periods; one.qf those periods the
teacher must spend in the library doing anYthing he wanted to
do. We wanted the kids to see them as learners. The kids would
come in and say, "What are you doing?' And the teacher would
say, "I'm studying. I'm writing."

MR. SCHWARTZ:
For, me, the key thing is to coYistantly struggle with the ques-

tiOns: What's a school? How do you make a school? What
knowledge is appropriate? There are a lot of kinds of questions
that the adults ought to be constantly engaging: Why are we
here? What's our enterprise together? What kinds of transactions
ought there to be between. us and students? What kind of trans-
actions between those of us who are part of the school and the
world outside of us? To say. that the school ought to be the locus
for teachar education-only makes sense if the school is that kind
of environment Where Those kinds of questions are constantly
being asked.
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APPENDIXResearch Sharing
.Settings where "winners of knowledge" allow children and teenagers to

share in or even to witness the research experience are rare. 'One such setting,
however, appears to exist in an informal program I a t Boston City Hospital.
Newsweek's description' by Joseph Morgenstern of pr, Gary Huber's program
(January 10, 1972) (s quoted here:

Huber's program doesn't even have a naine, let alone a fancy
acronym, but its purpose is to expose interested,young people to medical
procedures and give then1 positions of genuide responsibility in a re-
search laboratory, The program has no fundin0 and seeks none. It also
lacks entrance exams and admission criteria. Huber, a e-man
screening board, looks for motivation, not aoademic edentials, I the
dozen or more teenagers who volunteer for Work in is laboratory each
year, "We undPrestimale what young minds Can do," he says. His own
motivation is a belief that the fifteen-year grind of conventional medical
education can do terrible things to a studerit's head. "It's a crazy way
to train people. You usually put them into a lock step of learning by rote
during what ought to be their most creative period."

Hurter Nicholas, an 18-year-old Black researcher who worked with Huber
arid ricently presented a paper to members of the American Federation of
Clink:al Research., had volunteered at age 15 for after-school work at a private
hospijal In Roxbury, Mass, The Newsweek article tells of his Involvement with
Huber:

Nicholas went looking for more challenging volunteer work at a larger
hospital. Boston City sent him to Huber, who had just begun his program
for young people at Chancing Lab. Huber inflicted a fair amount of
scut work on the boywashing dishes, fetching books and journals
from the librarybut he also offered work that Nicholas could respect.
At 4 a.m. each morning Nicholas came in ani injected mice for an ex-
periment the laboratory was running. Huber gave him some medical
literature to read for himself, taught him the basics of tissue preparation,
assigned him as .an assistant to a lab technician' and helped him pick a
research project of his own.

None of this went as easily as it sounds, of course. Nicholas needed.
help In reading and understanding medical terminology. Huber and his
lab associates arranged for his enrollment at the Palfrey Street School,
a private school (which] ... took care of his tuition and gave him special
tutoring in English and math. Within two years Nicholas had been unani-
mously elected to the school's board of trustees and was teaching classes
in freshman algebra and black literature.

After graduating from Palfrey Street last June, Nicholas delayed his
entrance into college, partly in order to finish his research project, an
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Inquiry into the questioh of w'hy patients undergoing therapy often de-
velop severe and sometimes fatal .lung infections. His project was a
modest one, carefully delimited In its; scope and speculations. It sought
to quantify theloss of resistance to infection, rather, than to speculate on
the ultimate mechanisms of the loss. But any researcher, let alone an
18-year-old, could take profession& pride in the work, which involved
histology, the use of laboratory animals, statistics, x-rays and radio-
labeled bacteria....

-Nicholas is eager to give credit to Huber's program. "Thls Is really
revolutionary, you know, it's really going against the system." And so It Is.
The system dictates that a medical student do Intellectual drudgery for
at least eight years, that he delay tlie beginning of hls practice until he's
in his mid-30s and overschooled, underexperienced, often exhausted and
sometimes only five or so years away from his first heart attack.

-The most revolutionary of Huber's, notions Is that high-school students
can do useful, original research, even though their over-all knowledge
of medicine may be limited. He feels that Nicholas probably knoWs more
about the effects of radiation on lung tissue than 97 per cent of the

' doctors in the world. "Getting to bereally knowledgeable about a specific
aspect of research may involve reading and digesting 50 or so papers.
That's a finite number. It can be done. Research isn't alf that special,"
Huber insists. "You don't need the education. You just need to know
how to think."

A community science center set up by students and faculty at Rutgers
University G?aduate School of Education provides another:example of a setting
where eleme"ntary and high school students 'can take part in research experi-
ments. It Is described by George Pallrand, director of the center and efiairman
of the department of science and humanities education at Rutgers:

The center was envisioned as providing a focus for the efforts of local
industry, community agencies and institutions of higher learning to
respond to an acute need within a section of the community. A storefront
center was developed in the model cities target area of Plainfield, New
Jersey. A number of educators, industrial scientists and engineers and
parents began to work together to develop an educational program in the
area of the sciences for the children in this particular section of the
community.

:file center provided an opportunity for young students, approximately
fifth to ninth grade, to pursue a variety of interests broaaly categorized
as science. It was one of the feW places in the community that offered

-stUdents an oppor,Jnity to continue and expand upon what hag occurred
in school. For most, it presented an opportunity to develop interests that ,

could not be pursued in school. Programscut broadly across areas such
as nature study, astronomy, radio, and meteorology. The emphasis was
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essentially environalental which was directed at understanding the make-
up and history of that particular community.

The existence of the center provided the interns and other students in
the University with excitingoopportunities to work with individuals and
small groups of 'sardents in a variety of ways. The interns found the
opportunity of seeing some of their students at the center in the after-
noon or evenirft a particularly valuable experience. Teacher-pupil re-
lationships tend to be ovOrly formalized in schools. The relaxed atmos-
phere of the 'center and thp very direct fie with "the home" pro(fide the
student with invaluable perspectives about the youngsters they normalilt
teach. They apparently are unable to establish such a relationship during
the normal school day..This center also provides interns and teachers
an opportunity to work with University faculty and industrial scientists
in .developing projects and curriculum materials specifically for their
students. Begirining teachers.do not normally find the freedom nor' are
they encouraged to develop innovative programs in the schools. Working
in the Center provides these opportunities which In large part has proven
to be a professional experience of the highest order.

(For another reference to the science center, see comments by Milton
Schwebel, Dean of the Rutgers Graduate School of Education, in the third
volume of Study Commission documents, Of Education and Human Community,
to be published soon.)
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Within the Office of Education several major national projects are currently
being developed which relate to the way in which educational personnel will
be trained. The discussion In this section regarding pre-service vs. in-service
and schuol-based vs. university-based teacher education Is, therefore, highly
important. If training is to take place In the schools, where will the schools
find the resobrces for this in terms of money ,and personnel? If there is to be
a linkage of Some kind among the community/school/IHE (Institution of higher
education), what would be the nature of that coalition?

In describing one model of a training program, attention is given to the
process of using IHE personnel to help in diagnosing -theincompatibilities
which presently exist between the characteristics of the student and the
characteristics of the instructional program. The group also examines possible
ways of supporting and protecting innovation in the school system.

Parker's description of one model of teacher training in Portland, Oregon,
in whIch both locus and responsibility Is shifted from the university to the
school district includes an evaluation based.on one year oroperation. .
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"I have come to the conclusion that the university can't train teaciiers.
I'm saying they can't be trained .on the university campus; that fourth
year or .filth year, whatever it it going to be, has got to be in the
school."

Richard L. Foster, see below.

SCHOOL-BASEDVS. UNIVERSITY-BASED;
IN-SERVICE VS. PRE-SERVICE

MR. FOSTER:
I have come to the cOnclusion that the university can't train

teachers. I'm saying they can't be trained on the university cam-
pus; that fourth year or fifth yar, whatever it is going to be, has
got ta be in the school.

MR. SCHWARTZ:
Let me underscore what Dick is saying. .Those of- us in the

.school systems are saying to universities what people in industry
are saying to high schools, "Look, give up any pretense you have
to providing technical training; you can't do ity Just send us a
'kid who can read and write/ and who's got 'a reasonable general
education and we will, give him .the training he needs to function
in our setting. But, don't/waste this guy's time teaching him
dysfunctional courses in a dysfunctional setting."

MR. OLSON:
, Well, there are two q9stions I want to ask. Are we assuming
then three. or four years lof liberal arts training for people and
then submerging them in,schools or cities in a sort of University
Without Walls format? Doe§ it make sense to say that under-
graduate education for education personnel ought to be school-
centered for all four years? Higher education might bring people
in by contract who have something to contribute to this process
it could be an anthropologist; it could be a psycNatrist; it could
be an English personbut the schools .and the: community would
do the selection and evakiation of staff.

MR. FOSTE,R:
I would like to say to the university, "All we" want is some

options. If you want to run your teacher training program and
do it over there, great."
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But, I want a program in which a kid can come to the school
system at the end of the second year or third year of liberal arts.
We will be responsible for the third year but he makes the selec-
tions. If he Wants to opt into the school system at that stage we
will provide the one or two years that are left in terms of teacher
training. Or he can go through the higher, education model if
he wants to, but thp third and fourth years in higher educatidn,
he is given no alternatives. If the candidate for teaching comes
dver to our side, then I want us to be able to recommend
that the institution ot higher education award the'degree. We will
recommend to the state department that he receive a credential.

MR. 'OLSON:
So, you are really going for Paul.Salmon's free market. You're

saying people trained .in School-based professional training pro-
grams will drive the other people .out of business?

'MR. FOSTER:
Absolutely! I think they wirdrive some Of those other pro-

grams out of existence.

MR. OLSON:
You are saying that good money will drive bad money, out; I

am not Mall sure that that works.

MR.. FOSTER: . .

I don't know. I'm only opening up one or two more options in
the situation. I have a feeling I can't blow university training out
of existence.

R. OLSON:
The deans of education will 'hear you as saying, "Well, you

can go on with business as usual, as long as we can open up
some more stuff in the schools."

MR. SALMON: .

, I think that we have to go to a school-centered training sys-
tem. I think that we have, to do that in order to make' teacher
training relevant. I don't think that you. can find anybody going
through a regular teacher training activity now. in any university
that feels that it's relevant. I think that the school-based model is
viable and I do think that it will have an impact ori the market.
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MR. FOSTER:
I'm just taking the point of view that you are not going to be

able to wrest power entirely away from that university. I think
that's a drain. All I want to do is be able to get a piece of that
action to prove we can do it better; I don't really believe I can
take the power away from the University of California.

MR. SCHWARTZ:
. But, realistically, aren't you going to have to set up some
kind of a training program that the university will accept and
put its -stamp on? It's not enough to say simply, "Give kids a
Choice of where to spend their last year or year and 6,11alf or two
years." It's going to have 'to be, "Let us find a program that at
the very least will carry with it some kind of nominal course
title." Then let us look at the two programs at the end of X period
of time.

MR. CARDENAS:
Past experience shows that they are going to go ahead and

complement your training program on their own terms with their
available staff and so forth.

MR. SCHWARTZ:
We set up such a program with Oregon State University. With

a federal grant we were able to gos to the University and say,
"You play our game." We needed a university to put its stamp of
approval on our program and we needed a University to give a
degree. In order to get our trainees certified, what we had to do
in effect was to say, "First you certify our staff and put them on
your staff and call them assistant professors, and then you certify
our students." We trai 20 teachers in this program a year who
never set foot in a iversity campus and yet get 49 units of
university credit. They have to be within 30 units of a degree
when they come into the program. But they get a degree if they
don't already have one and they get certification without having
set foot on the university campus. It all works by federal money
that We hustle, and the university skims off the overhead. But
you know what will happen when we're out of moneyno pro-
gram; and the university will go right back to its main line opera-
tion. Assuming we begin with the question of how do we reform
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the schools nd get them to function more effectively, where on
the pribrity I st do we put undergraduate preparation of teachers?
For me it would be fairly far down the listnot right at the top. I

really think the money would be better spent if the strategy would
focus more on improving the skills of the people who are already
in schools as part of a substantial in-service thrust. l-say this for
two reasons: First, the economics of the job market indicate that
the population that's now in teaching is going to be,there a while.
And second, no matter what kind of education you give people on
the university campus, the teacher coming into a school is going

'te to be more affected by.the behavior of the people already there
than he is by anything you have told him back on the uniyersity
campus.,

What I'm suggesting is tt-iat the mos poworful kind of impact
you can have on pre-service programs is to really do some things
in the,schoOls themselves with the people already there.

I guess the underlying assumption here is that the school
'really has to be the place whexe the training takes place. I don't
mean to say that the uniVersities have no role to play in teacher
education. But, for me, the school is the unit of change in edu-
cation; and we have to begin to think about ways of training
people in the schools themselves to be more functional. That's
probably going to involve students as part of the training experi-
ence: that is, using students to help teach adults. It's probably
going to involve community people, and it's clearly going to
involve the adults who are already there.

-

I think it is a mistake for us to think of the responsibility for
the education of teachers in terms of a simple trichotomythe
schools or thecouniversity or the community alone. The issue to
me is, what is the nature of the coalition, the nature of the part-
nership? To think of teacher education apart from the whole
problem of school reform seeps to me to be a bad mistake. The
conception we have of schooling is a really open and dynamic
one; if we don't think of the curriculum as something that's pre-
set and that teachers are trained to implement; if we think of the
problem of building a curriculum as the on-going business of the
school; if it is a process that the adults are engaged in, that is,
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they lead in, but, that kids also participate in, and the community
participates in; if we think of the essential business of the school
as being a constant questionasking about what ought this
school to be, what kind of community ought it to be, what ought
its values to be, what should be studied, at what stage, what kind
of program for what kind of person, etc.,then it seems to me
the question is: Who can really contribute to that process and
.make it a live one?

The notion that we have specialists whose professional in-
terests are in leaning about schooling, based on the university
campus, asking questions apart from the schools, seems to me
to be crazy. It makes no sense to me to talk abopt the continu-
ing educati6n of people already in the business, or the initiation
of new people into the business, independent of what's happen-
ing to .kids in classrooms.

That process of continuing education and initiation has to be
all the time tied to direct work with students. You realize that
I'm trying to get away from the separation of the practice teaching
part from the methods part. I'm trying to get away from the idea
of choosing either the university or, the schools as the training
center. There has got to be a linkage.

DIAGNOSING; SOME MODELS

MS. SIZEMORE:
Teachers have to learn how to diagnose. Our teachers don't

even know how to use the fundamental science skills. We have
very few of them.

MR. CARDENAS:
Barbara, I go further than diagnosis. It's not juSt diagnosis.,

It's not 'just diagnosis of what the kid knows. I was telling Dick
(Fos a while ago about my exikerience of teaching a class of
five-year- this summer in which the instructional materials
left a hell o ot to be desired. I was supposed to teach a unit
on the famil You explain what a family is, and you say .the
family is mad up of father, mother, brother, sister and baby, you
know.
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The key thing is that after we have explained what a familY is,
and set a cultural standard, then we tell the kid, "Now, tell us
about your family." And he says; "Well, gee, I'm inferior: My
family doesn't have a father, or we have six brothers and tw%
sisters," or something like that. After we set a standard which
is culturally oriented, we find that the kid cannot cope with it.
We see this in "the instructional materials that are used. .

I had a ctiance to see a little kid looking at a picture of the
family and there was'. this, "Oh, jeepersi" Teutonic type lady in
there, golden hair, and all. The teacher asked the kid, "Show
me mother," and the kid looked in there and said, "Show me
mother. Show me mother." She said, "Isn't that mother?" and
the kid said, "Hell, no; that ain't mother." See? In the policies
of the schools, the culturally atypical take a tremendou licking.

MR. OLSON:-
4 don't see why it woudn't make spnse if you wer,é training

teachers to begin by assigning them the job of diagnosing incom-
patibles;, that is, instead of going to a college and starting Fresh-
man English or whatever, you might, on an experimental tasis,
assign teachers to Edgewood School District in San Antonio or
to the Woodlawn district or to Black House in Berkeley. In this,
context teachers will perhaps experience bewilderment .aslo why
the schools 'are going wrong. However, they won't learn how to
diagnose the incompatibles just by being absorbeqs,Or the situa-
tion. They will have to get some social science skirls from some-
place,

MS. SIZEMOREi
Right:'

MR. OLSON:
Why couldn't that be the place w here the education of the

pre-service teacher began, right in,,this neighborhood schoOl?'

MR. CARDENAS:
There Would. be Certain ,characteristics that I would looktfor

in a school-based training system. In terms .of> process, there
would be teacher input and communRy inputs into the system.
As far as the characteridtics of the school district and the copula-
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tion of the school district, I think that there should be a very
strong orientation of the teacher training program into what I

consider some of the problem areas of our educational system
mainly incompatibilities that exist between the characteristics of
the learner and the characteristics of the instructional program. I
attribute most of the failings'of sChool districts such as this one
and other school districts to incompatibilities between the culture
of the learner and the culture of the school. It is possible to go
ahead and itemize what these incompatibilities are and then make
sure that the- teacher training program is responsivethat the
teachers understand the nature of these incompatibilities and are
prepared to teach in ways which will reduce them. You want a
for instance?

MR. OLSON:
Yes.

MR. CARDENAS::
Well, I can just go down the line and iternize these things.

First, my school is composed of a poverty population. Lgo back
to what I said this morningthat the instructional program in this
country was developed for White Anglo-Saxon English-speaking
middle-class student populations. The reason that minority group
kids and disadvantaged kids are doing poorly is because of this
incompatibility between their characteristics and a program which
is developed for the English-speaking middle class.

.

In Edgewood School District, over 50 per cent of the school
population comes from fhmilies with annual Incomes of less than
$2,600. In the jnethodology and the materials which are em-
ployed in the-fchool system, there is always-an assumptiOn that
thOrkids have certain characteristics which are typical of the
middle class. The school does not Compensate or deviate from
in.structional programs for the middle class., In Edgewood, you
have a group of kids that grow up in homes with adult-child
ratios that go three or four to one, and even six and seven to
one. These kids have not had interactions with adults or hatte
hadt limited interactiong; or as some of my staff say, they may
have interactions but get no feedback on "correct behaviors"
fro the adults. Therefore, the teacher training programs ought

S.
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to make the tpact er trainee very mulch aware of the 'limitations
and deprivations of kids from pdverty homes and be prepared to
develop, implement, and structure a program which is compatible
with these characteristics of the kids:

In general, the school does not even realize that the kids are'
culturally atypical. Second, when they do rplize that you do
have a culturally different population, they do7lothing about ft in
terms of structure, instruction, and instructional programs. Third,
when they do something about it, invariably they do the wrong
thing.

MR. SALMON:
That's not really an overstatement? Aren't you doing some of

the right things?

MR. CARDENAS:
Am I doing some of the right things? Damn few. Everyday,

I learn new things, the cultural incompatibilities in the instruc-
tional materials, the methodology, the school policies and regu-
lations, the school values, and even the school traditions, which
create problems for the kids..

MR. OLSON;
You identify "incompatibilities." , Who does the identifying?

Some anthroplogist you bring in, your teachers, you or some
parents? I am trying o visualize a process.

MR. CARDENAS:
The way/ I identify the incompatibilities is through a series of

conferences which includes the students, parents, counselors, the
superintendent, Orfriepals, and supervisors. I then do another
series Of conferences that includes lawyers and sociologists and
anthropologists and ducators and other types of people. We
just ask the questio , "What's wrong fith the educational sys-
tem?" This process specifies the problems. Anyone can dupli-
cate this type of activity.

MS. SIZEMORE:
Vye did it. One way that we did it was through an arrangement

with the University of Chicago, the Chicago Public Schools, and
Woodlawn organization. At the Dvorak School in Chicago the
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kindergarten teacher said, "Look, this kindergarten program is
not working; the kids are not ready to read .at the end of the
program. What is the problem?" That was the question. In

Woodlawn they knew what the problem was; they asked the
community agents who were like school community representa-
tives and the kindeigarten teachers to go out and see in the
community what were the kids doing and what the kids could do.
They talkal to parents; they got their information any way they
could. And they found that the five-year-old children at Woodlawn
were already sharing their toys and their resources with brothers
and sisters; they were looking out for brothers and sieters younger
than they. There were five and six-year-olds. They were doing
smaller errands like going to the store and making purchases
and coming home with the correct change, taking telephone mes-

-, sages and memorizing them, because they couldn't write. With
this information collected they came back and said, "Look, this
kindergarten program is crazy. It's asking us to teach a kid to
share when maybe what he needs is a toy of his own because
he's everything up to this point; it is asking him to play
hduse when he's already been taking care of brothers and
sisters."

They took d'nother look at the student when he came into the
kindergarten. They tape recorded what-the student said and, in
listening to it, discovel that kids just two weeks into school
were saying things like, " eacher, when are you going to,give me
a book? Is we going to learn how to read? I can write my ABC's.
Won't you see?"

In ofir words, the students in kindergarten were coming into
school ready for a real learning task 'and 'not the kindergarten
program that had been previously designed for them. And so,
the kindergarten teacher said, "Okay, let's change it: Let's get
about the business of real learning with these kids."which is
really a kind of taboo with the consultants from the central office.
'By' identifying the skills the students already had and placing
them on top of the skills that were to be taught, they eliminated'
some since the students already had these. They then sligoothers
in their place. Okay. When they,ail_ttiat.,..they found that the
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materials that were necessary.to get them ready were not suffi-
.

cient. The students did not identify with "spectacles," you know.
They didn't dig it.

MR. OLSON:
They Were to know "spectacles?"

MS. SIZEMORE:
Right. And other better th'ings. So, they called in the con-

sultants; one was Grace Holt. She was to assist the teachers in
designing af,curriculum that would meet the needs of our students,
utilize their language and their vocabulary, and get them ready
to read; that's how the "ethnic lihguistic" approach to oral Ian- ,

guage was developed. It is now used in Some of the Spanish
communities in Chicago.

Language samples were. elicited ,from the children by hmoitag
them bring from home articles with which they.were familiar and
than the teacher would elicit the language from them; put it on
tape' and then teach them this vocabtilary first and how to read
from that vocabulary.

When the Woodlawn Experimental School project first opened,
some 60 per cent of the students in kindergarten who entered first
grade were not ready to read. Last year, less than.one per cent
were not ready to read.

MR. OLSON:
Is that roughly the kind of process that you are thinking about?

MR. pARDENAS:
Yes.

MR. SCHWATTZ: -
I suggest a simple kind of experixent. In. the first year 'of a.

new program, take the population of kids and divide them in half:
one group goes to school 180 days and whatever in-service you
do is after school and on Saturdays: the other group of kids, goes
90 days and you give continuous in-service to your teachers the
other 90 days. I would be willing to bet that at the erid of that
year you will find that the kids who went to school the 90 days
would not be hurried. What I'm getting at is the critical 'problem
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of in-service;-we expect people to do it at 3:30 or at night or on
Saturdays. As soon as you begin tampering with the sacred,cow
of taking away student instructional time, you run into trouble.

MS. SIZEMORE:-
We send out teachers who are sensitive to the needs of the

students and make the kinds of responses that are necessary as
student advocates and change agents, and theY get shot down.
The Center for Inner City studies does not have the facilities to
provide hifThan beings with the necessary apparatus for not eating
to go along with the courage necessary for being a change agent.
We haven't figured that out yet.

MR. OLSON:
Somebody has got to put, this together so that you have some

way of protecting the reform process'within the college of edu-
cation and when the peoplego into the conventiohal schools.

MR. BENTON:
Industry for thedast 30 Years has done a tremendous amount

of training. Theywould se d managers outvandAeach them how
to .problem-solve through ommunications. The managers went
back and lost their jobs' i mediately. If you don't have a fol-
lowup, your training isn't tvorth anything.

MR. FOSTER:
If we are going to do a school-based training program, is

there any way that we cbuld require the Stmerintendent to go
through a training program to sensitize him as to what was going
to happen and thus make him available for the kinds of support
that was necessary in order to protect the teachers that came out
of the program. If you don't give teachers unusual protection the
rest of the staff works hard to see if they can't kill them. That's
one of the ways of preserving the status quo. Can we train super-
intendents ancYprincipals on how to protect new ideas?

MR. SCHWARTZ:
Barbara', you mentioned the cadre notion where you train a

team of people. It seems to me also we are talking about an
extended oommitmentnot simply a placement for an intern year
and letting the guy go and get .wiped dut, but the notion of a
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two or three-year commitme-nt with followup from ,the people re-
sponsible for training. As it is now teachers go out on an indi-
viduAl basis and five years later, two-thirds of ,the best ones are
out of .teaching,

M R. FOSTER.:
I have one teacher training model outside of the usual kind

of a format to suggest to the Study Commission. It could develop
training in school districts, each district to use a separate model.
We wouldn't take any school district in which we didn't broker
with the superintendent that he would give us free access to the
system and support it. Second, we wouldn't take any pre-service
or in-service teachers for training unless the principal came for
training at the same time.

We do aismalf version of this in Berkeley. We bring teachers
to Berkeleydor two-weeks. We train them on a deliberate training
model; we arii well aware of the clinical aspects of teaching, the
organizational and the evaluational. We lay out the goals. We
take them through everything that they are going to do with kids,
and we monitor them personally twice a year. We go into their
classrooms tvee that they are carrying out the model. In addi-
tion, the teachers we train are responsible, when they go home
and have been through the process which We have initiated, to
teach all the other teachers at the same grade level what we
taught them. Our staff works all year to get ready for that two-
week workshop. `That is the kind of dollars and training and
commitment it takes in order to do a good job of educating
teachers.
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The Portland Urban Teacher Education Project:

New Context For Teacher Preparation 1

John L. Parker

INTRODUCTION

Adams High School, in Portland, Oregort, has received considerable pub-
licity within its first two years of existence. Among the distinguishing features
of Adams High School is its "Clinical Model," an organizational pattern which
includes heavy,emphasis upon training and research, in additicn to instruction.
The Portland Urban Teacher Education Project is the direct, outgrowth of this
clinical model and is the most highly developed of the Adams teacher prepara-
tion programs.=

'The main 6oals of the Prirtiand rban Teacher Education Project are, pri-
marily, to prepare teachers to be successful with urban, disadvantaged 5W-
dents, and, secondarily, to bring more Black adults into professional education
positions. These goals are incorporated kilo a twelve-month certification pro-
gram with the following characteristics:

a. oubstantial federal support.

b. Shift in /ocus of teacher preparation from the university to the school
district.

c. Shift in responsibility of teacher preparation from the university. to the
school district.

d. Maximal linkage with compatible programs.

e. Emphasis upon career ladder.

f. Maximal individualization and maximal use 91 group resources.

g. Interdisciplinary block seminars.

None of these characteristics, looked at individually, is particularly inno-
vative. This combination of program components, however, is Unique, and bears
examination.

1 This paper . was presented at the convention of the Association of Teacher Educators,
Chicrgo, February 27, 1971. John L. Parker is coordinator of teacher education 't John Adams
High School; director of the Pertland Urban Teacher Education Project, and assistant professor
at Portland State and Oregon State Universities.

= For a more complete description of the training model, see Parker, John L... "Personnel
Training at John Adr.ms High School," in Curriculum Bulletin, No. 38, Col.ege of Education,
University of Oregon. Eupne, Oregon, January, 1970.
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PitOGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

A. Substantial Federal Support
The Portiand Urban Teacher Education Project began in 196B -when the

planners of Adams High School discovered that it was extremely difficult to
find certificated Black tangy members for its new school, whose student body

" was projected to be twenty per cent Black. Other secondary schools within the
Portland district wero found to be equally desirous of hiring more certificated
minority personnel. Neither local teacher training institutions nor recruiting
from outside the region appeared to be meeting this particular need.

Fortunately, one provision of the 'then recently enacted Education Pro-
fessions Development Act of 1967 appeared exttemely appropriate. Section
B-2, EPDA gives block grants toile states to " . .. provide local school districts
with funds to meet critical teachr shortages . . . "' EPDA B-2 aimed at biving
school districts, through' state departments ob education, prime responsibility
for training aides and teachers. Universities and other agencies could (hen
be sub-contracted for services, as needed. This is a clear departore from most
federally funded training guidelines. In EPDA B-1 (T,eacher Corps), for instance,
ib conVenjional pattern is for a university to be the prime funding agent, with
a hoot district or districts having cooperativelbot distinctly less responsible
roles.

An EPDA B-2 grant was subsequently awarded, and the Portland Urban
Teacher Education Project came into being in June, .1969, with a ,grouli of
twenty-two trainees, three quarters of whom yore Black.

B. Shift in locus of preparation from the university to the school
district and shift in responsibility of teacher preparation
from the university to the school district.

,
The B-2 guidelines clearly gave school districts a great deal of power

and responsibility. A district coati conceivably send individuals either part time,
or full time to universities to be trained In conventional ways. This could
alleviate a shortage, but might not represent an attempt to develop more
effective teacher preparation. School districts could hire university people
to come in to the schools andiconduct professional preparation courses within
the school sites. This might represent an improvement over sending trainees
to the universitiez. as it would suggest that the teacher educators might then
have more current knowledge of schooling and students.

The Adams clinical model presented an alternative hypothesis: a group
of experienced, credentialied school-based tbacher educators, with the aid
of B-.2 funding and university affiliation, could design and i plement a coherent,

3 1 . Jack Fasteau, "First Annual Report," state Grants Program, EPDA 13-2 FLEw.. llovrber
5, 1969, p. 1.
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flexible, field-centered program. This' hypothesis rriplies a third voice in the

. on-going argument lal:rut who should control teacher preparation. The "'class-
ical" debates has /been within universities and teacher training institutions'
thernselyes: How should the academicians and the educatigiists interact to
produce the best 'possible classroom teacher? .These competing ,forces have
been both eugThented and confused by state, certification policies,- and various
arms of ihe NEA. The nation's school districts, Ile ultimate customers of
teacher Veining ,efforts, have been remarkably silent in this debate. Some large
city school distfricts, e.g., New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and St. Louis, do
have their own! certification procedures.`. However, these procedures speak to
a need for ma4ntaining insulation from plitical pressures, rather than a desire
to have a rponsile voice lit teacher preparation.

Many wrilers have argued for a partial shift of teacher preparation from
Universities ifo schools. Others have outlined and described.theoretical and
actual progiams. Our _hypothesis, stated simply, Is that the school-based
teacher preiniation programs, cothpared with university-based programs, have
a higher probability of being flexible, coherent, and integrated and likely to
produce t.te kind of specialized teachers which school clFstricts wish .to hire.

: The r tionale behind our shift in both site and locus of responsibility for
preparaii n implies some severe Indictments:

School-Based Teacher-Training Centers

1. C nventional university proOams have serious deficiencies.

. 2. Schcol distriCts have traditionally been extremely shortsighted in

, egatd to pre-senlice teacher preparation, and have thereby failed to
ct in their own best interests.

Substantiation for the first charge is hardly necessary in 1971; substantiation
of th0 second charge is much less common. Training theorists who favor field
centered preparation accentuate the immediacy and flexibility of such pro-
grams, but shy away from pointing out his,torical school district myopia. Of
course advocates of field centered preparation have invariably aeon based at
uricsersities, educational hboratories, resdarch organizations, or other non-
sc ool district sites. And they might argue, quite legitimately, that a shift in
lo us does not necessarily imply a shift in responsibility.

1

Fortunately conditions in Oregon were-conducive to PUTEF; the Portlahd
Schoolv already heavily involved in experimerrtal curricular and training pro-
',grams, were eager; the state department of education desired substantial reform
in' both teacher preparation aad certification; Oregon State University approvedi
the program goals, gave joint-appointments to some of the Adams staff, and

/ supplied other faculty members for full-time work in Portland.

Charles. E. Silberman. Crisis in the Classroom. (N.Y., 1970), p. 4'33.
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C. Maximal linkages with compatible programs
Adamr, High School, due to its heavy Involvement In research and training,

offered a rich set of inter-relationships. Exclusive of PUTEP, approximately
sixty interns or student teachers were trained' in 19 9 70, while ninety will be.
trained in 1970-71.

Training agreements were Undertaken with Portland State University, the
University of Oregon: Reed College, and Lewis and Clark College. AcIF,tres was
also the training site for ERIN, Career Opportunities aides, and OEO New
Career aides and a social work traini.ng team, from the Portland State University
School of Social Work, funded by, the National Institute of Mental.Health. Adams
has an EPDA-SPU differentiateq staffing grant, which promoted in-service
trainitig for a ntimberof educative roles at Adams and at an innovative middle
school.,

'Linkage possibilities range from low level dovetailing of films and' speakers,
to more'complex Inter-relationships. An example of these more powerful link-,
ages exists in the joint training of supervisors (under EPDA-SPU) and our PUTEP
interns In a five-week summer school.

Another example Is...Inter-professional seminars involving both staff andr
trainees of 'the social 'Work training project arid PUTEP. .

The existenc, of these training programl in conjunction with parallel research
and developmental programs, arid ,the Adams experimental instructional cur-
riculum, engenders an exciting atmosphere in:which to become a teacher.

D. Career Ladder
The Adams training model was heavily influenced by Pearl and fliessrhan's

Neve Careers for the Poor. Dr. Pearl has also been a consultant and adviser
at Adams since the initial planning. New Careers and Career Opportanifies
Programs provide urful stepping stones to PUTEP. The B-2 guidelines allowed
for admission to te'acher" training of either bachelor's degree holders or In-.
dividuals within 30 credit hours of receiving a degree. This latter provision
was extreniely useful in allowing entry of highly qualified. Black candidates who
had not beer) able to complete their bachelor's degrees. In the first cyclb four
individuals received bachelors degrees through OSU In addition to their certifi-
cation; two men were able,to complete bachelor's degree programs that had
been interrupted for over twenty years.

PUTEP has been able to begin building a modest post-program ladder as
well. One member of the first cycle has been piaced In a pilot administrative
training program (funded under a concurrent EPDA grant), while a sedond is
being supported by PUTEP funds to begin a counsellor certification program
through OSU.
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TRAINING CHARACTERISTICS
. i

As stated previously, the training' objectives of PUTEP involved devtiop-
ment f a flexible, coherent, integrated certification prog'ram. The various
theorett al courses are designed to be interdisciplinary and the theoretical
courses o be 'carefully dovetailed with practical experiences. These objectives
are made much more feasible by having the course instructors shhool-based
persons, Who, for the mot part, also acted as tutorial, supervisors of the interns.

A. Overview

PUTEP is a twelve-month program with the following sequence of ex-
periences:

1. An eight-week,13-2 stipend-supported summer session. Five-week segment
with half time'student teaching, and half time student teaching-related
inteidisciplinary block seminar; and e-week full time olock seminar.

2.. During, the adademic year, 2/3 time school district-paid internships In
nine Portland schools, linked with InterdiSciplinary block seminars twice
weekly at Adams High School.

B. The Nature Of The "Block" Program ,

. The group-orienthd, inter-discIplinary program contains two mr.in thrusts:
An affective thrust, and a cognitive thrust.

1. The aifective thrust.A block program in which group process or human
relations values are emphaSized yields the following advantages:

a. It offers within itself, a process model. Thal is, the group could
continually examine itself and its inter-relationships as a labora-
tory experience analogous to the various groups which trainees
teach.

b. It offers the opportunity to explore such issues as leadership,
decision-making, power, persuasioh, affection, problem-solving
and consensus.

offers the possibility of setting up a positive enyironment Into
which individuals can place their problems and concerns, and
have them dealt with In a supportive manner.

d. If ail administrators,' supervisors and instructors share these
experiences with the Interns, there is a higher probability that
all members of the project will maintain honest and useful
communication throughoOl the duration of the program.

The affective thrust is promoted by the'small numbers in the program, and
the, fact that administratioA, Instruction, Apervision, and counselling are done
by the same five individuals. In addition, consultant services of the American
Management Training Services Corporation of Pittsburg, California, helped to
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give the ttainers and trainees a sense of commitment and cando: during the
initial sommer training.

At-this point I should state a clear bias, which applies not only to PUTEP,
but also tol Adams' efforts in other contexts. Quite simply, we felt that the
affective atmosphere 'of schooling (and by extension, training for schOoling)
was the most critical area to alter. Theiefore we made the affective thrust for
both Adams and PUTEP the highest priority. In a program which attempted to
train Black teachers to enter wflat may be perceived as an alien system, the
affective or supportive, qualities of preparation are viewed as crucial.

2. The cognitive thrust. The cognitive thruit In teacher preparation should
include acquisition of skills, and understandings; which lead to effective student
learning. Both B-2 nationally, and the Oregon State. Depprtment of Education.
are committed to performance-based leacher preparation. In the first two
cycles of PUTEP, however, we have quite frankly moved only at a snail's pace
toward a true performance-based program. This is pertly due to our affective
priority, partly because we tiave few operationally visible performance-based
programs to learn from, and partly bgcause we, suffered from 'a heavy demand
to, become operational with all speed. Our short range efforts, ther&fore, involved
taking old course titles and re-emphasizing, reorganizing, augmenting, and
deleting topics which conventionally are subsumed under these titles,

In our view a block program has the advantage of dealing with topics,
problems, competencies and concerns in an inter-disciplinary fashion. The
program provides for wide choices of experiences which are examined in a
way which aims at,..being flexible, vigorously analytical, and intellectually stimu-
lating. The block seminar lys the following specific qualities:

1. It is an outgrowth of the perceived or felt needs of bath the trainers
%and trainees.

2. It ranges from the theoretical to the specific, with trainees being Mvolved
in both phases of instruction.

3. It involve's a team of instructors with individualized strengths.and a
willingness and ability to plan' together, sometimes teiching individually,

. sometimes teaching together.

4. It allows an individual trainee to act as a primary instructor during a
sequence of instruction, should that instruction focus on an area of his
strength.

6. It invcilves multl-consultants and related field experiences tied integrally
to ;he over-all instructional program, -thereby extending the range of
skills and competencies beyond those held by the team of primary in-
structors.

6. It is flexible and combines elements of individual instruction, smell group
instruction, and whole or larie group instruction. These various patterns
of instruction are.utilized depending - upon the generalizeable nature
and/or interest of. the spbject being oresented.

<18
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Our long range goal Is to adapt ourtinstruction and supervision lo a 'fully
competency-based program, but one whichY still retains a strong affective
flavor. A competent. teacher knows some things, feels some things and does
some things, with and for students. We are striving for a balance, of knowing

, and feeling within the doing context.of performoce:

C. Role of Individual Supervisor-Instructor ,

The supervisor-instructors are the crucial intermeditaries In the preparatior
program. They ire the direct connection of the program to the individual
trainee. Ideally they ere a supportive source of information and guidance. They
each have unique skills In-NatructIon and analysis cf instruction upon which
the interns can draw.- Inevitably they evaluatd.theyerformnce_of the interns.
Collectively they construct the blodk seminar. One instructor supervises six
PUt EP interns In tWo other buildings, four other non-PUTEP interns at Adams,
and has the overall responsibility for coordinating the block seminars. A
second instructor teaches one half time at Admits, and supervises PUTEP
interns in three other buildings, In addition to his semim responsibilities. A
third instructor has -PUTEP administrative duties, supervises interns in three
buildings, and teaches within the block seminar. This .year the overall stalf
Includes five Individuals, three white, two Black(

The supervisor-Instructoris the ,key to indMdualizatIon of the program for
trainees. He is.able to view trainees in many contexts:

1. As a member of the teaching team in wh;ch ,he interns.

2. As a cla'ss'room teacher, in large group, and small group settings, as well
as working with individual students.

3. Ir, the tutorial context of lesson plannhig and evaluation sessions.

4. In the context ,of the block seminars.

5. Through the written work; that ,he turns In.

6.'In a social context... . playing cards, drinking beer, eic.

7. By seeing and talking to other instrucjors and trainees who see .the
trainee in each of these settings.

FiESULTS

The goals of PUTEP, as stated earlier, ar'e to prepart teachers to be
successful with' disadvantaged students and to bring more Black adults into
professional educational positions. With one cycle completed, and the second
in process we have some evidence that these two goals have been at least
partially fulfilled.

- Bering the first cycle df PUTEP we adritittecrand,initiated teacher preparation
for twenty-two adults, of whom fifteen were Black, and seven white. Of those
admitted, eighteen completed the entire program and were certificated, twelve
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Black and six white. As of January, -1071, sixteen of those completing the
program were workirrg in schoolscrwhom twelve (rile Black and three white),

, .
were employed within the Portland sc'hools, lh a year in which jobs were
extremely difficult to 'get, a higher proportion of PUTEP graduates found jobs
than the graduates of any othe4 teacner preparation program operating' within
the Portland schools. This index allied with statements by school principals,
leads us-to the conclusion that oCir goal of producing the kind of specialized
teachers which school districts.wish to hire has been' reasonably successful.
Despite the extiarnely small numbers, the Black teachers hired by the Portland
School District from PUTEP represented a 30 per cent increase in the Iotal
number of certificated Black teachers working in. its secondary schools!

By the mid7point pf the first cycle, we were given ,eN great deal of en-
couragrent to continue the prpgram for a second cycle. Unfortunateql, a
re'duced amount of federal lunds was avaiiablA. The Portland School District,
tiowever, incre'ased its proportion of funding from just oOr 20 per -cent the
first year, 16, just under 60 per cent We secona year. This'incredse.suggests
substantial school district support for the program.

Admittedly, the number of trainees' hired, and the proportion of school 0

district ibudgetary support, are extremely gross -and tentatiye measures of
program quality. Our process and product evaluation have been very limited,
partly by design and partly by accident. As might be expected, our evaluation
efforts have centered upon noting changes in attitude. Members of the, first
cycle were administered "critical incident" tests, as well as a series of semantic
differential,instruments. Rough findings. (limited, of course; by ourextremely
mail numbers) lead us to the conclusion that there was a statistically eignifi-
cant shift towardi the positive in group attitudes toward teaching and,schooling.
Particularly IntereMing was the positive shift ln attitudes by the Black men in
the programa substantially greater shift than for Bieck womep or for white
men.o.r,women. In futu're programs we plan to concentrate on measuring gains

. In cognitive competendes and skills, as well as ui refine oui procedures for
,

measuring affecfive change. -
dt . . ..

As can readily be ascertained from this paper, our notions of altering
teacher preparation, in addition to being effectively oriented, are very structural.
In natuie. We emphasiie concepls such as where something should happen,
who should be responsible, what '(but not as explicitly how) .certaln kinds of
?heory and experience should inter-coonect. In our analysis of the anomalies

I of schooling and trainiNg, ha/ever, we see structursl change as a crucial first
I series of stc)pc."' ,! ... .

r
. . In conclusion, PUTEP is attempting to revise the context ,and process of

teacher preparation In the same sense that Adams"Higt; School is trying to
l revise the context and process of scliooling.. Initial results for both are en-, couraging; a great deal of additional work-must be done to properly evaluate

these revisions.
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CERTIFICATION; TENURE .

All agree that the present system of certilicatiOn Is ineffective in the selec-
tion of "good teachers." One suggestion le that the school become involved
earlier in the'process of training teachers and the university become ;esponsible
for continuing some kind of a relationship through tenure, thus making the*
entire "degree-certification-tenure" decision a shared one. Smite mechanisms
must be found for "crederttiailing" whoever can do the job.r\ ,

The Newman Commission, beginning as an independent Task Force funded
by the Ford Foundation, has now been assigned by Secretary of Health, Edti-
catkin, and Welfare Elliot L.. RIchardsbn,.the task of making specific recom-'
mendafions for implementing the changes Proposed 11, their first report, Report

tcin Higher Education.. The chapter fiom that report which is reprinted here
points out the ineoulties of the present system of credentialling and suggests
that alternate path's to certification are neefied. Hopefully, further recommenda-
tions by the Commission in this areawill contain moredetailed suggestions for
specific mechanisms which would make credentialling reform possible.

Bowman, in his article, *points out how certification Is tied in with the whole
area of accreditation; both systems intertere with a) a unified .1pproach to
teacher-training involving the Teachers College and the Arts and Sciences
CoIlege,in a single system, b) an interdepartmental approIch to learning, o'
c) the representation of a wider range of cultures and liote-styles in the teaching
profession,ind di ths development of a spirit of e4erimentaiism in the'teaching,
and the teacher education field

The Johnson court decision illustrates preSent difficulties in defining tenure
criteria so that they are useful in evaluating teacher performance. School-based
training up to tenure ,should be based on:

a) a definition of tenure which Is clearly related to a teacher's capacity
to do a' good job of leaching, and

b) a .provision fo l. review of the tenure decision based oh the teacher's
"professionalism". @fro tenure is' offered. The training Canons de-
veloped could tben 6e-related td tenure mechanisms.

,
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i "In rating the quality ol, the graduates ft.'s based stricly on Ids
ability to memOrize and give back Dewey's philosophy of education, and
the diVerent psychology theories, so that once again the highest scores
and the better grades are importantit is not .based on whether or not
you can interact with kids, have emotion, for kids, understand kids. A

, credential says that you can memorize all of the crap that .you got in
, the teacher education coursee."

-,

--Jose Cardenas, see 0. 96.

MS. SIZEMORE:
In Chicago we have a large Puerto Rican population; there

are very few people who speak Spanish who are placed in the
schools where Puerto Ricans' are conoentrated. If the teacher
training institutidns .do not feel that the teachers who leach in
Spanish-speaking ,sChools need to know Spanish, then it seem
to me tat them should be another supportive service there that
can speak Spanish, large enough, for the Spanish-speaking, coni-

r munity to communicate with the school.

. There are other,areas, like the whole area 'for performing arts-
and Music and fine arts, that.this country :just abandons as insig-
nificant. If yoU were bon today with the talent to be the next
Jasnha Heifetz, you could just be. missed. It wouldbe lrke being
borN.in the 21sf century with the capacity to be the world's
champion chariot driver. You wouId be missed, because the
schools are just not concerned With that kind of talent, those
9ifts that the people 'are still born with. Since we don't have too
many students who could be ,potential Jascha kleiferzes, we
ought to have peopIe to come ihto.the school to take a group of
children and instruct them in the creative skills. And "credentials"
of a formal son are not what _certifies an artiit.* We also have a'-
lot of other childran who are gifted in the areas of danCe, in the
area of drama, in the area of language and art that are so in-
hibited.

We still require teacher certification credentials for rfeople
who are in the area of iobational educationindustrial arts, elec-
tronics, television, et cetera. I think Thit is disastrous, because
those people who haVe skilli are not interested in trying to get
those credentials which they feel are useless. We have a print
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shop at Woodlavin for which Oe cbuldn't even get a teacher for
two years...An electronics. shop the-same way. We couldn't get
anybo d? to teach,in it, I think that we need to take a new look
at the credentialiing process, especially for expertise in areas
where education courses may not be necessary,

FREEMAN:
At the present time, if you get the degree, You get the certifi-

cate. In some states, it may be a madter's degree rather than a
bachelor's degree; for all practicarpurposei, theslegree is what
gets you the certificate. It seems to me that what needs to be
done is to separate the degree-grariting process from the Cre-
dentialling process so that the degree becomes a kind of certifi:
cation that a 'person has indeed gone through this course of
study, He'snray or may not get this certifitate; the certificate
should be based on his skill. There aren't many states that cre-
dential non-degree people,'are there?

r
' MR, 'FOSTER:

No. But.there are many states in which yoLP have the degree
and still do not get the credentials.

MS, SIZEMORE:
Yes. Like Chicago. The.degree does nct give you a certificate

in Chicp.go.

MR. FREEMAN:
If the ddgr,ee granting proCess and certifipation are not the

same procas in some) states, how do all those bad teachers get
credentials? Who is it that supports them forthe credèntialling
if tht university is not the agency that supports them?

MS. SIZEMORE:
NTE, Nationat Teaching Establishmdnt.

MR. SALMON:
,

It's the teaching association that supports certification; that's
where the power is.

MR. FREEMAN:
I'm taking about,the individual.
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MR. FOSTER:*
The state.

M.R. SPILLANE:
The licensing examination does not necessarily predict a good

teacher; but ydu must pass the licensing exanflnation. .

(

r
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, MS. SIZEMORE:
Like passing. the bar.

MR. 'FREEMAN: . . ,

And who's responsible for:the licensing examination, thestate?
. .

MS. AVEMORE:
The state.

MR:,SPILLANE:.
NeW York City.

MR. FREEMAN:
I am aware of those exceptions. But, then, the power resides

in the,state. And it's solely based on the 9camination?

MR. SALMON:
It's known as the-plumber mentality.,

MR. FREEMAN:
Solely based on the examination?

.

MS. SIZEMORE: ...
Right..

MR. SALMON:
° You pass your appianticeship and say the right things .and.
you get in.

"

MS. SIZEMORE:
'You can't do it withoCit a degree, but the dedree won't get

you into the Chicago Public Schools: And you. have to have the
degree to get a certificate:

MR. SALMO-N:

, : lh California, all that has to happen is that the institution
certifies that you are ,qualified, or, .eyen more loosely, you fill

: . . -.
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out a direct 'application to the State Department of Education
showing that Vou ,had certain courses and they do it. Nobody
has to test ybu.- The tesiing thing is coming in now.

MI:I:CARDENAS:. ,

In ,rating the quality of the graduates it's based strictly on his
abiiity.to memorize and giVe back Dewey's philosophji of educe-
tian and thé different psychology theories, so that once again the'
highest scores and the better -grades are iniportantit is not
based on whether-or not .yo,u can interact with kids, have empathy
for kids, understand I:ids. A credential says that you can m9mor-
ize all,the crap that yoU got in the.reacher education courses.

MS. SIZEMORE: .
And if the kids you teach hayen't got good memories, they

don't linow what to do.
r_MR SCHWARTZ:

I'm reasonably comfortable with the distinction that you made,
Larry (Freeman). Realistically'speaking, we arrprobably not going
torhave mh influence over the autonomy of the ',university in
determin'ng wno gets a' degree. We damn weH better have some
influence over, first the certification process and, second over
the decision about tenure.

It seems to me that the way the systern is now 'structured, the
university, in effect, Washes its hands,of its graduates the moment
it givesthem a diploma.. We have a split responsibility: the uni-
versity.is responsible for undergraduate teacher education, 6ut the
chool districts are responsible for COntinuing- Whatever educe-'
tion the teacher receives after graduation. The school districts
by and large have not had the resources to kandle that problem.

*-
Perhaps a different kind of partnership is needed which would

see the school begin to get involved in the training of potential
teachers much earlier in the dame but would also- pre.suMe on
the part of the' university a continuing relations, with that
teacher up, at least,'to the point of tenure.

NA,

411%.

There ought to b`e some mechanism for making sure the tenure
decision ip a shared one. The university oUght to feel that the
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person to whom it has given a degree and recommended for
certification is, in fact, capable of being a career teacher.

MR. OLSON:
We could develop anotion togethcrthat it would take so-

and-so much to create.a School-centered teacher training process
which will 'affect the whole university and continue up to the
tenure (iecision. We should:be able to suggest something about
the certificalioiI process so" that the schools say, '`Certification
isn't a respongibility of the state; it's up to X kind pf process to
do the certification statement," so that somebody has the iight
to get in touch with somebody else's kids: Ark secondly, the
schools are going to do something with respect to tenure deci-
sions. These seem to me to be pressure points that you have
available to,you.

MR. SCHVVARTZ:
Dick Fostertalked about the free market in the process. If it

geti known that a kid in Berkeley has two choiceshe can take
a five-year program on the university'campus or take a cartifiptte
program in the schoolsand-that the only hiring will be of kids
that come through on a certificate program, the markettis such
that you would be swamped. Then you can talk about redirecting
some of the mbney, either federal or state money that's going to
univershies, for-certificate-type training in the school districts.

I wouldn't give an across-the-board license to. all school dis-
tricts to set up.their- own certificate programs. All the Office of
Education tids to do in effect is say, "We're open to proposals
from school districts thaf believe that they car, offer a certificate
program. You have got to come up with 1. program, and a plan t*'
nornplete with evaluation."

9

4

MR. SALMON: -

Success is finally going. to be determined by whether the
graduates of that course really are significantly better .than the
others.

MR. FOSTER: .

I wouldn't say that the graduate has to be better.. But I think'
97
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there are three Or four things that a teacher needs as a basd that
you Can't learn Over at that college. Let me just try Several on you.

First: you have to learn to negotiate a co,ntract with.,a skid.
And the only way you can learn to negotiate a contract is'to go'
to him to see whether you can negotiate a relationship with him.

Second: the only way you can learn to see whether a person
should teach is the possibility that you can set up a relaponship
between the twotof you in which you know who you are and he
knorp. who he is, and that relatiOnship is understood. You have
got to have kids arourmi to practice on, to develop that kind, of
situation.

Third: the only way you can find out whether you can teach
a Black kid or a Chicano kid or a poor kid is to have a Black kid,
fa Chicano kid, or a poor kid alone.

Fourth: you can set up a relationship with his parents in
which you are a trustworty person and Peràdived as such in that
relationship, whether you are Black, white, Chicano, whaI er the
case may be.

The onli way you, will know whether you can be a tea herjs
when you can move from one kid and. set up a relationship of
learning with a small group of kids involving the four items I

have mentioned.

All of these things are teachable if there are kids around; over
,at the university they talk about,how you set,up a clinical relation-
ship with the kids, and there aren't any kids around.

MS. SIZEMORE:
Your proposal has one limitation: kids are not in the schools.

The Black male youths are not in the schools for anybody to
help. They are out on the street. I want them dealt with. And I,
am saying that the people who can teach them are in the gang,
in the poo hall, on the street. I want to know how do I give cre-
dentials to a Blackstone Ranger who scan teach forty boys how
to read.

MR. SPILLANE:
Ifthe Ranger is succpssful in teaching, he gets his credential.
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MR. FOSTER:
Learnibg doesn't have tO be' limited to the school building as

such. With 23 alternatives we will be operating next year, five
are not in schools.

4
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MS. SIZEMORE:
Okay.

MR. FOSTER:
- One's in a warehouse, one is in" a community building; I don't'

care where the place is. I want to have one more thing. I want
to be able,to say that if thate.person can do the job, I can grant
him a credential without a degree.

MS. SIZEMORE:
I think probably.you're going to have to do it in stages. First,

a certificate in a program with a degree. And then a certificate
in a program based on performancethe guy can do the job of
teaching. I think there dre some states, Washington and.Mas'sa-
chusetts, for example, 'that are really moving. toward this sort of '
performance-based certification,
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The Credentials Monopoly'
No one wantslo be operated on by someone who professes to be a doctor

but.has not been qualified by competent authoritles..CertificatiOri procedures .
including the awarding of grades and degrees by colleges and universities
are a necessary part of. our system of public protection and a convenience to
everyone. But when the reliance on education credentials compels ffidividuals
to spend tedious hours and years in school against their Interest, perpetuates
social Inequality, gives one group in society unique and arbitrary power over
the -lives of many, establishes conditions in which pe4le will be dissatisfied
and unhappy with their jobs, undrmines the educational process, and all this
unnecessarilythen the time has come to change these practices.

, The inequities and absurdities of the current state of affairs are finally
being recognized. In the expanding economy Of the 1960, the need for
labor heightened awareness that formal educational requirements might be

, keeping individuals out of jobs. Concern for Irinorities focused attention on
hiring practices.which seemed discriminatory. Many still in.school rebelled
against the arbitrary puthorIty,Which the schools seemed to have over them.
Articles with titles such as "WOuld Horatio Alger Need a Degree2"2 appeared,
questioning whether grades end degrees really relate to success in later life.
Yet the credential; system continues, and, in some cpes, b

ill
omes more

restrictive.

Job Screening and Job Performance.
a

College credentials are not only a highly prized status symtia but also
the key to many of the well-paying and satisfying jobs in American society.
For the past 20 years, personnel managers in both government and industry
have screened prospective employees on the basis of degreeshiring those
first with the longest attendance In school. Educational InstitutirAs as em-
ployers are, as one would expect, amnng the most insistent that their employees
have full credentials. In some cases, school districts regulariy base teachers'
salarlei on the number of credith earned toward higher degrees in order to
encourage them to the maxima!, formal edubation.'

From the studies we have seen and the interviews we have had with ern-.
ployers, we believe that educational credentials are not only increasingly re-
quired for jobs, /...ut that the requirements themselves are rising. Technological
changes sometimes force skill requirements up, but our judgment is that, in

I Chapter 9 (pp. 38-43) pf Report on Higher Education, a report predated by an. Independent
Task ForceFrank Newman, Chalrmanfunded by the Ford Foundation anti published by the
L1.5. Department of Health, Education, *and WelfareOffice of Education. L1.5. Government
Printing Office, Washington: 1971, Catalog No. HE 5.250:50065.

Names W. Kuhn, "Would Horatio Alger Need a Degree," Saturday &Wow, Decembef 19,
1970.

%43 lvar Berg, "Rich Man's Qualifications for Poor Man's Jobs," Trana.Action, March 1969, p. 46.
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many cases, these requirements are going up. arbitrarily. As the sttIply of
formally trained and educated individuals has increesed, employers haye
simply responded by raising their standards, even though the jobs themselves
may not have changed. This is particularly evident at .the high schodl level,
'where the possession of a degree is a necessary admission ticket. even to
semiskilled jobs;' yet it i's also increasingly true at the college level. In some
places, educational requirementt for jobs vary with the academic calend r,
rising as the end of the school year approaches and new graduates flood
market.' / -!--

.

While educational credentials are, in many cases, indispensable for 'getting
a job, there is Increasing evidence that they have little to do with how well
an individual performs a job. A -recent and instructive study of this Issue was
conducted by Isar Berg of Columbia University." Berg inquired whether better
educated employees in a variety of occupationstextile workers, installaVon
workers of a utility company, workers in a hosiery manufactuiring plant, tech-
nicians in a -paper company, secretaries, insuranca agents, tank tellers, air
traffic control personnelperforrned better than their co-workers who had less
tormal education. Using a range of measures of performancepromotions,
merit pay increases, employer eyaluations, dollar value of insurance policlei
sold, etc.Berg found that they did not, and concluded that many employers
demanded too much formal education for the jobs they offer. he arso found
that "overeducation" was a prime causs of dissatisfaction and turnover.

One might susbect that the lack of a positive relationshiP belwean formal
education and on-the-job performance might be characteristic of blue-collar
and white-collar jobs but not of the professions, where extensive formal training
is a .prerequisite to entering a field. But, while there are obvious minimum'
competencies required to be, for example, a successful architect, the relation-
ship between formal educgen and performance is not nearly' as direct as might

..

be assumed. One review of a number of studies covering students.-tralned in
business, school teaching, engineering, medicine, and scientific research found
almost no correlation between the coursergrades of students in these fields and
their on-the-job performance.'--

t The 1969 Manpower Report of the Secretary of Labor says that even to work in semiskilled
trades, "a high school education or prior skill training (or both) Is likely to be Increasingly
necessary as the sUpply of persons with such preparation becomes larger." Quoted In James
W. Kuhn, op cit., p. 55. Valuable data can be found in the Occupationai Outlook Handbook,
U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin no. 1970-71; and College Edu-
cated Workers, 1968-80: A Study of Supply and Demand, U.S. Department of.,Labor, Bureau of .

Labor Statistics, Bulletin no. 1676. 1970.
film Berg, op. CH., p. 48.

Ivar Berg, Education and Jobs: The Great Training Robbery Praeger, New York. 1970.
1 Donald P. Hoyt, The Relationship Between College Grades and Adult Achievement: 'A

Review of the Literature, American College Testing Service Research Reports, no. 7, Fall 1965.
This study has been .criticized, but we found nothing much to replace It. In a study conducted
for the Carnegie Commission, Spaeth and Greeley- found thar grades have a subMantlal Impact
on the prestige of the occupation held by e man 7 yews after graduation. However, this impact .
probably derives from the importance of grades in getting rather than performing a Job. The
etithors also found that as later variables were added to the model, the direct effect of grades
diminished. See Joe L. Spaeth and Andrew M. Greeley, Recent Alumni and Higher, Education,
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1970r.p. 167. sw.101 y.
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Men who hold degrees In management are among the most sought-after
of university graduates. Yet a.study of the career records of nearly 1,000
graduates of the Harvard Unlveesity Graduate School of Business Administration
led one scholar to conclude that the academic success of these graduates
was not associated with their business achievements. Another study of the
median selaries of graduates of the sante school found,that ,the salaries leveled
off approXimately 15 years after the graduates entered business, and, on the
average, did not increase stgnificantly4 thereafter.° These studies suggest that
the men who get to the top in management have developed skills that are

,simply not taught by formal education. Finding problems and opportunities,'
initiating action, and following through to attain the desired results requires
behavior which is neither measured by examinations nor developed by dis-
cussing in the classroom what someone else should db.

There would be great humor in this tiltuation were not so many individual
lives so deeply affected. Colleges and universities are filled with people who
seek only tb be certified. Yet the grades and degrees these institutions issue
are used ai false currency In the employment marketthey really testify to
little about an individual's chance for success. (Disputes arfiong educational
institutions concerning transfer credits and credentials suggest that they them-
selves don't honor this currency.) Meanwhile, employers act acainst their own
self-interest by continuing to 'raise the educational standards for the Jobs
they have to fill.

Monopolistic Piactices
Credentialsin a generic senseare awarded by many institutions. Em-

ployers often regard service In the Army, a stint in the Peace Corps, or mem-
bership on the college football team as valuableoexperiences, but they are not
regarded as educational credentials; these can .only be awarded by formal
educational institutions. Moreover, the only way to acqui o. educational cre-
dentials Is to accumulate academic credits, whicl- for most Individuals; means
putting ih time at educational Institutions. The bachelor's degree certifies a
certain level of cOmpetency; what it really inVolves is 4 years at college.

Over the years, periodic reforms have been undertaken designed to speed
the acquiring of a degree. In 1951, the Ford Foundalton helped .iiiltiate an
advanced placement program whereby high school students in their senior
year could take special "college level" courses. Upon the suctessful com-
pletion of advanced placement examinatioi,3, these students could then receive
exemption from certain courses and advanced standing in college. In 1955,

a Gordon L. Marshall, "Predictrig Executive Achievement." lb/npublished doctorel thesis,
Harvard Graduate School of Busfne is Administration, June 1954 Ouoterf in Sterling Livingston,
"Myth of the Well-Educated Managqr," Harvard Business Reyie January-February 1971, p. 80.

Lewis B. Ward, Analysis ot 1989 Alumni Questionnaire Returns, an unpublished report to
the faculti, Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration, 1970, Quoted In Sterling
Livingston, op. cit., p. 80.
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this program was taken over by itze College Entrance Examination Board,
which has since developed standardized tests. Yet these .tests are available
only in certain fields and can be substituted only for particular coursesusually
after difficult negotiation with the faculties concerned. They make the lockstep
process only slightly more bearable for aggressive students.

, .

There are, of course, boards and agencies for..a number of professions,
often backed by State lawwhich certify and license individuals to perform
certain tasks. But rather than provide alternative routes, nearly all of those
agencies reinforce the monopoly which educational institutions have over the
awarding of credentials: MeglIcal licensing requirements are a recognized
scandal"but so are practices in other fields. Thirty-three states now have
laws requiring individuals to pogsess a law school dtrjree before being admitted
to legal practice, and in 13 states, the American 13fir Association must itself
accredit the law schools.

The system is nearly as self-contained and self-reinforcing in a great many
nonprofessional fields. There ire approxiAtely 550 licensed occupations In
the United States, with the occupations licensed in each State varying wide-
ly." Many State licensing, boards not only have the authority to accept new
practitioners into an occupation, but also to suspend licenses and oversee
practices. Seldom is there consensus as to what constitutes a qualified In-
divIdual. Many of the licensing boards do not use standard teats to determinist
technical qualifications. If an individual moves to another state, he may wi:4I

have to retake whatever tests exist, or even return,to school.

Should an experienced nurse's aide wish to become a licensed practical
nurse, she must leave her job, enter and complete a nursing school program.
Rarely is there any consideration of her pievious experience on the wards. .

Having finally become a licensed practical nurse, she may later aspire to ad-
vancc/ in her field and become a registered nurse. Yet to do so, she must again
retern to school to climb the next rung of the educational ladder, and, in maq
cases, beglh again as a freshman.

In almost every other occupational field, a`parallei situation exists. Occu-
, pations are conceived of as discrete, each requiring a certain term of formal

education. Rarely is there prOvision for competency testing to waive require-
ments:Mobility is further, restricted because schools are organized on the basis
of administrative convenience rather than the specific needs of people. Enroll-
ment can take place only a specified times. Night courses in many fields are
diminishing.

to Some limited progress is being made because the critmel needs for heattt, manpower
have created so much pressure for cha e.' See "New Members of the Physician's Arran Team,
Physicians' Assistants," 1970, Report of e Ad Hoc Pape! on New Members ot the Physician's
Health Team of the Board on Medicine I the National Academy of .9elences, and Selected
Training Programs tor Physician Support ersonnel, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare; Bureau of Health Professions, ucation, and Manpower Training, June 1970.

11 See "Occupational Licensing and he Supply of the Nonprofessional Wrirker," Manpower
Research Monograph No. 11, U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, D.C.
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Certification and Education: Growing Conflict
If the educational purposes of colleges and universities were well served

by the monopoly they hold over tha,administration of examinatiuns, grades, and
degrees, it would be harder to see a way out of the current state of Affairs..But they are not.

Grades recognize and reward academic achievement. Degrees identfly differ-
ent levels of achievement and different types of programs, and hence mark
out the courses of Instruction whpch are open to students. Both, we believe,
are necessary to most educational institutions and can be used to strengthen
the educational mission." Yet there is also a conflict between the functions ,of
providing education and ,certifying competency. The conflict Is made more
acute because there are no other ways for individuals to become certified.

\ This force-draft education often poisons attitudes toward learning which Is
equated with fo,.:.al education. The enoimous value of a-liberal education has
little to do with getting a credential Those who leave without a degree often
carrx with them a sense of failure. One observer goes so far as to suggest
thatithe function of 2-year institutions in higher education is to convince stu-
lents and their parents gently that they were not really suited for collége in
the first place."

As certifying institutions, colleges have developed a host of devicesex-
aminatlons, grades, academic requirements, residency requirements, ahd so
forth=which require administrators and faculty members to exercise constant
authority over the work.and lives of students. As resentment toward these
practices has grown, it has become increasingly difficult to combine the roles
of teacher and judge. We have seen.many students who have rejected formal
teaching and learning altogether because they reject the arbitrary authority
which faculty members and administrators hold over their lives.

Lowering the Credentials Barrier
It is time to halt the enormous and growing power which' colleges and

universities have as sorting and screening institutions." One necessary course
of action is to reduce the reliance on educistional credentials as admission
tickets to careers. We must develop mechanisms and criteria for measuring
an individual's potential for a job that are more relevant than those now
universally assumed to be valid. Some studies suggest that motivation, per-

.,

11 See Stephen Spurr, Academic Degree Structures: 7nnovative Approaches, general report
to the Carnegie Commission, 1970.

Ali Burton R. Clark, "The, 'Cooling Out' Function in Higher Education," American Jour.4rl
of Sociology. May 1960.

. 11 For some useful analyses and recommended solutions. see Amite! Etzioni and Murray
Milner. Higher Education in An Active Society: A Policy Study, Bureau of Social Science Re-
search, Washington, 1970, pp. 1-154 to 1-179; David Hapgood, "Degrees: The Case for Aboli-
tion," The Washington MonthlyAugust 1969, pp. 6-13; and S. M. Miller and Marsh Kroll,
-Strategies for Reducing Credentialism," Action for Change in Public Service Careers, Summer.
1970, pp. 10,13.
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severance, and experience might be identifipd by new, kinds Of tests which
employers could utilize. But far more valid, we believe, would be apprentice-
ship arrangements and other forms of."pre-career" training, in which employers
would hire without excessive regard for the arhount of formal education appli-
cants havehadand perhhps with the 'understanding that they will have

additional `opportunities to pursue formal education later in life.

' Colleges and universities can do their part to reduce the overreliance
on credentials.,Thertan study what happens .fo their graduates, and.what the
correlations are betwecri academic success and occupational performance.
They can treat their credentials as Internal matters, between the schdol and
the'student, ahd resist seMcing government and industry by providing spurious
predictionqaas to how a given graduate will fare in a new role.

7410.0

The more immediate need, however, is to break the credentials monopoly
by opening up alternative routes to Obtaining credentials. The monopolistic
power of existing colleges and universities cannot be justified on the grounds
of their effectiveness in screening for occupational performance; nor on'the
grounds that being the sole agencies for awarding degrees and credentials
is necessary to their educational mission. Internal reforms now under waya.'
de-emphasis on grades, more independent work. credit for off-campus experi-

. ence, modest expantion in the use of equivalency examinationsare Important
but not enough. New paths to certification are needed.
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Accreditation and Credential ling in the

Education of Teachers .

James Bowman':
There. Is an old medicine man at Zuni who has agreed to take.,three
of the primary children out,for a-walk each day; in' the process, thby
lalk about the vegetation and its significance in the older 6ulture, its
ndlpe.both in English and. In the older language. It Is a very good ex-,
perience. I was describing that to someone who told me, "But yoy know
that's against the state law. The school Is liable. He is not a certified
teacher. It is also during the school day.". And it -Is ,atthis point that
you really have to. ask the question about Who Is the.teacher. Not only .
ally, but morally, who Is the teacher?'

One of the major pressure points for reform in education 'les In the wide-
spread dissatisfaction with the present system of accreditation and certification.
Although a mass of protest against the system has been, raised from a broad
field of 'educators.few changes have occurred.

Present Office of Education as well as national policy in respect to educe-,
tional reform includes the following goals:

1. The bringing together of the .Arts sand Science
Teachers College into es single system.

College and the

A "

; t
,

2. The representing In the teachng profession of a wider range of
cultures and Me-styles.. .. I.

i3.,The increasing of experimentalism in the teaching and teacher
education field.

The accreditation/certification nlonopoly may present' an impedirent to
the realization of any of these goals.

The Arts and SciencesTeachers College Dichotomy
The transformation, 1i the 1950's and 60s, of the single purpose teachers

*Oollege (recruifing students from the local community and training them to
be teachers in that community) to large multi-purpose institutions (attracting
students from a broader area and in a labor short market, placing many of them
far from the training site) resulted in a division of responsibility for the teacher

1James Bowm-an is assistant to the director of the Study Commission on Alergraduate
Education and the Education of Teachers.

I Vito Perrone In Education for 1984 and After, edited by Paul A. Olson, Larry Freeman and
James Bowman, published.by the Directorate of the Study Commission on Undergraduate Edu-
cation andthe Education of Teachers.
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training process. As a result, ole Arts and Science College In the multiversity
or complex state college received from 60 to 80 per cent Of the load. With the
demiss of the "laboratory school," the school system took bver the practice
teac.hing, and the school of education was now left with the "foundations and
methodr;" courses!' This fragmentation is maintained tiy the accreditatiofi
process. NCATE"(The National Council for the AccteditatIon of Teacher Edu-
c.er.ln) will not approve a teacher training institution unless It has already met
the requirements of the state and the regional accrediting agencf. The regional
egencys concern as it 4relates.to teacher education Is primarily the approval
of the "disciplines"'component of the institution 'and of the graduatc program
which largely dominates the agendas of the disciplines:

The regionals, as a rule,lhave treated teacher education as one'element
In the total institutional evaluation. When teacher education has been
of minor importance in the total institutional program, an Institution with
Strong academic departments but weak professional education ,wsuld
normally receive full accreditation. On the contrary, an institution with
a strong teacher education emphasis. if strong academically and weak
professionally, might be given provisional accreditation or denied it
altogether.4*

NCATE, in allowing the regionals to ,accredit the disciplines, is rellniuishing
power to an agency whose primer; values do not lie in the area of evaluating
good teaching or a good eauCational program, particularly a program focused
on the production of good teachers for the,commOn schools. The 'effect is to
fragment the system even further and to support those Institutions which
emphasize the academic disciplines as service departments for graduate inter-

, ests over the "training of teachers" function of departments In the Arts and
Science college. Indeed, a humanistic mission which ex'ands into the greater
society is not generally supported: Mayor's reptirt In 1965 recommended that'
NCATE ana the regionals visit the institution at the same time so that the
total program for educating teachers could be looked at. This 'suggestion has
not been followed..

What about NCATE itself? 'NCATE guidelines, 'as Mayor indicates and as
the' 1970 standard also asserts, support th'e notion that there should be joint
Arts and Science - Education responsibility for the general shldies component
and the, teaching aspect of ,the program. However, many NCATE approved
institutions do not really have such committees as standing committees; they..
are often powerless, paper organizations created to pass inspection.

_-

Regarding ithe evaluation of curricula, NCATE is content io% revieW the

3 See Paul A. Olson's study: "The Preparation of the Teactier: An Evaluation of the State
of the Art" in Education for 1984 arid After.la the historical background of this movement.

PP. 47-48 in Accreditation in Teacher Education: its Influence on Higher Education, a
report by John R. Mayor to the National Commission on Accrediting.
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pattern of courses; no information is provided on the content of courses or their
usefulness, to particular or difficult teaching situations.

.

Access ,to Teaching Professions

A.Sioux woman who takes Sioux language and culture it the University
(Nortti Dakota) probably managed to finish the ninth grade; she is one
of the fMest teachers I have 'ever seen; her work With undergraduate
students Is exemplary. Could she teach at the high school? N5:-She
couldn't teach at the high school because she lacks all of the certifica-
tion to teach in that setting. Yet, she has more to contribute to the study
of the history, language,,culture of her own community than anyone else
in the school:.

Thelotates in many areas in earlier decades of this century were concerned
hat "unedricated" or illiterate persons find their way. Into classrooms as teach-

ers, and they made a list of courses which one would have to have taken if
he were to t.-Jach at a certain level. This gradually was phased 'out and the
"state approved program" accreditation substituted as a major determinant
of who would receive credentials to teach and which colleges would offer the
credentials. NCATE recognizes this and will not approve of a program that is
not state approved. NASDEC (National Association of State Directors of Teacher

.. Education and Certification), under the influence of the various professional
associations, has developed more through gutdelines in each of the disciplines
but still lack a to'al institutional perspective. "Approved programs" in the
Arts and Sciences are largely a list of departmental topics to be covered
analogous to courses. .,

It is possible that even though a person graduates from a program Which
meets the approval of state, regional agency, and NCATE, he will still' be.
unable to meet' the requirements of a teaching position. Most of the school
districts in o\ir largest cities include local testing. The New York Cit; Board
of Examiners, for example, could require any of these: written test,,oral English

. test, interview test, group interview test, teaching test, performance test, super-
visor's test, rating of trairking and experience, and physical and mental exam,
ination. Harvey Scribnei, Chancellor of the New York City Public School
System, recently refused to defend in court, a challenge to this lesting pro-
cedure.

To get through this kind of bureaucracy requires a certain kind of per-
sonality and cultural style. It is possible for a teacher to ide licensed to teach
a class of students whose first language is entirely foreign (to thai teacher.
Anotner teacher may be denied a license In Illinois if he does not know Illinois
history or If the media center of his training Institution is found to be under-
supplied..Given this kind of system, entering into the teaching professions is

5 Vito Perrone In Education tor 1984 and Alter.
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extremely difficult for people whose values and life-styles do not permit coo-
forming to the curricula requirements and bureaucratic procedures thhich afe
not only strange but 'often times antithetical to their values and their way of life.

Ilin\drance to Experimentation

Present accreditatiOn/certification practices also militate against any ex-
perimentation in the field of teaching. Since NCATE win not accredit an insti-
tution (11 that is not already approved by the state; (2) that has not been ap-'
.proved, academically, by the regional agency .and; (,3) that has not graduated
students, the possibility of nevi programs in teacher-education are practically'
nil. tt would take many Years ,for a new program to receive approval from all
three agerjcies; it could not be apptoved until it had graduate% Until it was
approved,,its graduates could not receive certificates in many states. NCATE
recognizes what it calla "responsible experimentation." However, its ;standard
of evaluafing, which am4unts to a reformulation of the traditional de artmental
structure, puts considerable pressure on 'the institution to cont./. to eidsting
patterns of teacher training and prevents any serious-Competition from new
and different Programs.

The effect of Preient accreditatioeand certiatiOn practices on funding
procedures frOm the federal to the local level compounds the difficulties o,f

educational reform. Many governmental as well as hon-governmentql agencies
make policy anq funding commitments based on the accreditation status of
programs and individuals within the programs. Within the Office of Education,
accreditation is usually the prerequisite for funding. "Early outs" from the
Armed Services for educational purposes are granted on y for those persons
attending accredited programs. Only faculty from accredited institutions can be
mek.bers of the American Association of 'University professors. Supplementer;
state funding for lo6al school districts is based on the number of steachers
holding the proper credentials. These- are just a few pxamples of a large and
complicated network of rules controlling policy miking and distribution of
monleswhich wields a tremendous amount of power in thk, direction of keeping
things as they are and strictly controlling the form of educational programs,
their content, and more important, who gets access to them.

An attempt to reform the teacher certification prdcess is being made
. by NEA (National Education Association). Their office has prepared a model

"Teacher Licensing and Practices Act" which they currently are pushing In
eight state legislatures: New Mexico, Kanses,...Wyoming; lowa, Minnesota,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Massachusetts. -Thls legislation plaCes the
Reparation, licensing, and certain aspects of performance in the hands of the
teaching profession through a "Teacher Licensing and Practices Commission."

The commission:

1. Would be appointed by the governor from a fist of nominees by
teachers or teacher organizafions.
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2. Would include two administrators, two higher education people, one
education specialist and one assistant.

3. Would grant licenses conditional to possession of, an .acceptable
degree.

Accountability to Client Community

'Such a plan Is not accountable to the client community. The position of' the
professional teachers In the public school Is not like that of other professionals
who are self-employed and whoi; clients come on a voluntary basis. The model
legislatibn if passed would provide' for no public (epresentation; the parent
would be In g position (as he now is) of placing his'ohild under the authority
of a teacher whose presence In the school is legitimated by mechanismi out-
side his controL

This.accountabiliii issue Is Central to all aspects of the accreditation/cer-
tification problem. Whereas accrediting and certification agencies have great
powers to shape educational standards and practices, to determine eligiblity
fpr funding, and to control access to the teaching professions, they are at the
same time effectually without any "consumer" rcpresentation. Moreover, the
public does not, In most instances, have access,to the decisions the agencies
make or to the process by which those decisions are reached.

Several changes may lob In order:

Regarding accreditation:

1. The accreditation and credentialling processes should be sepa-
rated.

2. The function of accreditation should be an Institution-building -A
function related to regional educational needs.

3. The accreditation agencies may need to broaden thel? bases.
In NCATE's case, that would mean Including (a) consumer in-
terests ahd (b) Arts and Science people.

4. A procedure needs to be developed which wHI quickly recognize
new and different programs on a trial basis. rs

5. All legal powers .3hould be taken away from private accrediting
agencies.

Regarding certification:

1. Having separated the credentialling process from accreditation, the
former should be seen and used as a tool for describing indiyidual
work skills.
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2. Non-job-related credential barriers should be removed? opening
the teaching' professions to a wider range of cultures and life-
stStles.

3. Barriers to reciprocity shoutd be removed.

4. Like accreditiation, certification ihould be opened up to public
representation..

We are presently at ground zerowhen it comes to clearly stating. what-
an effective teachernis (in terms that can beused in measuring and evaluating °
for tbe purpose !off training' teachers and deterrnining who should and who,
shouldn't be allowed in .the GlassrooM). For this reason accreditation and
certification requirerriants: aught to be carefully, tested, cautiously applied, and
open to change in. any process of 'approval."

6 Dennis Doyle. "A Proposal for a Commission on the Licensing of Teachers." Education
lot 1984 and Atter, proposes the formation of a' natlohal commission as one way df ältempting
credentlalling reform.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

The following court decision relating to the dismissal of a teacher on
.grounds of incompetency and failure to give evidence of professional growth
is Important not because of the decision that was madr (the court ordered a
reinstatement of the teacher based on failure of due process) but because of
the Issues raised regarding tenure. Much of the matedat in the court decision
has been cut for the purpose of focusing on the issues relating to tenure.

The Johnson case shows the extent to whtch present tenure criteria in
many schools are virtually meaningless. The charges made against Johnson by
the School Board relate to his manner of teaching, his handling tit pupils, and
hls relationship with parents. The court found reports of general negative class-

, room atmosphere and classroom strtements by Johnson to be objectionable
but rejecied this evidence as falling outside of Nebraska statutory criteria of
professional growth on which tenure is based. On questions of tenure, then,
the courti have final power..

ROBERT L. JOHNSON,

Plaintiff.

CATHERINE ANGLE, EDWARD COPPLE,
MARVIN STEWART, DR. JOHN E. LUX,
ROBERT MAGEE, ROBERT WEKESSE14,
JOHN PRASCH, THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF LINCOLN, LANCASTER COUNTY,
NEBRASKA,

Defendants.

VAN PELT Senior District,Judge

Plaintiff has brought this action under 42 U.S.C.A. § § 1983, 1985 (1964),
seeking Injunctive and compensatory reliej because of defendants' alleged
denial of plaintiff's rights under the First, Fifth, Ninth and Fourteenth Amend-
nients to the United States Constitution. Trial was had to the court. Briefs

phave been submitted and the case is now ready for decision. -

At issue is the validity of the dismissal by the Board of Education of the City
of Lincoln of plaintiff, who was serving as a tenured mathematics teacher at
Millard Lefler Junior High School.

The general charges made against Johnson are incompetency and failure
to give evidence of professional growth. The Board of Education failed to state
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any specific-findings of fact, thus making It Inipossible to determine if its decision
was based on only one or on both of these charges....

It should be stated at the outset that no claim of immorality is made against
Johnson, nor is the content of his leaching or his educational training ques-
tioned. The issue is his manner of teaching, his handling of pupils, and his
relationship with their parents. Johnson does not claim that he was discharged
becausl of the exercise in the classroom of his constitutional right to freedom
of speech or other r.dmilar constitutional claims which appear In some of the
dismissal cases.

.ln deciding the issues submitted, it is necessary to examine the procedures
which constitute due process and determine whether such procedures were
afforded pleintiff. There are also questions relating to the Impartiality of the
School Board and one or more of its members; the refusal of the administration
to disclOse the names of parents or students who had made complaints as to
plaintiff's actions; whether permitting Mrs. Virginia Taylor lo testify violated the
agreement and understanding of counsel, and whetherpermitting opinions to be
expressed based upon the, complaints which were not made known to plaintiff
and not disclosed in the evidence, denied him his right of cross-examination
and confrontation.

The comments which folloW will constitute the court's findings of fact and
conclusions of law.

Mr. Johnson holds a Master of Education degree in secondary education.
He has completed 54 hours of study beyond the Master's degree. He entered
the Lincoln School System In 1951 as a mathematics teacher at Lincoln North-
east High School. In 1960 he was transferred to Robin Mickie Junior High
School. He stayed there until 1969 when he was transferred to Millard Lefler
Junior High School where he was teaching when the events involved here arose.

Plaintiff has been active in various teacher organizations.t At one time he
served as president of the Uncoln Education Association, an association repre-
senting the teachers in the Lincoln Public Schools. He is now the president of
the National Council of Urban Education Associations, a national group corn-
posed of about 150 local teacher associations. He Is a member of the Board
of Directors of the National Foundation for the Improvement Of Education,
and a member of a committee of thirty teachers from across the United States
which acted as a consulting committee to the United States Office of Education.

Four witnesses expresssd the opinion that Johnson was incompetent as a
teacher while others questioned his effectiveness 4,40_ certain students. Each
in expressing their opinion relied in part upon coraplaints received from
parents or pupils. As above indicated, his incompetency or ineffectiveness was
not related /o knowledge of the subject which he was teaching but to his
classroom performance and to conferences, or lack of helpful conferences,
with his pupils and 'With parent reaction. Suffice it to say, with three principals
testifying that he was incompetent, even though some had previously given
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Johnson satisfactory ratings, the court must conclude that the evidence was
sufficient for die Board to find that Johnsorrwas incompetent as a teacher.
It Is regrettable, as a4ve indicated, that it did not recitafindings of fact and
state the specific grounds for dismissal Even if factual grounds existed for a
dismissal, Mr. Johnson, as a tenured teacher, was entitled to a ''due process
hearing." Hence we must turn to a consideration of the procedures before and
at the hearings.

The claimed lack of professional growth did not relate to .professional
growth as defined in the Nebraska Statutes,

Under Neb.. Rev. Stat. 79-1260, a tenured teacher may have his teachino
contract canceled if there Is a "failure to give evidence of professional growth."
"Professional growth" is again mentioned in Section 79-1261 7-w\hich reads:

"Every six years permanent teachers in a fourth or fifth class school
&strict shall give such evidence of professional growth as is approved
by thaschool board In order to remain eligible to the benefits of sections
T9-1 256 to 79-1262. EducatIonaFtravel, professional publications, work
on educational committees, six semester hours of college work, or such
other activity approved by the school board, may be accepted as
evidence of professional growth."

in the Past the Lincoln-lChool Board has approved activities such as formal
classwork, workshops, institutes, and college or adult education courses as
acceptable evidence of compliance with the statutory standards. It is conceded
by the defendants that the plaintiff has met the statutory requirements for
professional growth as well aS the standards set by the Board. However, it Is
the defendants' contention that the plaintiff did not meet Superintendent
Prasch'a definition of professional growth, a definition which was not known
to the plaintiff 'until the hearing. Whether the Superintendent can substitute his
own definition of professional growth for that of the statute must be decided.-...

As is hereafter noted ir the discussion of due process, the charges against
a teacher must be such that the teacher can respond as provided. . . . When

the superintendent attempts to give his own definition of professional growth
and substitute it for the statutory definition without the teachers of his system,
and particularly In this case the teacher the Board votes to discharge, having
knowledge '..)f the superintendent's definition, it is clear that there would be no
way for such teacher to 'respond. . . .

It is evident from the Nebraska statute, Section 79-1 261, above set forth,
that the Board of Education has approval rights in determining what shall be
evidence of professional growtn.

The personnel handbook (Exhibit 6) provides for such evidence of profes-
sional growth as is "approved by the Board-of Education." There ,is then out-
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lined for six printed pages allowable professional growth activities and the
evaluation committee Is provided for. Thus It is clear that the Board has at-
tempted to make at determination. of what is evidence of professional growth
and hat si) informed the teachers.

., //
Superintendent Prasch's definition of professional growth is shown on page

74 of Exhibit 1-(A):

0 - And would you explain `to us how you are defining professional
growth if you're not defining it in the seven page Procedures set .

out in this handbook?

A-Yes; the seven pages, the Procedures set out in the handbook,
are in terms of course requirements, professional involvement,
travel, other kinds of things which are submitted by taaohers ,

' as evidence that they have met professional growth criteria.
My definition of professional growth Include§ the ability of

a teacher to improve performance as the result of anything
that they have done In that respect or In any other way so
that over a period of time problems that are met fn the class-
room can be alleviated by that professional growth.

For example, so that the teachers could. learn to have
greater sensitivity for youngsters over a period of time, or
adjust their teaching practices so that kids could achieve and
receive good grades. 1 .

Q -So your use of protbzolonal growth, or failure to show professional
growth in the charge you made against Mr. Johnson, is not that
type of professional growth set forth In the handbook?( ,

-I think that's essentially true, the things set forth in the hand-.
book are Items by which teachers can meet certain criteria
for professional growth. Whether or not the growth takes place,
I think, 'Is another matter. . I

If the Board is to apply Superintendent Prasch's definition, It seems clear
that it should be formally adopted by the Board and set forth in the handbook
so that all teachers will know of it. To set forth one definition and tnen apply
another certainly runs contrary to the definition of the Board's attorney of due
process, namely "basic fairness."

Manifestly, Johnson had met not" only the statutory professional growth
requirements but those of the evaluation committee also. This court doubts
if the superintendent under any circumstances could be permitted to substi-
tute his own definition-of professional growth for that of the statute. Certainly
It cannot be done as the vehicle for the discharge of the teacher when the
teacher has no knowledge of the superintendent's definition. If the Board's
dismissal was based on lack of professional growth it Is clear that due
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process wat-rrot afforded and that the evidence would not justify dismrssal
on this ground....

.10

The general import of the administration's witnesses' testimony was that
plaintiff was incompetent as a teacher in that he intimidated pupils and did
not develop the necessary ';rapport" with a large percentage of his classes.
There was also evidence of a failure rate in two of hls classes which was
high in relation to the number of failures given by other junior high school
math teachers. The evidence, however, discloses that there were other
teachers who had as high a failure rate and who were not discharged because
of it, so the court concludes that the School Beard gave little consideration
to the failure rate. . .

'

In October, 1971, as shown by Exhibit 17, a conference was held with
Mr. Johnson by his principal and by the math consultant, foi two purposes,
one of which was to inform him about numerous parent r,oncerns and com-
plaints. It was decided that the principal and math consultant would make
frequent visitations to Mr. Johnson's room and make sug§estions for possible
improvement of student relationships. Only one such visitation report is in
evidence, that of December 171970, which indicates it is the principal's third
visit tO Johnson's classroom. In this report, the appraiser made some negative
comments dealing with the class atmosphere and recommended that Johnson
choose his statements more carefully. He pointed out some statements Johnson
made to students as to which the court Is in agreement that they were ob-
jectionable and achieved no purpose. This principal on February 2nd recom-
mended to Dr. Sawin that Johnson "be reassigned to another building or
another position." He mentions the reqUests of pupils and parents to change
from Mr. Johnson's class to another teacher and that the requests have steadily
increased "thus Illuminating the growing dissatisfaction" and concludes with
the statement: "Mr. Johnson is a very capable and intelligent person, but
I do not believe he possesses the patience or empathy to work effectively with
junior high students." The letter nowhere contains a recommendation that he be
discharged or the statement that he was incompetent. .

On or about March 16, 1971, the plaintiff received a letter"from Mr. Prasch
statg that the plaintiff's name was on the list of employees who had not
bedn recommended for contract renewal. On March 25, 1971, plaintiff received
a letter from Carroll R. Sawin, Assistant Superintendent kJ Personnel in the
I.Incoin Public School System, informing him that Sawin was recommending to
the superintendent that his teaching contract be withheld pending an investiga-
tion of his teaching performance. The letter stated that the plaintiff was entitled
to know the "specific charges" and that he could have a formal hearing if he
desired. On March 27, 1971, plaintiff wrote to Sawin and requested the spe-
cific charges. On April 2, 1971, Sawin wrote the following letter to the plaintiff:
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"This letter Isto inform you that the Superintendent of Schools will
recommend to Hie Board of Education that your contract be terminated
for the reasons of incompetency and failure to give evidence of pro-
fessional growth. in response to your request, the specific charges are
as follows:

1. You create a classroom climate by word and action that inhibits
learning, You intimidate studentsyou frighten them so they
will-r.ot seek your help. There Is little evidence of patience and
empathy for students. There is a tendency on your part to ridi-
cule or deteriorate students' confidence,

2. You have an excessive number of failures although the classes
to which you have been assigned present no unusual instruc-
tional problems.

3. There now Is, and for several years past has been, pronounced
resistance on the part of students and parents to placement in
your classes.

4. Several transfers in assigment and location have not alleviated
the condition.

"Consideration. and action by the Board of Education with respect to
cancellation of your contract.will take place on May 11, 1971, In the
Board Room, PSAB, at 11:00 a.m., or as soon thereafter as the matter
may be reached. Should you desire, you may request a formal hearing
before the Board of Educatton in advance cif the above specified date.
In thapi , we will confer With you relative to a suitable time apd
place. '

Plaintiff's attorney replied to Sawin, saying that he believed the charges
were not specific enough, In that they failed to include the following:

"1. The specific charge with respect to Mr. Johnson's alleged
failure to give evidence of professional growth.

2. The classes and years in which Mr. Johnson's faildres are
zlaimed to be excessive.

3. The classes and years which there was pronounced re-
sistence [sic] to placement of students In Mr. Johnson's classes.

4. The relationship between the resistence [sic] on the part of
students and parents to placement in Mr. Johnson's classes
and Mr. Johnson's alleged incompetency.

5. The transfers in pssignment and location referred to. -

6. The specific cotluct of Mr. Johnson In the classroom which
allegedly inhibits lamming and intimidates students.
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7. The natbre of the evidence in support of the charge that 'There
Is little evidence of patience and empathy for students.'

8. The conduct on the part of Mr. Johnson with respect to the
charge that 'There is a tendency. . .to ridicule or deteriorate
students' confidence.'

"We also demand that we be furnished the name and address of
each person making complaints with respect to Mr. Johnson and
resisting the placement in Mr,. Johnson's.classes. We also demand
copies of any documents which you may have in your file not
already furnished to us which in any way relates to the charges
against Mr. Johnson or which may have formed the basis for your
actfon against Mr. ,kihnson."

,

The court concludes that Mr. Johnson's contract was not terminated in
the manner required by the rules of the administration and the Board, and
that he was denied due process during and prior to the hearing. It follows
that the Board action should be vacated and Mr. Johnson restored to his
status as a tenured teacher. It does not follow that he must be returned to
Millard Lefler Junior High School or even to q Position as a mathematics
teacher. It also does not follow that In his-assignment he should be punished
by the administration or by the Board. It is to be hoped that a place can be
found for him in the system and that he will devote more time to teaching and.
conference improvement and less to outside activities.

IT IS ORDERED BY THE COURT that the Board's action be vacated and
plaintiff Robert .L. Johnson restored to his status as a tenured teacher.
Dated: November 5, 1971.

'a
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FUNDING PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Several funding problems are discussed:

1. Inadequacy of property tax to support schools.

2. Lack of funds available for school-based undergraduate education
of teachers.

,

3. Failure of the U.S. Office of Education to write and enforce guidelines
for funding programs that result in educational reform.

4. Need to rechannel money with the ftelp of state legislatures.

The Demetrio P. Rodriquez vs. San Antonio Independent School District
court decision, which has become popularly known asthe "Edgewood Decision,"
is of historic importance in that it rules that the current property tax method
of finanang public education in Texas is unconstitutional because it discrim-
inates on the basis of wealth and thus denies equal protection demanded
under the Fourteenth Amendment. The s'gnificance of this case Is shown by
the fact that more than 30 states have joined the state of Texas In filing an
amid( curiae brief with the Supreme Court in,..appealing this decision.

Pino suggests some mechanisms that would make possible developmental
funding of institutions of higher education by the federal government. These
suggestions would also have applicability for the funding of school-based
teacher training Centers.

If schools are to play a significant role in the undergraduate .training
of teachers, they will need money to do it. This money could come from a) an
enlarged federal contribution based on an expansion of the federal fOnding
role; taj, an expavded state Tole based on the development ot new procedures
In statelegislatures for funding teacher education through the schools; c) new
funding formats used by the U.S. Office of Education's UPEP and Renewal pro-

.

grams.

As
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"I, tor one, would be for proposing that we abandon the property tax
for the funding of education and fund wars with it and use income tax
to fund education. It might be a beautiful way to prevent wars. The
Army might be trying to take a hill somewhere, and you would have to
send them notice to withdraw and go home, because Mei didn't pass
the bond issue. The property tax will not support America's schools."

Barbara Size More, see below.

MS. S!ZEMORE:
If wp are to work at school-based underg-raduate training, we

must work in properly supported schools. Otherwise, the money
will be directed for bread and butter supplies. Property taxes are
inadequate and obsolete, but nobody wants to do anything about
it.

I, for one, would be for proposing that we abandon the
property tax for the funding of education and fund wars with it
and use income tax to fund education it might be a beautiful
way to prevent wars. The Army might be trying to take a hill
somewhere, and you would have to send them notice to with-
draw and go home, because they didn't pass the bond issue. The
property tax will not support America's schools.

MR. SALMON:
I'm in complete agreement with you there. I think that the

probldms of America are so sulistantial in, every area that we
may find that even ka progressive income tax might run into a
problem.

. (
4

MS. SIZEMORE:
The public does not understand how -Lockheed is subsi,clized.

The intricate workings of the capitalistic mechanisms are hidden
from the people. If ybu diszüss capitalism it's taboo. The people
of America do not discover that the oil millionaires are subsidized
by Congress. They're on welfare;-so is Lockheed. So are the
expressways on wejfare. Once you reveal the basic concepts that
order the priorities of the people who are oppressed,' they may
have second considerations as to whether:they wish to support
the schools in a new wai.

a_
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MR. SALMON:
School-based undergraduate education for teaChers .could

come to be like In-service gra.duata education. I've had a strong
thrust for in-service educaticn, but the only funds that we had
were ADP funds or sorne Titie.1 funds. If community money is
used to train these teachers, what will happen to them' is they
will be thrown into a classroom arid have a principal down there
that's harassed and busy and doesn't care. The *schools don't
have the horses th do good school-based education now,- I think
we coUld do it. But we are'emasculated at the moment; at least
most of the school systems I know about are emasculated. They
don't have the funds to de in-service 'training, 10 alone good
uhdergradtiatelraining.

MR. CARDENAS: .,

I'm not sure that the school needs new horSes for the training
of teachers. I've found out what an ideal teacher training Oro-
gram is like by accident. In October I was funded for a fairly
extensive Early Childhood programforty teachers. I couldn't find
anybody; I talked to the state of Texas, and they said, "Just hire
warm bodies now and wa will give a permit to everybody." I

hired forty.people, most of them fairly.young. None of them had
a teacher's certificate. None of them had formal teaching experi-
ence. I didn't know how to train them, because I didn't know
anything about Early Childhood education, and so I said, "You
decide what you want. 1 havp got eighty-five thousand bucks for
staff training, and Just tell me what you want to learn and so
forth, and we 'will get the people that know something and we .

will put you in contact with people." They developed their own
program. Those are the forty best teachers that we have in my
schools.

MR. SALMON:
If you don't have eighty-five thousand bucks, how do you do

it?

MR. CARDENAS:
. We would have begged, borrowed and7tlie unique thing is

thht 'these forty teachers are my horses now. They are training
my principals, my supervisors, my counselors. I put them in an
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in'stitute this summer again and brought in.the principals and the
counselors and the supervieors and the certified teachers and
they are training my other teachers.

MR: SALMON:
Your definition of "horses" and mine were different. You were

talking about people. I was talking about dollars. When I said' I
didn't have the horses, I was saying- that schools dontt have the

s. A reallocation is realistic. We need to talk about that
so that the schools Can do the job that you envision wish 'proper
support,

iv1 R. FOSTEF1:

We dan say to the federal 'government, $ "Stop giving any
money to school districts:or universities which want the wrong
things; just stop it." There is no more reason to start giving eat
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) money to south-
ern rtiaces to pay off the people. I just saw the new regulations,
and they are just as bad as the old in my judgment.

MR. CARDENAS:
!AT been saying this in other programs; they wouldn't even do

it in the Bureau of Educational Personnel Development. They spe-
Cify the type of traintng t at they want to give teaching 9-ndidates
to prepare for proflcie y teats. Well, you can't burfiiis type of
training. Then they say, "Well, if the University of Te4s doesn't
give this type of training, don't send the teacher candidates there,
and don't pay them the tuition money!" But the University of
Texas tias'an 'endowment because of its oil lands. I am supposed
to eay Ito the University of Texas, "If you don't change your
teacher training program for some 5,000 students, you are not
going to. get $21.,000 worth of .tuition money," see? Bur at the
same time, ,the Bureau of Edusation Personnel bevelopment in
Washington is funding surnmkr institutes for the University of
Texas all over the damn place, and the U.S. Office of Education
is giving them Higher Education Facilities A'ct4 monies, special
grants, for example, helping them build dormitories and all kinds
of things. My argument is this: if the University of Texas is not
interested in preparing teachers for Mexican-Americans or Chi-
cano kids or Black kids, then Washingtpn should say, "Welt it's
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the University of Texas' prerogative, but don't ask for a .singld
GOd damned cent from Washington because you are rvit going
./b get it."

MR. SALMON: .

That's real. I have lived in Washington now for abou,t a
month; I have been over on the hill. The regulations that are
drawn are political regulations. You know that.

MR. OLSON;
If federal ifunding is going to do'eny good, we have got to

establish some constraints as to whom we fund arid sokne guide-
lines that require, integrity of the institution and institutionalize-
tion of change.

MR. CARDENAS:
The paradox in the U.S. Office of Education, in the way they

dev'elop guidelines and promote legislations, is that they say that
teachers have to understand that there are differences between
kids. When thby fi,rmulate programs they sure as hell don't
understand that there are differences among school districts,
among universities, etc. I havetreal fears , regarding a school-
based teqcher training program, be ft,pre-service or in-service.
In 98 per cent of the school districts in this country, you would
have, no better programs than you would have in 98 per cent of
the universities. Let's put it this way, the gutdelines for programs
or the legislation of programs ought to include the performance
criteria expected. Then either universities or school dIstricts
could participate in the development and implementation of the
,training program. I'm sour on universities, but, hell, there'are a
lot of 'school districts that I am also pretty sour on.

MR.. FOSTER:
Could we somehow restrict funding to a viable alternative

within the institution? Rather than putting money into the whole
institution ancLAhus forcing it to prove its reliability, you restrict
funds to a smaller power base within the ik:atitution.

MR. SCHWARTZ:
. How do you deal with the arggment that that's a nice way to

allow the mainstream part of the university to continue business
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as usual? At Adams we have an urban teacher education program,
that is nominally wired into Oregon State. 'We had hoped that this
alternative teaehé4; education program would have some impact
on.the university's main teacher education programs. After two
,years of operation and many site visits, a lot of people are saying
that the program represerlts a pretty good model. But we haven't
budged their mainstream, teaCher preparation programs one iota.
The alternative has not budged the system. I would like to see
built-in some notion about how you are going to use the alterna-
tive program for leverage on the main system.

MR. FOSTER:
If the mainstream knew it wasn't going to get any,moie'money,

that's power. If we were to say to the dean, we will furid the
alternative, and will continue to; unless you can use that alterna-
tive, move the base, we aren'tj.going to wen up any m6te for
you; you have got your limitations. I think you" have to broker
that kind of power into the situation.

MR. SALMON:(
Or if the kids who went through the mainstream institution

didn't get jobs, that would be the best power you could possiblV
get.

MR. FOSTER:
The institutions don't care very much' what happens to the

kids.

MR. SALMON:
And honest to Godj, not too many people are concerned about

the mainstream education departments Or concerned enough to
cut their money off.

MR. FOSTER:
The dean cares, because that's his survival. If he gets dried

up, he's through.

MR. SALMON:
-But who is going to defy' him?.
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MR. OLSON:
How much money would it take American schools to do a

decent job of undergraduate professional education for teachers?'

MR. CARDENAS:
Can we start on the.premiSe that it's hot going to cost any

more than ,it's costing right now to turn 'out a dysfunctional
teacher. If the money presently being..spent in higher education
were' rechanneled, one might produce a bettei teacher.

M SPILLANE:
That makes political sense as well.

MR OLSON:
Itti 1968, undergraduate teacher training was costing $2,600 a
r for each undergraduate in the state university.

MR. CARDENAS:
In medical school it was costing $5-10,000.

MR. OLSON:
Yes.

MR. CARDENAS:
For somewhere between .$2,000 and $10,000, I could train.,,a

teacher.

MR. OLSON:
,

When you are talking then about the rechanneling of money
does ttiat mean some kind of -program of education of state.,,
Idgislators?

MR. CA9DENAS:
. You are talking about p school-sponsored training program;
I'm talking about rechanneling to the school-centered program. ,

MR. OLSON:
"a

4

That would involve a pro.gram of educating state legislators.

MR. FOSTER:
.

What would happen 'if the federal governmentv'ere to say it
had a series of grants that it Was going to make to selected
school districts, the proviso being that they would put up lialt
the money and the rest of it had lo come from the state legisla-
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ture as a diversiOn from teacher education monies given to the
pi university. If.you couldn't get the state legislature to move, the

federal government would juscsay, "There is no money."
MR. OLSON:

There would be federal money that would go with the school
system and state legislature money. Is that what you are saying?
MR, FOSTER:

That's right. We would have to exercise our power in the
legislature 4b b able to say to them what we're gaying right in
this room.

MS: SIZEMORE:
In Illinois, nothing would happen.

MR, FOSTER:
If all we get is federal money and we don't convert any state

money for this particular purpose, then we're going to go out
of existence the minute we lose the federal funds.
MR. OLSON:

The National Science Foundation, with itp science develop-
ment grants, lined up the legislators first. In*.the early 1 60's
NSF developed the notion, among many American business en
and in the public sector genecally, that if you had a good sci nce
research center you would get ind&try. Boston and a few places
proved it. Congress was sold on the notion of the "Science
Development Grant" in the -post-Sputnik era. And legislatures
"bought the notion of science as a key to.business expansion.

Can we get out of this Study Commission some kind of de-
sCription of what might be a sensible way of funding Office of
Education programs so they produce a permanent institutional
change? To produce such change, one has got to get major school
system money, money from state legislatures and moneY from' the
federal government. Could one appeal to the idealism and self-
interest of legislative leaders so that they would see improvement
in the education of teachers arid children as having at least as
much pay-off as improving sciencijdepartments.

MR. SALMON:
I'm attracted to the idea that you could show the California

legislature, for instance, that th:ey could cut their expenses in
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half in training some teachers. I think that would be an attractive
idea. And I think then if you proved that these teachers were in
greater demand by the administrators and the boards of educa-
tion so that the word got back, "that's the way to train them," I
think, even if the federal government cut funds off, then you would
continue to get money for school-besed training. It comes back
again to the market idea. You've got to prove that teachers so

educated are something more, something different, ,that they are
more attractive.

MR. FOSTER:
Assume that the U.S. Office were to s..ty to Berkeley School

District, "We'll give you a grant. What are the conditions that
you would like placed on the grant?" I would say, "Give me a
letter which says I have a million or two million dollars condi-

nal on (a) my getting the state superintendent to agree that
he I support it, (b) the legislature's agreement that half of the
funds will go to the state college or university we select and half
will c e to us, and (c) the college's agreeing to make some
participants available and granting the degree when we get
through." It will be that kind of collaboration that Will give us
the clout. That would be where I would like to start from. I could
broker something walking in with a letter showing a million dol-
lars of support.

MR. SCHWARTZ:
If we would set up centers where you would use a network

r2f schools in an area and where the universities also have a
piece of .the actipn, then, I .think, maybe you can begin to build
some leverage. The notion of withdrawing all teacher education
money 'from the university I don't think is politically viable.

MR. CARDENAS:
The state legislators have been real good when they have

participated in this type of thing in securing state monies and
then leaving a certain per cent that has to come from matching
local funds. And when this happens, ad far as I'm concerned, I'm
wiped out automatically. The school districts that have funds for
doing something in the first place are the only ones that partici-
pate.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

SAN ANTONIO DIVISION

DEMETRIO P. RODRIQUEZ, et al X

X
V. X CIVIL ACTION NO, 68-175-SA

X

SAN ANTONIO INDEPENDENT SCHOOL X
DISTRICT, et al X

Before GOLDBERG, Circuit Judge; SPEARS, Chief District Judge;_ and
ROBERTS, District Judge.

PER CURIAM:

Pursuant to Rule 23, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, plaintiffs brIrig
this action on behalf of Mexican American school children and their parents
who live in the Edgewood Independent School District, and on behalf of all
other children throughout Texas who live in school districts with low property
valuations. Jurisdiction of ri this matter Is properltunder 2S U.S.C. § § 1331,
1343. This Court finds merit In plair;fiffs claim 'That the .cUrrent meihod of
state financing for.public elementary and secondarjr education deprives thefr
class of equal protection of the laws under the Fourteenth Amendment to
the United States Constitution.'

Edgewood and six other khool districts Ile wholly or partly within the clty
of San Antonio, Texas. live additional districts are located within rural Bexar
County. All of these districts and, their counterparts thfoughout the State are
_dependent upon federal, state, and local sources for fihancing.

Since the federal government contributes only about ten percent of the
overaltpublic school expenditures, most revenue is derived from local sources
and from two state programsthe. Available School Fund and the Minimum
Foundation Program. In accordance with the Texas Constitution, the $296
million in the Available School Fund for the 1970-1971 school year was
allocated on a per capita basis determined by the average daily attendance
within a district for the prior school year.

Costing in excess of one billion dollars for the 1970-1971 school year, the
Minimum Foundation Program provides grants for the costs of salaries, school
maintenance and transportation. Eighty percent of the cost of this program is

1 See Serrano v. Priest, 5 Cal. 3d. 584, 487 P. 2d 1241 (1971); and Van Ousartz V. Hatfield,
334 F. Supp. 870*(D. Minn. 1971). Setranb convincirigly analyzes discussions regarding the
suspect nature of classifications based on Wealth, and Van Dusartz points ourilhat.lp this type
case "the variations in wealth are state .created. This4s not the simple instance, la which the
poor man H injured by his lack of funds..Here the poverty is that of aNgoverntiilal unit that
the state itself has defined and commissidbad."
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financed from genefal State revenue with the remainder apportioned to the
school districts In "the Local Fund Assignment." TEX. EDUC. CODE ANN.
arts. 16. 71-16. 73 (1969). Although generally measuring the variations in
taxpaying ability, the Economic Index zmployed by tite State to determine
each district's share of "the Local Fund Assignment" (11EX. EDUC.'CODE ANN.
arts 16. 74-16. 78) has come Linder increasing criticism.

To provide their 'share of the Minimum Foundation Program, to satisfy
twded indebtedness for capital expenditures, and to finance all expenditures
above the state minimum, local school districts are empowered within statutory
or constitutional limits to levy and collect ad valorem property taxes TEX.
CONST. art 7, § § 3, 3a; TEX. EDUC. CODE ANN. art. 20.01, et seq. Similarly
additional. tax levies must be approved by a majority of the property-tax-paying
voters within the individual distrkt, these statutory and constitutional provisions
require as a practical matter that all tax revenues be expended solely within
the district in which they are collected.

Within this ad valorem taxation system Iles the defect which plaintiffs chal-
lenge. This system assumes that the Value of property within the variout,

,dIstricts will be sufficiently equal to sustain comparable expenditures from
one district to another. It makes education a function of the local property tax
base. The adverse effects of this erroneous assumption have been vividly
demonstrated at trial through the testimony and exhibits adduced by plaintiffs.
In this calrection, a survey_ of 110 school districts2 throughout Texas dem-
onstrated that while the ten districts with a market value of taxable property
per pupil above $100,000 enjoyed an equalized tax rate per $100 of only
thirty-one cents, the poorest four district's, with less than $10,000 In property
per pupil, were burdened with a rate of seventy cents. Nevertheless, the low
rate of the rich districts yielded onl; $60 per pupil. As might be expected,
those districts .most rich in property also have the highest median family
Income and the lowest percentage of, minority pupils, while the poor property
districts are poor in income and predominantly minority in comprition.3

Data for 1961-1968 Show that the seven San Antonio school districts follow
1 the statewide pattern. Market value of property per student varied from a low

of $5,429 In Edgewood, to a high of $45,095 in Alartto. Heights: Accordingly,
taxes as a per cent of the property's markbt va1ue were the highest In Edge-
wood and the lowest in Alamo Heights. Despite its high rate Edgewood pro-
duced a meager twenty-one dollars per pupil from local ad valor taxes, while
the lower rate of Alamo Heights provided $307 per pupil.

Nor does State financial assistance serve to equalize these great disparities.
Funds provided from the combined local-state system of financing in 1967-1968

The total .rtumber of districts In the state is approximately 1200.
olaintiffs' Exhibit VIII shows 1960 median family.incorno of $5,900 In the top ten districts

and 0,325 In the bottom four. The rich districts had eight per cent minority pupils while the
poor oixtricts were seventy-nine Per cent minority.
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ranged from $231 per pupil in Edgewood 1§43 per pupil in Alamo Heights.
There was expert testimony to effe t that the current system tends to
subsidize the rich at the exp nse of the poor, rather .than the other wdy
around. Any nilid equalizing flects that state aid may have do rot benefit
the poorest districts.

For poor school districts e cational financing in Texas Is, thus, a tax
more, spend less system. The c nstitutional and statutory framework employed
by the State in proiiiding education draws distinction between groups of citi-
zens depending upon.the wealth of the district in' which they live. Defendants
urge this Court to find that there Is a reasonable or rational relationship
betiveen these distinctions or classifications and a legitimate state purpose.
This rational basis text is normally applied by the courts In reviewing state
coMmercial or economic regulation. See, e.g., McGowan v. Maryland, 366 U.S.
420 (1961); Williamson v. Lee Optical of Oklahoma, 348 U.S. 483 (1955). More
than mere rationality is required, however, to maintain a state classification
which affects a "fundamental interest," or which is based upon wealth. Here
both factors are involved.

These two characteristics of state classification, In the financing of public
education, were recognized In Hargrave v. McKinney, '413 F. 2d 320 324 (5th
Cir. 1969), on remand, Hargrave v. Kirk, 313 F. Supp. 944 (M.D. Fla. 1970),
vacated on other'grounds sub nom., Askew v. Hargrave, 401 U.S. 476 (1971).
Among the authorities relied upon to support the Hargrave conclusion "that
lines drawn on wealth are suspect" is Harper v. Virginia Bd. of Elections, 383
U.S. 663, 668 (1965). In striking down a poll tax requirement because of the
possible effect upon indigent voting, the Supreme Court concluded that "(I)Ines
drawn on the basis of wealth or property, iIe those of race...are traditionally
disfavored.. . . To Introduce wealth or payment of a fee as a measure of a
voter's qualifications is to introduce a capricious or irrelevant factor." Likewise
McDonald v. Bd. of Elections Comm'rs of Chicago, 394 U.S. 802, 807 (1969),
noted that "a careful examination on our part is especially warranted where
lines are drawn on the basis of wealth.. . which would independently render
a classification highly sulpect and thereby demand a more exacting judicial
scruti ny."

Further justification for the very demanding test which thls Court applies
to defendants' classification is the very great significance of education to the
individual. The crucial nature of education for the citizenry lies at the heart
of almost twenty years of school desegregation litigation. The oft repeated
declaration of Brown v Bd. of Education, 347 U.S. 483, 493 (1954), continues
to ring true:

Today,' education is perhaps the most important function of state
and local governments. Compulsory school attendance laws and the

In addition, the court relied upon Douglas v. California, 372 U.S. 353 (1963), and Griffin v.
Illinois, 351 U.S. 12 (1956), which are decisions invalidating state laws that, discriminated
against criminal defendants because of their poverty.
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great exp itures for education both demonstrate our recognition
ot the imbortance of.education to our democratic society. It is required
in the performance of our most basic public responsibilities, even
service in the armed forces. It Is the very foundation of good citizens
Today it is a principal instrument in awakening the child to cultur
values, in preparing him for later professional training, and in helping hi
to _adjust normaily to_ his environment. In these days, it Is doubtful that
any child may reasonably be expected to succeed in life if he is denied
the opportunity of an education. Such an opportunity, where the state
has undertaken to provide it, is a right which ,must be made available1
to all on equal terms.

Because of the grave significance of education both to the individual and
to our soblety, the defendants must demonstrate a compelling state interest
that is promoted by the current .classifications created under the financing
scheme.

Defendants insist that the Court ir bound by the opinions in McInnis *v.
Shapiro, 293, F. Supp. 327 (N.D. W. 197.3), aff'd mem. sub nom., 394 U.S. 322
(1969); and Burrus v. Wilkerson, 310 F. Supp..572 (W.D. Va. 1969), aff'd mem.
sub nom, 397 U.S. 44 (1970).. However, we disagree.

The development of judicially manageable standards Is imperative when
reviewing the complexities of a state educational financing scheme. Plaintiffs
in McInnis souet to require that educational expenditures in Illinois be made
solely on the bapis of the "pupils' educational needs," Defining and -applying
the nebulous concept "educational needs" would have Involved the court
In the type of endless research and evaluation for which the judiciary is ill;
suited. Accordingly, the court refused the claim that the equal protection
clause of the Foudeenth Amendment demands such Lan) unworkable standard.
The subsequent affirmance, without opinion, by the Supreme Court would not, In
air opinion, bar consideration of plaintiffs' claim that lines in Texas have been
drawn on the basis of wealth. The same situation prevails with respect to
Burrus where the Court, In referring to the "varying needs" of the studentS,
found the circunlistances "scarcely distinguishable" from McInnis.

In the instant case plaintiffs have not advocated that educational exp di-
tures be equal for each child. Rather, they have recommended the application-
of the principle of "fiscal neutrality." Briefly summarized, this standard requires
that the quality of public education may not be a function of wealth, other
than the wealth of the itate as a whole. Unlike the measure offered In McInnis,
this proposal does not Involve the Court In the infficacies of affirmatively
requiring that expenditures be made in a certain manner or amount. On the
contrary, the state may adopt the financial scheme desired so long as the
variations in wealth among the governmentally chosen units do not affect
spending for the education of any child.

5 I n dee d, it is difficult to see how the defendants reach a contrary conclusion since even
McInnis plaintiffs did not reqUest precisely equal expenditures per child.
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Considered' against this principle .of "fiscal neutrality," defendants' argu-
ments for the present system are rendered insubstantial. Not only are de-
fendants unable to demonstrate compelling state interestl for their classifica-
tions based upon wealth, they fall even to establish a reasonable basis for
these clas.sifications. They urge the advantages,of the present system ip grant-
ing decision-making power to individual districts, and in permitting local
parents to determine how much they desire to spend on their childcn's school-
ing. Howeyer. they lose sight of the At that the state has, in truth and in fact,
limited the choice of financing by guaranteeing that "some districts will spend
lpw (with high taxes) while others will spend high (with low taxes)." Hence,
the present system does not serve to promote one of the very interests which
defendants assert..

Indicative of the chéracter of defendants' other arguments is the stiltement
i, that plaintiffs are calling for "socialized education." Education like the postal

service has been socialized, or publicly financed and operated, almost from
its origin. The type of socialized education, not the question of its existence,
is the only matter currently in dispute. One final contention of the defendants:,uhowever calls rther aharysis. In essence, they argue that the state may
discriminate 1 desires so long as federal financing equalizes the differ-
ences. Initially, the Court notes that plaintiffs have successfully controverted
the contention that federal funds do in fact compensate for state discrimina-
tion.' More importantly, defendants have not adequately explained why the
aclos of other governmental units should excuse them from the discriminatory
consequences of tate law. Hobson v. Hansen, supra, 269 F. Supp at 496,
countered defenda s' view by finding that the federal ald to education statutes

. . .are manifest' intended to provide \extraordinary services at the .
slum schools, not mdrely to compensate for inequalities produced by
local school boar s. in favor of their middle-income schools. Thus,
they cannot be re rded'as curing any inequalities for which the Board
is(otherwise respcfisible.....

Since they were designed primarily to meet special needs in disadvantaged
schools, these funds cannot be employed as a substitute for state aid without
violating the Congressional will. Further support for this view is offered by a
series of decisions prohibiting deductions from state aid for districts receiving

As the Court said in yen Dusartz V. Hatfield, supra note 1: "By Its own ects, the StMe
has Indicated that it is not primarily interested in local choice In school matters. In fact,,
rather than reposing in each school district the ,economIc power Co fix Its own level or per
pupil expenditure, the State has so arranged the etructure as to guarintee that some districts
will spent] low (with high taxes) while others will spend high (with low taxes). To promote
such an Prratic dispersal of privilege and burden on a theory of local control of spending
would be quite impossible." .

Plaintiffs' Exhibit 8, Table X, ihdicates that while Edgewood receives the highest federal
revenues per pupil ol any district In San Antonio, $108, and Alamo Heights, the lowest, 636,
the former still has the lowest combined local-state-federal revenues per pupil, $356, and the
latter the'highest, $594.
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"Impacted areas" aid." Performance of its constitutional obligations Must Ix,
judged by the state's own behavior, not by the actions Of the federal golernment.

While defendants are correct In their suggestion that this Court cannot act
as a "super-legislature," the judiciary can always determine that an act of
the legislature Is violative of the Constitution. ,Having determined that the
current system of financing public education In Texas discriminates on the
basis of wealth by permitting citizenp/ of affluent districts to provide a higher
quality education for their children, while paying lower taxes, this Court con-
cludes, as a matter of law, that the plaintiffs have been denied equal protection
of the laws under the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution
by the operation of Article 7, § 3 of the Texas Constitution and the sections of
the Education Code relating to the financing of education, including the
Minimum Foundation Program. I

Now it is Incumbent upon the defendants and the Texas Legislature' to
determine what new form of financing should be utilized to support public
education.° The selection may be made from a wide variety of financing plans
so long as the program adopted does not make the quality of public education
a function of wealth other than the wealth of the,state as a whole.

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that:

(1) The defendants and each of them be preliminarily and permanently re-
strained and enjoined from giving, any forcelind effect to said Article 7, § 3
of the Texas Constitution, and the sections of the Texas Education Code
elating to the financing of education, including the Minimum Foundation
ScOol Program Act (Ch. 16), and that defendants, the Commissioner .of Edu-
cation andl the members of the State Board of Education, and each of them,
be ordered to reallocate the funds available for financial support of the school
system', including, without limitation, funds derived from taxation of real prop-
erty by school districts, and to otherwise restructure the financial system In
such a manner as ndt to violate the equal protection provisions of, both the
United States and Texas Constitutions;

(2) The mandate in this ,case shall be stayed, and this Court shall retain
jurisdiction In this action fdr-a_period of two years In order to afford the

"These cases have held that the statute clearly provides that the aid Is intended as special
assistance to local educational agencies, and that to permit reduction In state id would
violate the Congressional intent.

"On Odtober 15, 1969 this Court Indicated its awareness of the fact that the Legislature
of Texas, on its own initiative, had authorized the appointment of a committee to study the
public school system of Texas and to recommend "a specific formula or formulae to stablish
a lair and equitable basis for the division of the financial responsIblilty between the Stat.
and the various school districts of Texas". It was then felt that ample time remained for the
committee to "explore all facets and all possibilities in relation to the r rob em r rea," In
order for appropriate legislation to be enacted not later than the adjournment of the 62nd
Legislature and since the legislature appeared ready to grapple with the problems involved,
the trial of this case was held In beyance pending further developments. Unfortunately,
however, .10 action was taken during the 62nd Session which has adjourned. Hopefully, the
Governor will see fit to submit this mtter to one or more special sessions so that members
of the legislature can give these complex and complicated problems their undivided attention.
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defendants and the Legislature an opportunity to take all steps reasonably
feasible to make the school system comply with the applicable law; and
without limiting the generality of the foregoing, to reallocate the school funds,
and to otherwise restructure the taxing and financing system so that the edu-
cational opportunities afforded the children attending Edgewood Independent
School District, and the other children of. the State of Texas, are not made a
function of wealth, other than the wealth of the State as a whole, as required
13)T-the equil protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Urited
States Constitution.

(3) Our holding that the plaintiffs have been denied equal protectiqn of the
laws under the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution by
the operation of Article 7, 3 of the Texas Constitution, and the sections of the
Texas Education Code relpting to the financing of education, including the
Minimum Foundation Program, shall have prospective application only, and
shall not become effective until after the expiration of two years from December
23, 1971. This order shall in no.way affect the validity, incontestibility, obligation
to pay, souni of payment or 'enforceability of any presently outstanding bond,
note or other security issued, or contractual obligation incurred by a school
district in Texas for public school purposes, nor the validity or enforceability of
any tax or other source of payment of any sUch bond, note, security or obliga-
tion; nor shall this judgment In any way affgct the validity, incontestibility,
obligation of payment, source of payment or enforceability of any bond, note
or other security to be issued and delivered, or contracidal obligation incurred
by Texas school districts, for authorized purposes, during the period of two
years from December 23, 1971, nor &Ian the validity or enforceability of any
tax or other source of payment for any such bond, note or other security issued
and delivered, or any contractual .obligation incurred during such two year
period be affected bereby;, it being the intention of this Court that this judg-
ment should be construed in such a way es to permit an orderly transition
during said two year period frOrn an unconstitutional to a constitutional system
of school financing.

(4) The Court retains jurisdiction of this action to take such further steps.as
nay be necessary to implement both the purpose and spirit of this order, in
the event the Legislature fails to act within the time stated, but, as we under-
stand the law, this constitutes no impediment with respect to the finality of this
judgment for the purpose of appeal, and none Is intended. See Swann v.
Adams, 385 U.S. 440, 87 S. Ct. 569, 17 L. Ed. 2d 501 (1967); 263 F. Supp. 225
(S. D. Fla. 1967); Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533,84 S. Ct. 1362, 12 L. Ed. 2d
506 (1964); Gunn v._University Committee to End War In Viet Nam, 399 U.S. 383,
90 S. Ct. 2013, 26 L.4d. 2d 684 (1970); and Klahr v. Goddard, 254 F. Supp.
997 (D. Ariz. 1966). Needless to say, we hope, that no father action by this
Court will be necessary.

As cla ified January 26, 1972.
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The University Can't Train Teacher's

Developmental Funding
Lewis N. INnot

If the times aro as serious as I believe they are, a case can be made that,
the short-term training grants and contracts which the United States Office of
Education likes so much miy be diverting tlic attention of many faculties
around the country from dealing' with thereal issues-of-the-day. One-can-be
pretty content if the Teacher Corps project op campus is going smoothly,
even though at the same time and largely in the same halls an antiquated,
grossly imperfectand, yes,, even racistpre-service program is pouring out
teachers who must be "retrained" within a few yea(s. Even the use .of the
word "retraining" illustrates insensitivity to the real problems.

Consider the various forms of funding available in recent years through
USOE for the upgrading of in-service teachers. Initially, under National Defense
Education Act, p.series of institutes were funded under tight contractual con-
diticins. The institute formats were designed largely by the Office of Education
staff with not only tight fiscal control but control of content and approach.
There was, in fact, no room for confusion or creativity since the Office of Educa-
tion ran the,. program. People were purchased "to train and to be trained."

Significantly, the impact on the institutions of higher educatlor was mihimal
or negative. I know of several cases where faculty people who opted to run
these institutes for several years were informed by their departments that .,thls
activity was only marginally important In making determinations of promotion
and tenure The institutes were offered and funded so as to almost ensure that
they did not become part of the fabr!c' of the host institution.

Similar programs at the National Science Foundation, which ate back to
the early fiffies, while purchasing in-service training (end presuma ly develop-
mental changes) under grants to colleges and uniVersities, have produced
only minimal changes in the way pre-seMce teachers are trained. Lots of
money has gone Into activities of this sort in an effort to improve pre-college
teaching in this country. A good many teachers have been upgraded, but a
significant number of them have moved from positions as well-qualified high
school teachers ':, those of mediocre community .college teachers.

If one looks at the impact of those programs on teacher education at the
pre-seivice leveland NSF has looked hard at this--tne finds that significant
changes have not oct,Jrred and were not likely to occur, for a variety of reasons.
The primary problem is simple:. If you fund a program of this sort on a short
term basis and jou concentrate primarily on the training of in-service teachers,
you don't really have a right to expect very much change in the way pre-service
programs are operated. No major change will be made unless the funding
agencies insist that the current condition of the pre-service program at the
institution seeking funds will be a prime factor rn the decision to support 'or

I Lewis N. Pino is Director of Research end Instructional Services and Professor 61 Chem-
istry at Oakland Alniversity, Rochester, Michigan. He Is presently conducting a study on Funding
Recommendations for the Study Commission on Undergraduate Education and the Education
of Teachera.
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not support an in-service project. I would opt for the more direct approach
with USOE offering real developmental funding.

What seems to be needed is an approach which encourages colleges,
universities and school syVems to' seek realistic, long-term solutions to their
common protilems. The role of the federal government shoukl be that of
facilitatx and supplier of seed money rather than that of stern contract monitor
withiudp-watch and_balance sheet in hand. In the ideal situation,.after careful
review of the firm plans of a university or college and its area school syatems,
USOE makes an award which provides developmental funding for a period
Of three' to five years, in the clear expectation that progress will be made
toward defined goals and that. the funds required for continued operation of
the program would be available, from stable, largely loCal, sources upon expira-
tion of the grant,

An Office of Education.(or a Foundation or Institute) developmental program
might operate as follows: Normally, no planning grants would be made, In
the expectation that local funding, if needed, would be available for planning;
however, once a university or college and the school districts in its normal
radius of concern (perhaps a 30-mile radius from the campus In the East;
50, miles or.more in the Rocky Mounteln area, and so on) have made firm and
sound plans for a coordinated improvement of, say, pre-service teacher *edu-
cation, the U.S. Office of Education would be asked to dspsider developmental
funding, with such funding normally not to exceed, perhapsi $800,000 over a
three-year period. What would be submitted by the school and college group
would not be a proposal in the usual sense but rather a detailed performance
agreement delineating' the anticipated outcomes In operational terms, the
developmental steps to be taken during the first years of ,the program, the
expected developmental costs, and a plan for continued funding at the end
of the period of USOE support.

This sort of developmental approach-has great appeal to many.in the federal
agencies. In additiori to some obvious advantages, it allows, over time, very
good geographical diSfribution of funds and it fesolves, by avoiding it, the
difficult pziblem of comparing new proposa!s with renewal requests. Further,
by encouraging a variety of groups to propose solutions to major problems,
one has tht. npportunity to test one approach against another and to disseminate
the res'tilts widely.

Such a program Isinot common in the U.S. Office otf Education, although It
does exist. However, it is in use in other parts of HEW,'ai well as other agencies,
including NSF and the Endowment for the Humanities. The pattern commonly
is for awards to be made on a hon-renewable basis, with no indirect coN
provided. Indirect costs are however recognized as a part of institutional con-
tribution to the operation of the program during the period of grant- and in
the post-grant time.

Developmental proposals of this kind and of this magnitude may be rer
viewed by panels assembled in some central city. Howover, if the volume of
prOposals Is not too great, evaluation may be based on something like a No'rth
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Centrak visiting team assessment. The team, which may consist of two con-
sultants\ who are expert in their fiells and one staff member from USOE, would
spend perhaps two or three days on site, conferring with all those who are
parties to the proposal, including the faculty and administration of the college
or university and the staff of cooperating schools. This sort of evaluation can
be justified not only in terms of the number of dollars to be anted but also
in terms of the non-renewable nature of the grants. In many insta ces, a careful,
on-site study will result in Some rather major improvem nts to the proposal,
while at the same time serving to keep the usoq st uch more fully
informed on the strengths and the concerns of the profession.

The approach outlined above Is most powerful when the choice of elements
to be improved is left to the proposers. The ends sought by, the funding agency
must be stated in the most general terms, since no groupeven in Washington
is capable of anticipating either the set of problems to be selected Or the
approaches which will be proposed. The important elements to be sought are
careful local planning for ,improvernent prior to a grant, informed handling of
the program durinb the grant period, and fullest cooperation between the local
concerned parties In operation, administration, and funding during the post- ,

grant years. Let me Illustrate the approach which might be' taken by ,f(oirly
typical array consisting of a college and its co-operating schools.

An agreement might be reached that the most pressing need is an adequate
supply of well qualified new.recrults moving into the schools from the colleges
and universjties. These new teachers neednot only appropriafe undergraduate
and graduate preparation of high quality but emotional and intellectual support
during the first three to five years of classroom work: improved retention rates
for new teachers could do much to raise the caliber of the profession, es-
pecially if the evidence supports our suspicions that the most alert new teachers
are among the most likely to desert

Let us make certain assumptions. First of alk most university-based in-
service training programs for new classroom te4chiits-flave drawn heaviii on
national pools 'of prospective registrants; as a consequence, the university
operatIng such a program does not have to deal," In any, primary sense, with
the deficiencies of its own vgraduates. One plank of our proposal might stipu-

late that the college or university will assume responsibility for the early post.:
graduate education of those of Its own baccalaureates who are selected kr
teaching posts in the cooperating schools. In this way, a feedback loop is to
be established, which will make very clear to concerned faculty the strengths
tone weaknesses of its own graduates certified to teach at the elementary and
secondary level. Voila! A system for self-renewal of a pre-service teacher
education program.

'Suppose we posit further that the intensive practice teaching unit now com-
monly required in elementary and secondary ed programs, at the undetgraduate
levet can be moved into the immediate post-baccalaureate period, with this
training function becoming the joint resOonsibility of the college and the school
systems. The teacher could be employecl during his or her first year on an
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entergency or probationary certificate, with full certification 'not 'coming until
satisfactory classroom performance has been demonstrated.

Immediately a couple of things happen. A bicick of time is created in the
undergraduate program which provides a major opportupity to restructure the
entire undergraduate program for the prospective teacher] I am sure that the
schools and the State Departments of Education could w6rk out any problems
in certification created by this, move.

By concentrating on the new entrants Into the field, one need not ne-
cqsse:rily cut back pn or stop programs for experienced teachers. However,
this appfoach does retognize the fact that faculty turn-over rates at the pre-
college level normally are In the range of tenjo twenty per cent per year, so
that fairly substantial changes can be expected in the composition of typical
pre-college faculty groups over a span of, say, five to ten years. Improving the
preparation and retention of new entrants thus can have a substantial Impact
In a relatively short time.

There are obviously 'many implications of this sort of approach. I won't
try to uncover then all, but one should be emphasized. If the present practice
teaching approach is replaced by an internship- year immediately following
graduation, one automatically gains an advantage of being abte to recruit
into teaching those students who made decisions late in their undergraduate
careers to consider elementary and secondary teachingspecifically, one could
at this time find some students who have completed, say, full Undergraduate
majors in the sciences and engineering who would be eminently well qualified,
by virtue of preparation and, hopefully, personality to instruct pre-college
students.' Obviously, in nearly all cases, these students have not had time
to earn many'professional credits toward certification.

. .

, Secondly, by giving recent college graduates at least a full year of intern-
ship, with ail, of the emotional and intellectual support that they will certainly
need, one should be able to Increase the rate of retenti,on and the tconfidence
with which one can'assess the performance of these new recruits. Permanent
certification, based upon hard-headed appraisal of perforbance, should assist
greatly in raising the level of the teaching profession. s

I see no reason Why three-year non-renewable awards of this kind, fundpd
completely at the time of granting, can't increase the impact ofobSiDE funds
tremendodsly, as well asass.sting the staff at USOE in identifying thoia in-
stitutions really concerned with improving their own capabilities to deal With
the mounting problems o; the day. Call this approach simplistic, if you will;
I prefer to call it elegant and more effective than the training route. The point,
of course, is that this approach requires much more effort on the part of the
staff of the college or university. The stakes ere bigger, the odds are tougher,
and the game is serious. If you lose, you not only don't get the funding but
you have hi explain to 6evelat constituencies why you didn't win. Short term
projects corm; and go vflthoui much notice from the Provost or the President,
but win or lose a developmental grant and your department or school will be
recognized.
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STRATEGIES AND PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE
If change is going to occur it has to come from pressure exerted by interest

grotips that aren't being served; the Community and the students themselves
have to apply the needed leverage. In order for this to happen there needs to
be clarification of social realities and dissernination of that information. A man-
agement system would also have to be created which would protect the reform
process in institutions of higher education and the schools.

The New Rochelle School District is not:untypical Of school districts facing
serious cutbacks in funding. It may, however, be unique in its approach to the
problem. In an effort to provide quality education on a redticed budget the
school districhinitiated a plan tojnvolve the community in a Tedesign program
which met the educational priorities as defined by the community. The re;
design program presented here is suggestive of how a reallocation of.,,mooey
can continue to provide high qualityeucational seryices economicall§.

It may also be appropriate to consider this type of plan in reallocating
finances in systems of higher education. What is interesting about the New
Rochelle plan is that the process of "budget cutting" 'and of re-education of
teachers and reassignipg roles are all rather closely related. This logic for
cutting budgets may have a 'bearing on saving money at the undergraduate
level of teacher preparation. The treatiort of school-based undergraduate. ec14-
anon perhaps ought to emphasize that the teacher or teacher-to-benot the
back-sup person or the admiNstrative staff "curriculum specialist"7--has to have
the specific skills.

a
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"If you, all of a sudden, enfranchise 18, 19 and 20-year-old citizens,
you have put three years of the largest numbers of people in a voting
age bracket. This mechanism could revolutionize the attitude towards
schools and school issues all over the country.. . . They have become
conscious of quality education; they will support bond issues. I would
have passed my bond issues hands down if I could have had those 18,
19 and 20-year-old, kids working in the last two years. I didn't. I had
a bunchof guys over 65 that were killing me."

Paul Salmon, see p. 144.

MR. OLSON:
Let us say that we begin with the. notion that superintendents

and principals and central administrative staffs of schools are
the problem.

MR. SALMON:
That's part of it. And, your ossified teachers are a part of it,

and your communities.

MR. FOSTER:
The thing that keeps me growing is w at's happening to

denied people in America. My cabinet staffis composed of
Blacks, Chicanos and whites in high-powered positions; they
keep re-educating me as to where the things are changing. If I

didn't have those people intimately in the capitol re-educating
me, I don't think 1 could make it. I can't have Barbara Sizemore
just come in once in awhile, and I say, "Here, I've got to live
with her." I have got to hear it every day. Unless there is that
growing at every division in the upper echelonsat the assistant

^ superintendent levelat the director's levelI don't think super-
intendents can keep up with the kinds of changes that are taking
place.

MR. BENTON:
You must ,aIso feel your own ability to change with them; you

have to have enough confidence to say that you can move beyond
your present set of experiences and skills and can make that
change. When the challenge comes, you have to be able to move
with it. One of the basic problems is that the people who are
locked into positions, .and their accornPanying behaviors, have
difficulty admitting that the thing on "the- other side" isn't so
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dangerous. It's also exciting to you and you want to move with
that. They see the danger as being something that's going to
wipe them out.

MR. SCHWARTZ: 0

Until we can get to the point where it is in the system's self-
interest and perceived as in its self-interest to define success in
terms of success with groups that have, heretofore, been shut
out, nothing much is going to happen. in-other words, there has
to be that constant pressure from the people who aren't being
served. I really despair 'of any model that depends on the self-
interest of those people who currently have power. Until we,can
get to the point where city superintendents see their survival
and power base as being dependent on the poor and the excluded,
we won't be able to begin to do business with the kind of teacher
that Vito Perrone is training.' !n terms of teacher training, you
can't wait until the superintendents have changed. Part of the
training of teachers has to be in effect, guarilla trainingnot
simply how you ideally educate kids who haven't been well served
by the schools, but how they survive in the system, and how you
keep on fighting. If you want to look at Adams as a sort of model
and you ask why we have, in part, been blown out of the water,
it is because, frankly, we haven't built a strong enough base of
community support. That's a reflection on our lack of skills in
community organizing; it, is in part also a reflection on the nature
of the commuriity that we have. Portland is,a place that's very
complacent; there is a small and relatively powerless Black com-
munity. So far, there isn't any overwhelming pressure for change.
We at Adams have been trying to create pressure for change.
We haven't been able to bring people along with us.

It is unrealistic to look to the professions to create the pres-
sure for change. The community is really going to have to do
that. Tepchers are going to have to work directly with the com-
munity dfo do that.

' For a description of this program (New 'School. of Behavioral Studies In
Education, University of North Dakota) see '"The New School" by,Vito Perrone
and Warren Strandberg in Education for 1984 and Alter, a Study Commission
document published in January, 1972,
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MS. SIZEMORE:
In Woodlawn our failure "to disseminate certain sets of infor-

mation to the comMunity so that the community would have
alternatives to discuss and organize itself hurt t:s. The teachers
did not work with the ,Community. They left that entirely to. the
community component of the Woodlawn Experimental Sctiools
Project District,

MR. FOSTEF3:

Let's assume that Bob Schwartz's description of Portland is
correct. What's going to be the mechanism in an institution that
wants to preserve itself, whereby the dissemination of information
is going to affect that kind of change. It isn't going to come from
the institution, lt isn't going to come from the Black coMmunity.
It isn't going to come from the white community. Where is that
force in Portland? Adams may have had trouble because it didn't
get "all of the power" which it obviously couldn't do; the real
power above it allowed it to be there only to the extent that it
served the interests of the district. If it came to the place that
the board and superintendent 'found that Adams was going to
ruin bond issues or.-tax issues, or if they needed Adams as scape-
goat for their problems, they might find it to be a convenient goat..
What sort of dissemination is going to educate Portland? Portland
State isn't going to. They are going to isolate Adams. I don't
have any faith in the decentralization model that's being created;
It ignores real power issues.

MR.4SCHWARTZ:

The leverAe for change in high schools is coming from kids.
Adams is a school that kids like, by and large. The school puts
a great deal of emphasis on kids having more freedom than they
have had in most other schools. This has brought a kind .of
anti-kids backl.wh, parallel to a backlash across the country. The
question comes up; at what point do kids acquire enough political
clout to be able to really fight off that anti-kid backlash?

MR. SALMON:
A part of it is going to come with a change in the vote. I think

if you look at the makeup of American society right now, they
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had more 17-year-olds than the year before, ,and every year
since 1953 they have had more people in that age bracket than
any other age bracket. If.you, all of a sudden, enfranchise 18,
19 and 20-year-old citizens, you have put three years of the largest
numbers of people in a voting age bracket. This mechanism could
revolutionize the attitude towards schools and school issues .all
over the covntry, if it's properly developed within the schOol set-
ting. If these kids have opportuniti,n (as they have had in Adams
or have made in. Sacramento High School) where the'y became
conscious of quality education, they will support bond issues.
I would have passed my bond issues hands down if I could have
had those 18, 19 and 20-year-old kids working in the 'last two,
years. I didn't. I had a bunch of guys over 65 that were killing ,

me. Place within your schools a real emphasis on the school as
a social institutiOn And what it has to do. In the few years before
kids become enfranchised, give them an opportunity to work on
real political problems. That much can be done.

MR. SCHWARTZ:
There is going to be resistance from the adult community. Our

situation, in relation to Black communities, may be unique, for
although our school population is one fourth Black, the Black
community represents only 8 per cent of the total Portland popu-
lation and probably less than B per cent of the voting population.
To the degree that we talk publicly about creating a school that
works"' for BlaCk kids and consciously pay attention to that goal,
we increase the amount of community hostility toward us. There
isn't a strong enough base within,the Black community in Portland
to begin to t k about community control.

MR. OL
Letfrne outline what seems to me a promising strategy. One

notion that seems to be in the air is the notion of the importance
of a good analysis of the market and a good distribution of the
analysis. If an illumination of the map4(et and a clarification as to
which places offer training which would fulfill community need
were made available to school systems and the community it
would be he)pful. Some communities are coming to some self-
consciousness, but they still don't know where to go to get a
decent teacher for the community.
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The university the undergraduate institution becomes a
center for action and dissemination. Some kind of alliance be-
tween the commUnity and the university could be formed as a
way of using the .university to 'provide information for the com-
munity so that it could have a decent effect on the schools. I

hear you saying that one might wish not to use the university any
more as a training center. The school system becomes the train-
ing center. The third thing I have heard you say is that school-
based undergraduate training would require the identification of
operations where the community has a sufficient power base so
that it could get effective teachers and create liaisons between
the community, the school system and higher education which
were responsive to the community. I don't know many places of
that sort. The Navajo may be getting to that through Rough Rock.

The fourth idea is the notion of developing targeted education
for teacher4. You tell X institution, "Target your teacher training.
The teachers are going to be placed on the Sioux reservation; so
and so much money will come into your institution to do targeted
teacher training; we will no longer support the general progrem
which floods the market with teachers that aren't needed." Con-
ceivably, you could get the superintendents' association working
with the Urban League anti the United Farm Workers Organization
and the United Negro Scholarship Fund to create a study of
what's going on in the education of teachers which would be a
kind of symbol of a new kind of coalition and sufficient to change
the name of the game. Could such a group create a study of the
education of teachers which would point the finger back to the
responsible people-and systems and give them strategy? If there
is something wrong with what's going on in the education of
teachers in higher education, a hell of a lot has to be wrong in
the schools. The schools furnish the prapticum sites.

MR. CARDENAS:
Any good school-based program might have to eliminate mid-

, management personnel. We eliminated it. I have a summer train-
ing institute with no principal and no director. The teams of
teachers are doing all )f the planning and implementing.
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MR. SALMON:
That's right in line with the current interest of NEA to eliminate

all middle management and the principal.

MR. SPILLANE:
Collegiality.

MR. FOSTER:
Just one comment. Dave Smith has done a study of 250 com-

munes in the Bay area. And cne of the characteristics of com-
munes that survive is they put together some kind of administra-
tion. Our experience with our alternative schools is that they all
want to start loose; we want to break away from the system; we
don't want to have any Organization, and so on. And then about
three or six months later they are back in saying, "God, you've
got to help us put something here, because we are killing each
oiher, and we are wasiing time, and teachers are using time and
nobody is responsible. What the hell are we going to do?" How
can we get the necessary balance?

MR. CARDENAS:
That's a real tricky one. Of course, we have management for

the administrative types of things; somebody has t6 order the
food for the cafeteria and somebody has to fill out the requisition
forms for instructional supplies, and so forth. But it is real tricky
to have gone both ways.- We have gone to the point where there
has been an absolute lack of organization. On the other hand,
we have had cases in which bringin,g in an administrator in order
to make arrangements for a field trip has resulted in an autocratic
situation.

MR. SALMON:
It seems to me that when you look at the way a large number

of humans work together that there are three ingredients that
you have to have: (1) you have to have a program, (2) you have
got to have commitment, and (3) you have to have some authority
for coordination. Now, if you are missing any of those things, it
doesn't fly. You can have a program and no commitment and
authority, and it won't fly; or you can have commitment and
authority and no program and it won't fly.
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MS. SIZEMORE:
The most important thing in the responses I get .to my inter-

views with people that I have been conducting for my dissertation
on what is community control is that everybody partldpates in
the planning, the initiation, and the decision making of what the
policy plan in the beginning was. This would also be true for
school-based undergraduate education. Everybody wanted to be
in on that. Everybody wanted to be in on deterrnining whether-
you did what you said you were going to do which is evaluate.
Those are the crucial stages to most of the people, community,
administrators, parents, teachers ard students; "What are you
going to do? I want to have something to say about that. Did
you do it?"

Strategies and Proriosals for Change

MR. SALMON:
That's the critical problem of administration right nowthe

administration of participation. Participation is 'good ln small
groups and it has been possible in the area which you talk
about. But when you are talking about overall large decision
making where thousands of people are involved, that's real
management problem. How do you get participation? You can
do it out here in a decentralized way. But if you have a bureau-
cracy or hierarchy, how do you get it at Zhe central board level
in Chicago? How would you get the real parent participation in
school-based undergraduate training programs?

MR. SCHWARTZ:
We found a powerful kind' of tension in trying to democratize

policymaking as much as possible especially where the Mudent
or the intern is just as likely to come up with a good idea or
suggestion for policy as the principal--in fact, maybe more likely
to do it than the principal is. We felt the need to break down
hierarchy when it comes to the development of policies, and at
the same time we found it absolutely essential to maintain some
kind of hierarchal organization for the carrying out of policy. To
get per;ple to live with this kind of schizophrenia was very diffi-
cult. Anybody who works- as an administrator in an organization
knows that just by virtue of the fact th& you are working full
time on administrative problems and the teacher is not, you
'nevitably are challenged by the teachers on policy decisions.
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MR. OLSON:
Are we saying here that what we need would be some kind of

training package with respect to the strengths and liabilities of
certain participatory institutions and administrative styles in the

\clirkal schools that might be se,t up?

MR. FOSTER:
Yes. But it's damn tough.

MR. OLSON:
Would it be profitable for this group to meet with 'the Study

Commission's deans of education group for the purpose of work-
ing on a management system which would protect a creative
refcrm process in both higher education and the schools?in
the education and placement of teachers. Right now, higher,
education claims to educate creative teachers who ate rendered
khaki by the schools; the schools claim to receive college-trained
people who know nothing about teaching and make thc.,m flower.

MR. FOSTER: A

I would like to see the deans on that group tell us in their
judgment the five or ten best leacher training institutions in
America; I want to see what they really think is good. And then f,
I want to participate in a group that goes out and takes a lo.,9_VN
at those programs.

MR. OLSON:
Perhaps we would be interested in a feedback from a select

group of school superintendents concerning what institutions
they regard as doing a good job of teacher training. Then we
could ask the group of deans and the AACTE what their recom-
mendations would be. When:we get this information this group
could then-select a half dozen sites to look at; then either the
members of this gr7oup or people theY trusted could go-around
and look at them and write a narrative.

MR. SCHWARTZ:
That's a good .question. Are there any university-based pro-

grams that are providing good training for teachers? n

we come up with a model or a variety of models that we can -

endorse? A third queStion is, what kind of clinical experiences
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ought to take place in schools? And can we come up th
variety of models that we can accept?

I would like to get us on the record as saying at least one or
two things about the kind of undergraduate education a person
ought to have, completely independent of teacher training, if he's
going to be an effective teacher. We ought to be talking about
colleges and universities that are, in fact, learning environments
and that fit the description of the kind of school which is a model
of people together trying to work out some notions about what
a community ought to be and what kind of interretionships
there ought to be between people and what kind of reTalipnship
that community ought to have to the outside commun

We haven't done much of that. The concern of this evaluation
should not be how,much sCience should a guy have who is going
to be a science teacher, but rather, is the universiiy a place
where the adults are models of learning, where they are engaged
in learning? Is it a place that really puts the emphasis, not on
rote memory, but, on attively engaging students with senior
peoplc that is, with professors and real problem solving, whether
it's build' g a community, or whatever.

MR. OLSON:
One sort of operatioh 'hat might be necessary In the Study

Commission would be to find school districts where undergradu-
ate school-based training might possibly work. One would have
to find school districts where the school format was a highly
-diversified one responding to neighborhood, and to kids' needs.
The school district would also have to provide for extensive parent
training of the teacher and parent planning of the format of. the
schools.

MR. FOSTER:
I'm worried about the manipulation of this-into suburban

training.

MR. OLSON:
Would you exclude suburban schools where there was 75 per

cent drug usage?

The Study Commission is establishing a committee concerned with learn-
ing environments and "experimenting colleges" to look Into lust thls Issue.
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MS. SIZEMORE:
Or where thire is 25 per cent Black?

MR.' FOSTER:
.1 would not exclude Evanston with 25 per cent Bfack, but I

would exclude Orinda With plenty of drugs.

MR. SCHWARTZ:
, There are two premises from which we can operate. Politic-

ally, we would have an easier tifne getting this proposal for school-
based undergraduate training approved if we can _say that the

- school can demonstrate that the kind of people coming into
teaching now are not capable, because of background or training,
of helping the school meet its problems. We must also show that
the district has come up with a proposal for its own certification
program which is a good one. It seems to me that on either
account a suburb could qualify just as well.

MR. FOSTER:
I understand both sides of the coin. I'm very much concerned

with the political nature of such a program. Bovefly Hills will get
another training granta grant which will be another way of
excluding Blacks and Chicanos from being involved in relevant
training. We would be training some more whites to be more
racist than they already are in a racist setup. I just don't think
that method will break through where,we want to go.

MR:,SALMON:
I can see that we would restrict it to urban education, but it

seems to me that the problem is out there, in the small toWns,
the middle level cities and the rural areas, too.

MR. FOStER:
We-would- want a_ program _ with a hi!A-- I hasis on urban

celevnce to what was
education, but any suburban school t t de:monstrated by the
certain criteria that they had a unique
going on'Would also be considered.

MS. SIZEMORE: ,

I would be opposed to the plan that provided a multitude of
opportunities for the money to be channeled into all-white insti-
tutions. On the other hand, I feel that there are Blacks, Chicanos,
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Indians, and other Spanish-speaking minorities located in schools
:in vicinities where the percentage of them is small, like 20 per
cent or; 15 per cent, who are still getting the short send of the
stick.' I would want sbme assistance for minority groups even in
those situations.

MR. SALMON:
If you want to look at that problem, though, and go back to

s the Kerner report and its famous statement about the problems
of America, it seems to me that you ought to have teachers, even
in all-white institutions, who are sensitive to the issues of racism.

MR. FOSTER:
An all-white institution can't deal with race.

MR. SALMON:
If it can't, then you have really wiped out a big segment of

our schools.

MS, SIZEMORE:
Open housing would do it, If you could get it.

MR. SALMON:
If the Kerner report that white racism is America's greatest

problem is accurate; and if in the north you see more and more
segregation, then we had better figure out a way to get into those
all-white schools with some kind of program that develops some
sensitivity to racist issues. I am not ready to buy the fact that
you can't do it.

MS. SIZEMORE:
As long as Black and Chicanos move into all-white neighbor-

hoods and get bombed,' you'car0 do it.

MR. SALMON:
Okay. I'll accept that. But if you could change that pattern

so that they didn't get bàmbed, you could do it.

MR. CARDENAS:
I think the point is that you were talking about a school-

cehtered training program, and I just can't visualize how you
-would -have a school-based program to teach white teachers to
work with Black kids where there are no Black kids.
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MR. SALMON:
I'm not saying that. I'm talking about teaching white teachers

to teach white kids to be sensitive to racial issues and racial
oppression. If that can't be done, then I'm almost ready to say
there is no hope.

MR. FOSTER:
I don't think one can deal with the gut levels of a relationship

with Black people or Chicano people or Indian people, while
they are absent. I negotiate My relationship with Barbara while
she's here, while we're talking with each other. If I just know
Barbara as a ,picture that's put on the wall each day .because
she's Black and there she is, I can't establish that kind of rela-
tionshillt

MR. SALMON:
I believe, counter to your beliefethat there is fertile ground to

be plowed and worked,

MR. FOSTER:
Do you know any place that's been able to? An all-white

setting designed to make kids and their teachers sensitive to
the institutional racism and the racism in New York can't do any-
thing about it as long as it is all-white.

MR. SALMON:
That I don't know of such a place doesn't mean that.there

can't be ohe. Even if there are none, it doesn't mean that there
couldn't be such a place.

MR. OLSON(
Isn't the issue academie? No major funding agency is going

to put money into school-based undergraduate ethication in
school systems that are all:White school systems, systems where
there isn't some kind of meaningful transaction between Black
and white, Chicano and white, or whatever.
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New Rochelle's Redesign Efforts

When funds get tight, districts adopt a series of fairly standard measures:

1. Clasi size is increased. Instead of 2Q children per dais, there are 30 or 35..
At the high school level, teachers .meet classes six times a day, instead
of five.

7

2. The number of specialists is cut. If a district has four psychologists, It drops
two. Reading teachers, art teachers, administrators, aides, and social
workers are others whose piietttas suddenly become expendable.

3. Programs are dropped ojArimmed. Instrumental music is eliminated. A course
in fourth-year Latin r advanced-placement math is dropped from the
curriculum. The nuncber of art periods for elementary school children is
trimmed.

4. Services find supplies are cut. Textbooks are kept in, use an extra year.
Painting and other maintenance work is postponed. Library books are not
purchased, and supplies of pendils, paper ,and chalk are limited.

5, "Non-essential" programs are cut. Class trips. Interscholastic athletics,
10 sabbatical oriportunities for teachers and outside travel for teachers and

administrators are eltminated or cut to the bone. 'Funds for consultant
services are lopped from the budget. All of these steps can have the desired
effect of saving the district money and bringing the budget In line with
available funds. But they have some serious drawbacks, too.

The first is that too little can be saved. Only when the number of
personnel is cut drastically can real savings come from these measures:
But more important than the difficulty of saving enough money is what
cuts of this type do to the school program. They not only decrease the
quality of education, they actually cut the program to the point that

taxpayers are getting less educational value for each educational dollar
spent. The very services, people and materials that are cut ire invariably
those that make the difference between a standard mediocre program
and one that provides effective approaches to the learning problems of children
living in a highly technological, often polarizedsociety.

The standard.approach to budget cutting fails in two other important ways:
First, it doesn't get at the district's real finahcial problems. They are dealt
with for the moment, but they will appear again in the next year.

Second, the educational problems oi the district remain unresolved, and
as a matter of fact, become much more difficult to attack. The standard

!The redesign effort was directed by New Rochelle Super:ntendent of Schools, Robert R.
Spillane, and his staff with funds provided by the Rockefeller Foundation. The effort Included
staff planning, community participation through a series of workshops, and the development
of a final report prepr red by consultant Paul Abramson, a former editor of SCHOOL MANAGE-
MENT Magazine. Portions of that report are quoted In this article.
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approaches to cutfing tight budgets, then, can be summaNzed In a few words:
inadequate, short range and eduCationally undesirable. If our "children's edu-
cation is not going to be severely curtailed during the current fiscal crisis,
other, more innovative approaches, mtist be found.

New Rochells recognizes the Inadequacies of the -standard approach to
resolving money problems. It recognizes, too, that it, like all districts, has
tremendous weaknesses In Its present 'program. (For example, despite a, large
apparatus to combat reading problems,, a huge percentage of children ln
New Rochelle continue to read below an accejxable level) To cut down on
programs that are not succeeding makes no ,sense at all. Instead, the New
Rochelle Schools are moving to use their present fiscal prollems as an oppor:
tunity to redesign education within the district with, twr),criteria firmly in mind:

1. To stay within the budget limitations 'so long as thine Hmitations

2. To provide a better program for children than had been provided
previously.

Such an undertaking Is far from impossible. But In order to get more for
less, It is necessary to take some painful steps. The district must concede its
budget problems (there is no point in arguing that it should not-be so); it must
be willing to rethink established programs; and, Most of all, It must concentrate
its efforts on sarvices to be delivered, rather than on persons to be hired,
retained or let go. That is the path on which the School District of New Rochelle
is now embarked.

The lItst step in redesign of any program is the most painful. New Rochelle's
first step invoived cutting away. The cutting away was not designed lust to
get within budget limitations .but to release funds that would make It possible
to deliver many seMces that any, under-finariced district could not deliver
and to deliver them better than had been done before.

District personnel determined those programs that could not be cut without
vjolating state laws and contrict provisions. Then, almost everyting that was
not mandated was cut away. The, result was a program that performed all
functions that a school district mUst perform, but that offered little beyond
the minimum. (It should he noted that even with this cutting, class SO, while
larger, remains well within acceptable limits. Increasing class size even more
was almost the only area of budget cutting that could still be performed.)
To protect some of the quality programs that were being offered, a few
instructional leadership positions wece instituted,

, Efficient management of a $24 million organization demands a skilled _and
available staff. But in a period of tight budgets, belt-tightening had, to be
undertaken. Cuts in this area were made so as not to interfere with the proper
functioning of thb district.
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A total of $161,000 was cut from the central office budget through the
elimination of six positions, ranging from Deputy Superintendent to Director of
Pupil Personnel Services. Two new positions were created to .ffil voids that
had been created and a modest fund was established to allow some consulting
services. Net savings in the central office was $101,000.

Instructional support Is that portion of the school program which Is not
totally mandated by State Law, but which provides the essential difference
between a school district that is meeting minimum requirements and one that
is meeting the needs of its students. It is the most vulnerable to cutting, but
it is also the area where restoration must be made if quality is to be maintained.

Somewhat more than $1 million was cut from the instructional support
budget through the elimination of personnel Involved in 'elementary school
libraries, remedial reading, elementary physical eduCation, elementary art,
elementary vocal music, speech and hearing, social work and driver education.
The services offered by each of these departments will be replaced with a
district-wide instructional leader or support team.

The'rationale for this decision must beunderstood to appreciate properly
the redesign plan. Each department indicated in the above list Is essential
to the quality of a school district. But the services provided are not mandated.
The new districtAvidef instructional leader or support team can work with class-
room teachers, providing them with the instructional programs, tools and
knowledge they need to carry out piograms in each of these areas. For
example, the elementary art instructional leader might design programs that
classroom teachersdespite limited art frainingcan carry out. The result
is that children Mil receive art, music, physical education and library programs,
planned by specialists and carried out by classroom teachers. (The'alternative
would be to provide no support to tfie classroom teachers, in which case many
children would get no program at all.)

In addition to eliminating whole departments, as outlined above, the depart-
ments of elementary inotrumental minc, pttendance, special education,
school nurse-teachers, secondary library and psychological services were cut,
but not' eliminated. These departments provide services that are either man-
dated or that could not be provided by'untrained personnol.

Teachers are the single most important element in ,a quality education pro-
,Igram. No amount of quality supervision, or institution of programs, no innova-
tive budgeting techniques or organizational patterns can mean as Much to a
school districeas the quality of its teaching staff.

New Rochelle cut $2 million from its budget. Reaction to the budget cuts
was quick and loud. It is not easy to dismantle a program. It is even harder to
accept the results when your job or your child is directly Involved. At meeting
after meeting, parents, teachers and other interested citizens of New Rochelle
voiced their dismaY. But their focus was on why cutbacks should not be made.
The focus had to be shifted from what was, to what could be. The citizens of
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New Rochelle had to see the cutbacks as providing a gstarting point, a base
for improvement, rather than as an attack on their schools. They had to face
the nec.3sity for redesigning their schools.

Because a redesign program of this scope Is of national significance, New
Rochelle approached the Rockefeller Foundation In an effort to obtain funds
to plan and carry out citizen participation in the redesign process. The objective
was to identify the priorities of the community, and then to design programs to
rneet,these priorities.

A conference was organized for May 1, 1971, which was isked to consider
three questions: What effects are to be secured? What are the criteria for
evaluating effectiveness? What are the New Rochelle schools for?

The conference participants developed a list of 23 requirements for their
schools ranging from insuring that every child had the 'ability to read and
write and ,count, to becoming a part of the community, to "giving students the
ability to run thinps." With requirements of ,the system listed, the focus was
shifted once more: "If this is a requirement of the schools, .what must the
schools do to accomplish it and what pitfalls must the schools avoid that would
make meeting the requirement more difficult?"

The group was asked to identify that one requirement above all others
that it considered most Important and then, in a general session, to indicate
how to satisfy and how to block that requirement.

Two requirements far outstripped the others in terms of demands of the
audience: "Each child to develop to his highest capacityintellectually, psy-

p chologically and socially," and "every child to read 'and write and count."
Clearly the citizens of New Rochelle had very definite priorities in terms of
what they considered the most important tasks of their schools. .

1.. -
The redesign conference accomplished many things. It involved the com-

munity In planning. It gave varying segments of the community an opportunity
to hear the priorities of others. It gave the professional staff important_ guide-
lines in making short range decisions about the operation of New Rochelle's
schools. At the same time, It set the base for a continuing study that will lead
to long range programs and solutions.

REDESIGN PROPOSALS

, Because the New Rochelle Schools had to be open and prepared to function
on a limited budget In September 1971, short range programs took priority in
taff planning. In developing short range programs, the staff took cognizance
of the demands of the community, as expressed in the redesign conference.
It placed its emphasis on meeting the two basic requirements of the school
district: that every child develop to his-highest capacityintellectually, psy-
chologically and sociallyand that every child learn to read and write and
count.
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The following programs were proposed and accepted for implementation
in the 1971-72 school year:

Maximum Advancement In Reading Knowledge (MARK)
The primary goal of the MARK program is to make every elementary school

teacher a reading teacher and to provide the training, assistance and materials
needed to institute an individualized reading program for every student. To
accomplish this, the following steps are being taken:

Training. All elementary school teachers and all secondary school teachers
of English will be involved in a special in-service program in reading. A team
of teacher-trainers will be employed to work with classroom teachers, giving
them the skills they need to diagnose children's reading problems, and to
prescribe programs for them. Sessions will be held during the school year.
(Elementary school classes will be dismissed at noon every Wednesday.) In
addition, five teacher-trainers will be employed full time during the school year.

Language Arts Teachers, Each school wHI have a language arts teacher
whOse primary responsibility will, be to aid classroom teachers, helping them
to diagnose reading problems and to prescribe for them. On occasion, the
language arts teachers will work with children who need special help. The
emphasis will be on aiding children who, for one,reason or another, have fallen
behind in reading but who are not yet so severely retarded that they cannot
function in the classroom.

Sell-help Reading Laboratories. Each elementary, school will have a reading
laboratory where individual children will be able to work on their own or witn
assistance to improve their reading skills. These centers will be equipped with
a wide variety of materials and will be staffed by a para-professional, under
the supervision of the building's language arts teacher.

Educational Learning Center. A special district-wlde centerto be located
in Washington Schoolwill be available to help children who are seriously
behind in reading or related skill areas. Children will be bused to the educa-
tional center, sometimes for two or three weeks at a time. While there, they
will receive an intensive dose of reading instruction geared to meet the specific
problems that must be overcome before they can profitably return to regular
classrooms. Among the services offered at the educational learning center
will be instruction for children for whom English is a second language. The
center win be sufficiently flexible so that it can also be used by students who
need only part-time help.

V )ile the basic thrust of the MARK program will be to aid students who
h, v3 been having difficulty in reading (the underachieving youngster), It will
also be of direct benefit to the "achieving youngster." Under New Rochelle's
present program, formal reading instruction normally ends with the third grade.
But there are many reading skills that studentsparticularly the very able
onesneed that are not taught in ,the first three years. Among these are such
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skills as yearling source material, skimming, underlining, etc. Under the in-
dividualized reading program, children who ere ready for these advanced
reading skills will have an opportunity to learn them. Achieving children will
also move into other areas of language arts, such as writing and speaking, and
will be able to move ahead at their own pace into many areas of enrichment.
They will be freed from the demands of reading classes that are not up to
their level and at the same time will learn advanced skills now too often Ignored.

The cost of the MARK programIncluding stipends for teachers attending
the early training sessions, salaries of trainers and language arts teachers,
and all materials, is estimated at $363,000 for the 1971-72 school year. By
marshalling its people, materials and financial resources in this manner, New
Rochelle responds to the commitment to provide its children with a better
reading program than ever before at a price that fits within its budget.

Educational Support Teams
Traditionally, school pupil personnel services have been based on a "clini-

cal" or "medical" model. Guidance counselors, psychologists, speech thera-
pists, nurses, etc. have worked with pupils who were referred to them. These
became their "caseload." With financial problems and educational chenge,
this traditional "clinical" model Is no longer effective. The multitude of prob-
lems related to youth require different solutions. Pupil personnel services must
begin to develop diverse and comprehensive school programs to meet the
needs of all our children. It Is no longer practical for suppart services to func-
tion as individuals providing service. These 'Individuals must function as a
"team," bringing their different skills to the needs of Individual students, parents,
school personnel and the community. As a "team" they must be in a position
to provide broad base educational support services In addition to servicing the
individual student in need of help.

During the 1971-72 school year, educational support teams will operate
within the district. Teams will cogsist ,c,f a psychologist, speech therapist,
social worker, nurse teacher and learnhig disability teacher. Each team will
work with three elementary schoolkand will also devote one day each week to
a district-wide educational support center. With this team approach, a child
who Is referred to any one of the specialists will automatically come to the
attention of the full team, ending long and unnecessary delays in testing,
analysis and treatment.

A full-time psychologist will be located In each secondary school. He will
form an educational services team in conjunction with guidance and other
ancillary personnel in each school. The district educational support clinic
will service secondary school students who need special speech and hearing
aid.

The district educational support clinic will be staffed at all times and Will
attempt to handle "walk-in" problems as well as special situations that are
referred to It.
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The objective of this team approach to educational support services Is to
put people into the schools who are solving problems, not just Identifying them.
These teams will be held responsible for diagnosing_ and ,helpingt0,.,Solve
prVjems. arlsing--among -their student 156Pariirdh-rtfiii 'cc:incept was de'v loped
in the belief that the fewer the intermediaries between the teacher an her
pupils, the greater the level of.her sense of responsibility for their full dev
ment and the greater the possibility of eventually Implementing a functional sys-
tem of professional accountability. Such support teams can help the classroom
teacher concentrate on the majority of her students who will learn withOut
difficulty. The teams will attend to the special needs of those students who
have difficulties, attempting to remove any blocks to learniN and returning
such students to the regular classroom setting where most of them belong. The
redesign will make greater service available to students, faculty and commu-
nity, at a cost$236,000that fits within the district's budgetary needs.

Mathematics

All children must learn to read and write and count. That was a mandate
of the redesign conference. While the basic thrust of the short range redesign
program is in the areas of reading and educational support services, an alloca-
tion has been made to begin the development of mathematics redesign. A total
of $25,000 has been set aside to purchase manipulative material, Individualized
material and simple math machines and to begin the process of retraining
teachers. Programs will also be introduced this year specifically for students
who excel in math.

Science Ecology Program
Because of the importance of ecological studies, a sum of $16,000 has been

set aside to hire a single staff member and to purchase materials for delivering
support to classroom teachers in the areas of science and ecology. Included will
be curriculum development and supervision of field trips and school programs.

Lunch Room Aldes
Originally the program of para-professional supervision during lunch periods

was cut from the budget but other cuts In support personnel at the elementary
level have made It necessary to restore this service. This will guarantee duty-
free breaks for classroom teachers during every school day. The cost of pro-
viding these breaks is just $30,000.

Social Service Specialists
Again responding to a special and immediate need, a sum of $45,000 has

been appropriated to allow each secondary school to develop a program in
drug abuse counselling, crisis intervention and other services of a social service
nature.
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The six programs listed above constitute the redesign program for 1971-72.
Total cost Is $715,000, s2imewhat more than the available funds. It may be
necessary to adjust pro ams slightly if this produces an actual deficit.

if additional mone should become available other redesign programs
would be instituted by the district. Among those that would be considered (in
order of priority) are block grants to individual schools or to Individual staff
members; media centers; and educational television.

Block Grants. While It Is important to create district-wide programs to meet
district-wide needs, it is also appropriate to recognize the differences among
individual schools, Each has Its own personality, created by the differences
among parent bodies, students, teachers and administrators.

In order to meet the needs of individuAl schools, the district might create
a mini-grant fund. E4t'ch building would 1,e eligible to receive an allocation
from that fund, to bce.used in program development. Principals, students, teath-
ers and the community would all be involved in this spending decision.

Each principal Por individual teacher requesting funds would have to state
the nature of the program he proposed to estabHsh, the rationale, goals and,
objectives for the program, how the money would actually be spent, and how
he proposed to measure the program's success-or lack of success at the end
of the year.

These grants would not be renewed automatically at the end of the year.
If performance does not meet expectations, principals would be expected to
make significant changes, modifying what was attempted or dropping programs
altogether. In this way, the district would be able to guarantee to each school
community an opportunity to establish programs to meet that community's
highest priorities and to prove the alue of the program that has been chosen.

- Among the programs for which grants might be sought are media centers,
cultural programs of various kinds, television workshops, ecological learning,
etc. There would be no limitation upon projects proposed,.so long as the
school can define the program's objectives and offer methods for evaluating
success.

It is estimated that $200,000 would be needed to make such a Program
effective.

Media' Centers. A recent article pointed out that "between the media and
the marketplace" Americans are exposed to an abundance of things. "Un-
fortunately, the abundance stops at the school hot,se door. There where in-
formation, educating artifacts, and services shotnd flood the enyironment
because they are essential to learning, scarcity takes overwhich may be
why, compared to the outside world, schools often have a vacant, unreal
quality." Well-Stocked media centers would be a major step toward providing
the things of learning to every school in our district. Through such centers,
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students would have access to the latest in print, photographic and electronic
learning materials, materials that are essential for true learning. The Importance
ot providing such centers cannot be overestimated, but a sum ot at least
$100,000 would be needed In order to make a start In thls direction,

Educational Television. The possibility of the district investing $250,000 in
the development of educational television was originally put forward at a time
when It was believed that matching funds would be available from government
and industry. Such matching funds are not now on the horizon so a project
which originally had been given high priority must drop further down. How-
ever, the future availability of matching funds could change this situation com-
pletely. Educational- television could be a major tool of the New, Rachel le
School DAtrict if used properly. WO must not overlook that possibility In our
futureand immediateplanning.

A Look to the Future.
As has been made quite clear from the beginning, New Rochelle's redesign

program is In two phasesshort range and long range. And, as Dr. Spillane
has said, "It is perfectly possible that the eventual long range redesign will
reverse or change that which has been undertaken for the short range."

Long range redesign is a major undertaking. It must begin with community
padcipation.and with concentration not on means (how.can we best teach
nusic %,r art or reading) but with goals and objectives and priorities. In an

effort to ehcourage redesign activity in the community, the second Tuesday
of every month has been designated for meetings tor that purpose. Citizens
have been asked to come forward to take the lead In determining the redesigns
format and in determining how the entire New Rochelle community can be
involved in deciding the role that Its schools shall play In the future,

The May 1 conference provided guidelines for the short range redesign
that New Rochelle's schools had to accomplish. But the conference was actually
more important as a first step in an entire redesign project that will Involve
the whole community over the next school year.

Sometimes, being Number Two is easier than being Number One. New
Rochelle, for better or for worse, is Number One ih the nation today In re-
designing its school program, forced to that point by a funding program that
leaves it nowhere else to go. If New Rochelle's redesign program Is successful,
it will set a pattern for scVol districts throughout the nation. That is why It Is
so Important that we mature each step, weigh each action, understand the
implications of the directions in which we are going.

The iedesign process demands that we examine the services we expect our
schools to deliver, rather than the persons who are delivering them. The
redesign process demands that we ask, what are the services to be delivered
and how can we deliver them most economically and at the highest possible
level of quality? Only by askingand answeringthis question can school
programs be redesigned to meet the needs ot the times,
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The Study `Commission on Undergriduate Education and the Education
of Teachers has been assigned by tfie National Center for the Improve-
ment of Educational *stems, U.S. Office of Education, the task of re-
searching educational riform and developing programmatic thrusts.
The Study Commission works with the UPEP (Undergraduate Preparation
of Educational Personnel) staff in this process. \

This. study document is second in a series that have been prepared by
the Virectorate of the Study Commission. The first voliime, Education for

0- 1984 and After, reports conversations With and articles by Deans/ and
leaders in Schools of Education and "Teaching-Learning Centers.' A
third volume, Of Education and 'Human Community, Contains conversa-
tions with anft malaise by leaders° in _operimental education. These
materials are available on request froth the Nebraska Curriculum Devel-
opment Center, University of Nebraska, Andrews Hall, Lincoln; Nebraska,
68508.


